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Introducing the Issue

Susanna Loeb, Cecilia Rouse, and Anthony Shorris

A high-quality education is critical to the future well-being of a child—and thus also to the nation as a whole. By one estimate, a high school dropout in the United States will earn nearly a quarter of a million dollars less over his lifetime than a high school graduate who completes no further education. He will also contribute $60,000 less in tax revenues. Aggregated over a cohort of eighteen-year-olds who never complete high school, these losses add up to $200 billion. Moreover, gaps in the educational achievement of children by race and social class are large and persistent. For example, among eighth graders in 1988, 95 percent from the most advantaged families had received a high school diploma within six years, compared with only 66 percent from the least advantaged families. According to the National Assessment of Educational Progress, 9 percent of black and 13 percent of Hispanic eighth graders perform at or above the proficient level in mathematics, compared with 39 percent of whites.

Concern about the overall quality of U.S. education, and in particular about the troublesome gaps in achievement, has led many policymakers and parents to demand reform of the educational system. But for reform—whether increased education revenues, smaller class sizes, or greater accountability—to make a difference, it must penetrate the classroom and affect the quality of teaching. Indeed teachers are so important that, according to one estimate, a child in poverty who has a good teacher for five years in a row would have learning gains large enough, on average, to close completely the achievement gap with higher-income students. Improving the quality of teachers is thus crucial to efforts to raise student achievement and narrow achievement gaps. But schools with high concentrations of black students, Hispanic students, and students in poverty have serious problems in recruiting and retaining effective teachers. According to one study, three times as many black students as white students in New York State had teachers who failed their general knowledge certification exam on their first attempt (21 versus 7 percent).

But although almost everyone recognizes the importance of effective teachers, it is much less clear how to improve the teaching workforce. One difficulty is the sheer size of that workforce. Teachers make up about 10 percent of the population of the United States. They are central to efforts to improve education for all children. And just as parents expect quality care for their children, they expect high-quality education for their children. The stakes are high.
With more than 40 percent of schools’ operating expenditures going to instructional salaries, even small changes in compensation or in the number of students per teacher can have huge revenue implications.

Nevertheless, researchers have established that carefully designed public policies can strengthen teacher quality. The articles in this volume explore key tools available to policymakers to do just that—from changes in the way teachers are certified, to investments in professional development, to wage policies, to financial and other incentives, to policies that affect unions and collective bargaining. The volume also examines the special challenges facing rural and urban districts and synthesizes relevant experiences from other developed and developing nations.

What Have We Learned?

Before reviewing the main findings of the articles in this volume, we must stress how hard it is to know whether a particular policy makes a difference. Although most observers would agree that good teachers do more than simply raise the test scores of their students, measuring other outcomes is problematic. In addition, when student learning improves, it is difficult to be certain whether the gain is in fact attributable to a particular policy intervention, such as a new professional development program. Perhaps the gain would have happened even in the absence of the intervention.

The challenge is to determine what social scientists call the counterfactual—what learning gains students would have made had their teacher not, for example, received professional development. To construct the counterfactual, researchers might look at similar students, similar classrooms, and similar teachers who have not participated in the reform, or they might look at the same student during two different periods. By making such comparisons, researchers hope to tease out the causal effect of the policy on students. But because researchers can rarely be completely confident of the accuracy of the coun-
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verfactual—are the students, classrooms, and teachers they are comparing similar in all respects or just in the few characteristics observed?—the research base on many policies is surprisingly thin, a fact that is reflected in the articles in this volume.

A Framework

The first step in recognizing potential weaknesses in the nation’s system of public education, and in seeing how to address those weaknesses, is to understand the institutional framework within which teachers and their employers work. In the leadoff article in this volume, Richard Murnane and Jennifer Steele provide just such a framework. They describe how wages and working conditions both in teaching and in competing occupations influence the number and skills of people drawn to teaching. Growing job opportunities for women during the 1970s and 1980s, for example, dramatically affected the supply of teachers, pulling away many women with the strongest academic backgrounds. Because wages and working conditions vary from school to school, the supply of teachers varies as well. Similarly, because alternative job opportunities are greater for some teachers than for others, the supply of teachers also varies by teacher characteristics. For example, greater opportunities for people with strong science backgrounds decrease the supply of science teachers relative to teachers in fields such as history and English.

The demand for teachers—the number of teachers that schools and school districts need to hire—also varies over time and across locations, driven by factors such as the number of students, the desire for particular class sizes, and retirement trends among teachers. Declining student-teacher ratios over the second half of the twentieth century, for example—from roughly 27:1 in 1955 to 16:1 by 2001—increased the demand for teachers by 41 percent.

When considering a job, a prospective teacher looks at both wages and working conditions. Salary schedules almost always reflect years of teaching experience and educational attainment, though there is some leeway to provide added pay for added responsibilities (such as coaching) or, in rare instances, for performance as a teacher. Within districts, salary schedules are usually the same for all schools and for all teachers, regardless of field. This salary structure creates difficulties for schools with less desirable working conditions and for fields in which opportunities outside teaching are better or the work in the classroom is more difficult. The wide disparity among schools in the characteristics of their teachers is one manifestation of this structure. To address these problems, policymakers have proposed a variety of reforms, including across-the-board pay increases for teachers, more flexible pay structures, and reduced requirements for certification. Murnane and Steele address these approaches briefly and lay the framework for the remaining papers, which address these and other policies in more detail.

The Benefits—and Costs—of Certification

Every state has its own procedures for certifying teachers, and every public school is expected to hire teachers certified by the state. All states require a bachelor’s degree, and all but two require applicants to pass at least one certification exam that covers general knowledge and subject-area knowledge, as well as pedagogy. Some states require high school teachers to have a major in the subject area that they teach, and most require teachers to complete coursework in education. Further, most teacher candidates must spend time as a
student teacher before becoming fully eligible to teach in a public school system.\textsuperscript{7}

Donald Boyd, Daniel Goldhaber, Hamilton Lankford, and James Wyckoff raise a salient policy issue regarding these certification processes. In theory, certification can improve the quality of teachers in the classroom by establishing a floor on quality. To the extent that certification can distinguish bad teachers from better teachers, it can keep the worst teachers from entering the classroom. However, certification can fail to meet its goal in two ways. First, it can fail to distinguish good teachers from bad. Second, it may drive away potentially good teachers. If the certification process itself is so onerous that it keeps good teachers from pursuing a teaching career, then it may in fact lower the overall quality of teachers, even if it does screen out the worst teachers. Assessing the value of certification systems therefore requires evaluating both their ability to screen out the worst candidates and the extent to which they discourage potentially good candidates.

There is surprisingly little research that sheds light on how any element of certification affects classroom teaching. This does not mean that certification has no effect, just that there is no convincing evidence one way or the other. What little research there is suggests that teachers who score higher on exams tend to add more to the achievement gains of their students than do their lower-scoring peers, though these effects are not large. The au-
So what does good teaching look like? In the classroom of a good teacher, students are visible, engaged, attentive, and participating. They aren’t looking off into space, surfing the net, or dozing. They are engaged in public performances of their understanding and misunderstanding. In good teaching, students are not silent partners. As the educator Deborah Meier observed, “teaching is mostly listening, learning is mostly telling.” In good teaching, students are responsible for their learning; they are accountable for their understanding. Accountability is not determined by midterms and finals alone, but by the continuity of their participation, engagement, and interaction with the teacher and one another. Good teaching is passionate, and it induces an emotional response in students. Students may even feel a tad anxious because something they care about is at stake. That doesn’t mean that good teaching is intimidating; mental paralysis can be induced by teachers who are gratuitous pedagogical terrorists. Good teaching starts with inducing habits of mind, but doesn’t stop there. Good teaching engages practical thinking and problem-solving skills that can be applied in a variety of settings. And good teaching affects students’ values, commitments, and identities. A good teacher of writing does not stop at teaching students to write a five-paragraph essay. He teaches students to think of themselves as readers and writers, who are competent, comfortable, and committed to their literacies.

Yes, good teaching is not a simple independent variable. It is rich, nuanced, complicated, internally and longitudinally inconsistent and produces different impacts on different students and in different contexts. Like all good scientists, we simplify any phenomenon in order to study and understand it. Teaching is no different. The danger arises when we forget how much of value we chose to ignore in order to explain a phenomenon like teaching and we treat our scientific conclusions as if we never compromised at all.

Lee S. Shulman is president of The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching and Charles E. Ducommun Professor of Education Emeritus and professor of psychology emeritus (by courtesy) at Stanford University.
On-the-job training—professional development—is important for several reasons. First, the alternative routes into teaching, with their reduced coursework and field experience requirements, mean that new teachers often arrive with less preparation than before. Second, it is not easy for schools and districts to know how effective teachers will be before they begin teaching. Third, many schools find it almost impossible to fire poorly performing teachers because of tenure and due process rights at the state level, together with teacher contract provisions at the district level. In all these cases, professional development can, in theory, help teachers develop the knowledge and skills that they lack. Finally, as states and districts aim to implement new standards and new curriculums, teachers may need help incorporating the new material into their practices.

Heather Hill describes some common professional development activities and reviews the research on their effectiveness. The average professional development program is of little benefit; however, a few programs have demonstrably improved teaching and student learning. Hill identifies three important characteristics of these high-quality programs. First, they involve a substantial time commitment, such as a two- to four-week summer program. One-day programs, in most cases, are not worthwhile. Second, the program content is targeted—for example, on specific content knowledge, subject-matter-specific instruction, or student learning. Broad programs do not appear to be effective. Third, professional development is linked to the instructional goals and curriculum materials of the district or school. Teachers can make better use of the material provided by their schools and districts if their professional development is tied closely to it—a practice that is surprisingly uncommon today.

Wages, Working Conditions, and Teacher Labor Markets

Teaching is influenced not only by programs and policies that affect the current workforce, but also by those that influence who goes into teaching, who stays in teaching, and in which schools teachers choose to work. Both wages and working conditions affect the appeal of a teaching job. In their article in this volume, Eric Hanushek and Steven Rivkin address salaries and working conditions broadly. They find that the wages of teachers relative to those of other college graduates have fallen over time. In addition, salaries vary substantially from one region to another, with the highest wages found in the Northeast and the lowest in rural areas. There is little difference, on average, however, between wages in urban and suburban districts. In some metropolitan areas urban districts pay more, whereas in others, suburban districts pay more. But working conditions do differ substantially between urban and suburban districts, with urban teachers reporting less support from administrators and parents, poorer materials, and greater student problems. These difficult working conditions appear to drive much of the
turnover of teachers and the transfer of teachers across schools.

Although the authors note that both wages and working conditions affect teachers’ choices and result in a sorting of teachers across schools, they find less evidence on whether this sorting of teachers is actually detrimental to students. For example, teachers with higher test scores may be more likely to leave the lowest-performing schools, but these teachers might not be the most effective teachers. Although research in this area is sparse, existing studies indicate that the teachers who leave are not better at producing student learning gains than those who stay.

Teacher preferences, as affected by salaries and working conditions, are central to understanding the distribution of teachers across schools. But they are not the only factors. The preferences of hiring authorities, the effectiveness of district personnel decisions, and the institutional constraints within which they operate are also important, driving both who gets hired out of the pool of available teachers and the setting of wages and working conditions that then determine the pool of interested teachers. Teachers unions operate in all fifty states, and all fifty states have tenure laws. Thirty-five states and the District of Columbia have laws guaranteeing collective bargaining rights for teachers. These state policies and resulting teacher contracts often limit the ability of districts to hire, transfer, and fire teachers as they would like. They also set the current salary schedules, which, as Hanushek and Rivkin note, often do not reward teachers for student learning.

The Challenge of Building Incentives into Pay Structures

Teachers may have many incentives to work hard. The satisfaction of seeing their students learn, appreciation from students’ parents, and recognition from their colleagues and principal may all motivate teachers. But only a few school districts, both in the United States and abroad, base teacher salaries on performance in the classroom. One such district is Denver, where in November of 2005 voters approved a $25 million tax increase to fund “merit pay” rewarding elementary and secondary school teachers for a variety of accomplishments, including their own demonstrated knowledge and skills and their students’ academic growth. Victor Lavy synthesizes the research on pay for performance.

He notes that performance-based pay can take innumerable forms. It can reward individual teachers, groups of teachers, or schools; it can be based on student test performance or principal or peer evaluation; it can be large or small; it can include sticks as well as carrots. Each of these elements can substantially shape the incentives created for teacher performance. Clearly the benefit of performance-based pay is that it increases teachers’ incentives to improve their students’ learning. But as Lavy points out, it may also create perverse incentives—discouraging teachers from helping their peers or encouraging them to cheat or to restructure their class time in ways that improve students’ test performance but not their long-term learning. The empirical research on the programs implemented to date has not found consistently positive effects from these reforms.

Lavy examines several practical challenges in implementing performance-based pay and concludes that the most daunting is to devise a way to measure performance. Such a measure must reflect the student outcomes of interest, minimize error, and discourage cheating and other unintended consequences. Implementing a system of performance-
based pay that works is not a one-time task. Even with the best preparation, initial implementation is likely to be problematic. But if commitment to reform is ongoing, it may be possible to make progress gradually in addressing each of the challenges. As evidence, Lavy cites two carefully designed incentive programs in Israel that generated significant student gains.

**How Unions Affect Teacher Labor Markets and Teaching**

Some challenges in implementing any new policy, such as performance-based pay, are technical; others are political. Unions have played and continue to play a considerable role in schools, affecting not only teacher labor markets but also standards, curriculum, and other aspects of schooling. They have not always supported reforms favored by school administrators. In his article, Randall Eberts synthesizes the research on teacher unions and collective bargaining, focusing on how both affect compensation, student outcomes, and education policy.

Teachers unions, like unions in other occupations, increase worker pay and benefits. Teachers who are union members and teachers in highly unionized states receive higher salaries. Moreover, the higher the share of unionized teachers, the larger the gap in wages between new and experienced teachers. On average, collective bargaining increases education spending by roughly 15 percent. How unions affect student outcomes is much less clear. Although some studies find that unions improve student learning, others suggest that union efforts to increase salaries force a trade-off with other productive inputs and thus decrease achievement and increase dropout rates. An alternative explanation, says Eberts, is that unions force a standardization inside classrooms and schools that increases the achievement of students who perform close to the average but decreases outcomes for lower- and higher-achieving students.

Unions are central to contemporary education policy. If districts and states are to enact successful reform, they must work collaboratively with them. Eberts notes that the traditional stance of unions against policies that enhance local discretion may be susceptible to change in light of other policy reforms, such as accountability, that shift the focus from schools’ resources (class sizes and teacher salaries, for example) to student outcomes and expect local actors to respond to their inherent incentives.

**The Unique Challenges of Urban and Rural Settings**

Urban and rural schools each face particular challenges in attracting, retaining, and making the most of their teacher workforce. Brian Jacob identifies the challenges and potential policy solutions for urban schools; David Monk, those for rural schools.

Most of the lowest-performing schools and students in the United States are in urban districts, where poverty is highly concentrated and large shares of students have limited English proficiency and perform poorly on achievement tests. These districts often face unusually high costs. Higher wages in other occupations make it more costly for schools and districts to hire workers; space is often expensive; and high crime rates increase facilities requirements and tend to make upkeep more expensive. Urban districts are often far larger than other districts. Although increased size may offer some advantages in terms of reduced rates from suppliers, it also presents problems. As Jacob points out, to manage their many schools,
large urban districts often institute unwieldy bureaucratic systems that slow the pace of operations. They also tend to face powerful teachers unions that hamper their actions even further. Urban districts thus face challenges both in attracting teachers to their schools and in optimizing their hiring, transfer, and retention policies so that they are able to bring the best available teachers into their classrooms and retain them.

In examining the recruitment and retention of teachers in rural areas, David Monk begins by noting the unique characteristics of rural communities—small size, sparse settlement, distance from population concentrations, and an economic reliance on agricultural industries that are increasingly using seasonal and immigrant workers to minimize labor costs. Many, though not all, rural areas, are seriously impoverished. Classes in rural schools tend to be small, and teachers often report good working conditions and relatively few discipline problems. But compensation tends to be low, perhaps because of a lower fiscal capacity in rural areas. Moreover, rural areas often have a smaller pool of college-educated workers from which to recruit teachers. Teacher turnover is often high, and the share of highly trained teachers is low. Relatively large shares of students with special needs and of highly mobile children of low-income migrant farm workers can also complicate recruiting and retaining teachers. Thus, while much of the policy focus has been on urban schools, the small size, remote location, and often poor and mobile student populations of rural schools create other obstacles to improving the teacher workforce.

Lessons from Other Countries
Helen Ladd puts U.S. educational policies and practices into international perspective by focusing on educational policies and practices in industrialized countries. She documents that students in countries with high teacher salaries do not, in general, perform better on international tests than do students in countries with lower teacher salaries, but notes that many factors, such as cost, could obscure an underlying relationship between teacher wages and student outcomes. She also points out that in countries with low teacher salaries, teachers tend to have weaker qualifications. In high-salary countries like Germany, Japan, and Korea, for example, only 4 percent of teachers are underqualified, as against more than 10 percent in the United States, where teacher salaries are relatively low.

Throughout the developed world, policies that make salaries uniform across academic subject areas and across geographic regions hamper schools’ efforts to recruit qualified teachers in math and science and in large cities. Among the strategies used to combat resulting teacher shortages are paying teachers different salaries according to their subject area and offering financial incentives, including bonuses and loans, for teachers in
specific subjects or geographic areas. Other developed countries are also creating alternative routes into teaching to attract qualified teachers. To retain effective teachers and reduce attrition, they are providing more support staff for teachers, recognizing and celebrating effective teachers, improving school leadership, and reducing teacher burnout through part-time work, sabbaticals, and extended leaves. The lesson, says Ladd, is that effective policy must simultaneously address a variety of issues, such as teacher preparation and certification, working conditions, the challenges facing new teachers, and the distribution of teachers across geographic areas.

Finally, Emiliana Vegas reports on how the world’s developing countries fill their classrooms with qualified teachers. Although schools in the world’s poorest countries may seem unusual models to inform U.S. educational policy, in fact, those schools often resemble difficult-to-staff urban U.S. schools. Severe budget constraints and a lack of teacher training capacity have pushed developing nations to try a wide variety of reforms, including part-time or assistant teachers, pay incentives, and school-based management. Hiring teachers with less than full credentials has had mixed results at best. A more promising approach has been to increase pay to improve teacher quality, although the specific policy of providing incentive pay has had mixed results. Finally, school-based management reforms that devolve decisionmaking authority to the schools have improved both teacher performance and student learning. In Central America, for example, such reforms have lowered rates of teacher absenteeism, increased teacher work hours, increased homework assignments, and improved parent-teacher relationships. These changes are especially promising in schools where educational quality is low.

Implications

Although almost everyone agrees that school reforms are unlikely to improve student performance if they do not directly affect what happens in the classroom, to date there is strikingly little evidence to indicate exactly which policies are most likely to enhance teaching, and thus student learning. But research does point toward some approaches as more effective than others, and recent changes in local and federal policy will make it possible to learn more about teacher policy more quickly than has yet been possible.

First, research has made clear the shortcomings in teacher pay structures. Although some districts offer higher compensation for particular fields of specialization, especially special education, math, and science, that practice is not the norm. In most districts, all teachers in all schools are generally subject to the same salary schedule, leaving some fields and regions with teacher shortages, others with surpluses. A good short-term solution to these staffing problems may be to target large pay incentives for highly effective teachers in hard-to-staff subject areas or less desirable schools. But in the long run, it may be more productive—though expensive—to address working conditions directly by reducing class sizes, increasing release time for planning, providing instructional supports such as coaches, and ameliorating adverse conditions such as crime and dilapidated buildings.9 Incorporating elements of pay for performance into salary structures is another reform with much theoretical appeal. Although experience with such policies has generated mixed results on student outcomes, much could be learned from carefully designed and implemented pilot programs.

Teacher preparation and certification is a second policy area that warrants further consid-
eration and potential reform. The paucity of evidence on the effects of different elements of states’ certification requirements is no reason to eliminate those requirements. Not knowing what effect they have is not the same as knowing that they have no, or even a negative, effect. In the absence of solid evidence, policy must be based on common sense and professional consensus. One thing that researchers have definitively established is that entry requirements strongly affect the pool of people interested in teaching. Policies that have loosened entry requirements have not only dramatically increased the number of people interested in teaching but also raised their average academic performance. It is thus crucial to evaluate entry requirements closely, especially in communities that have had trouble attracting qualified teachers.

Reform in ongoing teacher education is a third area worth pursuing. Although professional development can, in theory, benefit schools and districts, so far the nation has little to show for its substantial investment in this area. As Heather Hill points out, hours spent in general and unspecified professional development do not improve instruction. Instead, the work must be linked to the curriculum, have substantive content, and be sustained over time. Coaching and release time for directed collaboration among teachers are both promising forms of professional development.

Research has also uncovered some structural impediments to improving the teacher workforce. In particular, given how hard it is to identify good teachers, the constraints that keep schools from removing poorly performing teachers likely hurt students. Easing these restrictions may have large payoffs when an ample supply of potential replacements is available, especially if schools and districts can also offer teachers incentives to improve student learning. In addition, cumbersome bureaucracies keep many large urban districts from adjusting to changing needs or even making predictable hires in a timely manner. As an example, streamlining the process so that these districts could hire teachers earlier in the year could help increase supply.

Finally, the papers in this volume demonstrate that strengthening the teacher workforce is not a one-time policy initiative. The effort must be ongoing—for schools, districts, states, and even the federal government. The introduction of assessment-based accountability systems over the past two decades has yielded a rich harvest of data that can help practitioners and policymakers assess the effectiveness of policy initiatives, especially those that are implemented with an eye toward careful evaluation. Education policy in individual districts, and in the nation as a whole, would be well served if reform initiatives were designed from the outset with credible evaluation elements, especially when it comes to collecting data about how the reform affects students facing various challenges. Without careful evaluation, the nation will continue to commit enormous public resources to one of society’s most important investments without any real analytic support.

Researchers have begun to learn more about potentially effective interventions in teacher labor markets, many of which are described in the articles that follow. But much work remains. That research has not yet unlocked the “secret” of something as complicated as effective classroom teaching should be neither surprising nor discouraging. Our aim, in this volume, is to contribute to the continuing search for practical policy steps to improve teaching—the single most important element in student achievement—especially for children facing the greatest barriers.
Notes


3. Eric A. Hanushek, Steven G. Rivkin, and John J. Kain, “Teachers, Schools and Academic Achievement,” Econometrica 73, no. 2 (2005): 417–58. Here, a “good teacher” is defined as one with an average value added that is one standard deviation greater than the average. This does not include knowledge depreciation.


5. This estimate comes from multiplying the average teacher salary from 2003–04 ($46,752 at www.nea.org/edstats/images/05rankings.pdf) by the number of teachers given above.


9. Bringing in effective administrators is likely to be even more helpful, but unfortunately this is a substantially more difficult undertaking, since administrator labor markets are no less complicated than teacher labor markets.
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Richard J. Murnane and Jennifer L. Steele

Summary
Richard Murnane and Jennifer Steele argue that if the United States is to equip its young people with the skills essential in the new economy, high-quality teachers are more important than ever. In recent years, the demand for effective teachers has increased as enrollments have risen, class sizes have fallen, and a large share of the teacher workforce has begun to retire. Women and minorities have more career options than ever before, making it increasingly difficult to attract and retain the many effective teachers who are needed. Moreover, schools are limited in their ability to identify and reward the most effective teachers.

Perhaps the most urgent problem facing American education, say Murnane and Steele, is the unequal distribution of high-quality teachers. Poor children and children of color are disproportionately assigned to teachers with the least preparation and the weakest academic backgrounds. Teacher turnover is high in schools that serve large shares of poor or nonwhite students because the work is difficult, and the teachers who undertake it are often the least equipped to succeed.

Murnane and Steele point out that in response to these challenges, policymakers have proposed a variety of policy instruments to increase the supply of effective teachers and distribute those teachers more equitably across schools. Such proposals include across-the-board pay increases, more flexible pay structures such as pay-for-performance, and reduced restrictions on who is allowed to teach. Several of these proposals are already being implemented, but their effectiveness remains largely unknown. To measure how well these policies attract effective teachers to the profession and to the schools that need them most, rigorous evaluations are essential.

Murnane and Steele also note that policymakers may benefit from looking beyond U.S. borders to understand how teacher labor markets work in other countries. Although policies rooted in one nation’s culture cannot be easily and quickly transplanted into another, it is important to understand what challenges other countries face, what policies they are using, and how well those policies are working to enhance teacher quality and improve student achievement.
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Richard J. Murnane is the Thompson Professor of Education and Society at the Harvard Graduate School of Education. Jennifer L. Steele is an advanced doctoral student in administration, planning, and social policy at the Harvard Graduate School of Education.
Public education in the United States has long been viewed as a means of expanding economic opportunity, enhancing social mobility, developing a skilled workforce, and preparing young people to participate in a democratic society.\(^1\) High-quality public education is especially crucial today, as advances in the U.S. economy have made cognitive skills more important than ever in determining labor market success. But today’s public schools are not equipping all students with the skills needed to thrive in a rapidly changing economy, and the economic consequences are becoming more serious for students who leave school without critical skills.

Cognitive skills are strong predictors of educational attainment. Students with weak skills are the most likely to drop out of school before earning a high school diploma, whereas those with strong skills are the most likely to enroll in college and to graduate with a four-year degree.\(^2\) Wage trends of workers with differing levels of formal education illustrate the growing importance of cognitive skills in the American labor market. As shown in figure 1, real hourly earnings (net of inflation) for American workers who graduated from high school but did not go to college were no higher in 2003, on average, than they were thirty years earlier. High school dropouts fared even less well: their real wages fell 14 percent over the same period. But the real wages of four-year college graduates grew during this period, and the wages of those with advanced degrees grew even more. These are remarkable trends, especially because a simultaneous increase in the share of the labor force with four-year college degrees created downward pressure on the relative wages of college graduates.

The problem facing American education is not that schools are less effective than they were thirty years ago. As figure 2 illustrates, the math and reading test scores of black and Latino students are significantly higher today than they were in the early 1970s, when the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) first began measuring the math and reading skills of American students. The NAEP scores of white students have also risen.\(^3\) The problem is that technological advances have routinized manufacturing and clerical jobs and facilitated international competition, thereby increasing the demand for cognitive skills, especially problem-solving and communication skills. The nation’s educational problem, in other words, is that an education that was good enough to

---

**Figure 1. Real Hourly Wage for U.S. Workers by Education, 1973–2003**
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Source: Based on data from the Economic Policy Institute Data Zone, available at www.epinet.org/datazone/05/wagebyed_a.xls.
allow Americans to earn a decent living in the economy of 1973 is not good enough to enable them to earn a decent living today. As a result, the gulf between those who thrive and those who struggle financially is increasingly driven by differences in skills. And these skill differences are influenced by variation in the quality of K–12 education—variation that depends heavily on the quality of teachers in the nation’s classrooms.

In the next section, we describe how supply and demand work in the labor market for teachers in America, and we explain several economic concepts that recur in articles elsewhere in this volume. We describe forces affecting the demand for and supply of teachers and show how changes in these forces have contributed to the challenge of providing all students with skilled teachers. We conclude with a brief discussion of policy approaches to increasing the supply of effective teachers and improving their distribution.

Understanding Teacher Labor Markets
In this article, we focus on the labor market for effective teachers, defined as those who are skilled at raising the achievement levels of their students. Today’s policy challenge is not simply to place enough adults in front of classrooms, but to recruit and retain teachers who have a strong positive impact on students’ learning. In this section, we assume that effective teachers are a single, homogeneous category, with no differences by subject specialty, years of experience, or educational credentials; and that all effective teachers are paid the same salary. We also assume that everyone agrees how to identify an effective teacher. These assumptions are clearly unrealistic (and we later take such complications into account), but they are helpful in explaining the concepts of demand and supply.

Supply and Demand in Teacher Labor Markets
The number of effective public school teachers that will be demanded by a particular school district depends on student enrollments, class size policies, curriculum requirements, the district’s fiscal capacity, the priorities of district residents, and the wage level of effective teachers. School districts will want to hire more teachers if the level of teachers’ wages is low than if it is high. For instance, if market conditions are such that effective teachers command a very high wage, districts
may increase class sizes to accommodate that high cost.

Changes in labor market conditions other than wages shift the demand for effective teachers outward or pull it inward, meaning that more or (in the latter case) fewer teachers would be demanded at any given wage. For example, an increase in student enrollment would shift demand outward, which means that a school district will want to hire more effective teachers at any prevailing wage level.

The supply of effective teachers who are willing to work in a particular school district depends on the wage they will be paid, the working conditions they will face, the wages and working conditions available to them in other occupations, and the cost of services such as child care that they need to purchase if they decide to work outside the home. A greater number of effective teachers are willing to provide their services to schools if the wage is high than if it is low.

As with the demand side of the market, a change in supply-side factors other than wages will shift the supply of effective teachers outward or pull it inward. An outward shift in supply means that more teachers are willing to provide their services to schools at any given wage; an inward shift means that fewer teachers are willing to teach at any given wage. For example, an increase in the wages that effective teachers can command in other occupations would mean that at any given wage level, fewer effective teachers would be willing to provide their teaching services to schools.

The teacher labor market is in equilibrium when the number of effective teachers who are willing to teach is exactly equal to the number of effective teachers that the school district is willing to employ. The quantity supplied is equal to the quantity demanded at only a single wage, which economists call the market-clearing, or equilibrium, wage.

At any wage greater than the market-clearing wage, the quantity of effective teachers willing to provide their labor exceeds the quantity demanded by the school district. The result is a labor market surplus. At any wage below the equilibrium wage, the quantity of effective teachers demanded is greater than the quantity supplied, yielding a labor market shortage. School districts often respond to a shortage of effective teachers at the prevailing wage not by leaving teaching positions vacant, but by filling them with ineffective teachers.

The critical point to understand about labor markets is that a shortage can be ameliorated by raising the wage, just as a surplus can be ameliorated by lowering it. Given this adjustment mechanism, why do shortages of effective teachers sometimes persist for an extended time? The answer to this question has several parts. First, a variety of “shocks” affect the teacher labor market, changing either the demand for teachers or the supply of teachers.
teachers and also changing the equilibrium wage. For example, increases in student enrollment shift the demand for teachers outward, thus increasing the equilibrium salary. The prevailing teacher wage therefore needs to increase if the district is to avoid a shortage of effective teachers.

Second, actual teacher salaries adjust only slowly to changes in the equilibrium wage. Teacher salaries are typically negotiated for extended periods, so it may take several years for wage levels to be reconsidered. Also, it often takes considerable time for school district leaders to convince school boards and taxpayers that they do indeed face a shortage of effective teachers at prevailing wages. School board members know that diligent human resource directors typically can find adults with college degrees to fill teaching vacancies. That many of these applicants lack the skills to teach successfully is typically not obvious. Indeed, as we explain later in the article, information available at the time of hiring does not distinguish effective teachers from ineffective ones very well. Consequently, it takes time even for skilled school district leaders to marshal evidence of a shortage of effective teachers at prevailing wage levels. In the interim, with demand expanding and the wage remaining unchanged, there is a shortage of effective teachers.

Third, it can take a year or more for college students and other adults who decide they want to teach to acquire the necessary credentials. The slow pace at which teacher wages increase means that individuals are slow to receive the signal that financial opportunities in teaching have improved. When they do receive the signal, those who lack the necessary credentials need time to earn them. Consequently, an increase in teacher wages will yield a smaller increase in the supply of effective teachers in the short run than in the long run.

Why Money Matters
Some effective teachers are willing to work at wages below the equilibrium wage. The problem is that there are not enough effective teachers to meet the quantity demanded at that wage. Of course, there also are effective teachers whose employment decisions are based on factors other than wage. It is not that financial incentives do not matter. Rather, they matter because they influence the occupational choice for people who would like to teach and are on the fence about whether it makes sense to do so. One such person could be an experienced teacher who takes a leave of absence to bear a child. After learning that high-quality child care is costly, she may find that her decision about whether to return to the classroom is very sensitive to the wage she can earn by teaching.

To appreciate how teaching salaries help determine the supply of effective teachers, it is also important to understand the concept of opportunity cost—that is, what must be given up as a result of a decision to teach. The opportunity cost for a college graduate trained in computer science who decides to become a teacher, for example, is the highest wage she could have earned elsewhere in the economy. The opportunity costs for teachers trained in different disciplines differ substantially. For instance, Dan Goldhaber and Daniel Player show that during the mid-to-late 1990s, starting salaries in engineering, mathematics, and computer science occupations were 14 percent to 30 percent higher than starting salaries in liberal arts occupations. The opportunity cost of becoming a teacher is thus much greater for a college graduate trained in computer science than for one trained in history. Studies based on
data from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Australia show that college graduates’ decisions about whether to enter and remain in teaching depend not only on salaries in teaching, but also on opportunity costs. Because almost all U.S. school districts pay computer science teachers and history teachers on the same scale, it is not surprising that many districts find they are not able to attract strong applicants to teach computer science, while they have an abundance of strong applicants to teach history.

Why Working Conditions Matter
People’s decisions to enter teaching and to teach in a particular school depend not just on financial incentives but also on a wide range of nonpecuniary incentives, such as working conditions. Working conditions include easily measurable conditions such as class size and contract hours, as well as more difficult-to-measure conditions such as facilities quality, parent support, school leadership quality, collegiality within the school, and curricular autonomy.

The experiences of two hypothetical neighboring school districts—Oceanside and Rivercity—make clear the importance of working conditions. Both districts have the same number of students and the same demand for effective teachers. But Oceanside has new facilities, nationally recognized school leaders, and strong parent support, whereas Rivercity’s schools have dilapidated facilities, frequent turnover among struggling school leaders, and weak parental support. Under these circumstances, fewer effective teachers will want to work in Rivercity at any given wage level than will want to work in Oceanside. In other words, the supply of effective teachers to Oceanside will be greater than the supply of effective teachers to Rivercity. The equilibrium wage for Oceanside—the wage at which the demand for effective teachers is equal to the supply—would result in a shortage of effective teachers in Rivercity.

Even if Rivercity pays enough to avoid a technical shortage of effective teachers—that is, if it pays its market-clearing wage—it still will not have as many effective teachers as Oceanside. Given its inferior working conditions, Rivercity would need to pay a wage even higher than its own equilibrium wage to attract the same number of effective teachers as Oceanside. Economists use the term compensating wage differential to refer to the wage premium that Rivercity would need to pay over and above the equilibrium wage in Oceanside in order to attract the same number of effective teachers that Oceanside attracts.

The evidence is clear that urban school districts serving large concentrations of low-income students have trouble attracting and retaining effective teachers. Some school districts have responded to this problem by offering higher salaries to teachers willing to work in hard-to-staff schools. To date, researchers have only limited evidence on the size of compensating wage differentials that schools with poor working conditions would need to pay to attract a full faculty of effective teachers. Old and dilapidated physical facilities can be part of the problem, but of greater importance may be the difficulty of serving large numbers of children with complex needs without adequate resources to do the job well. Offering compensating wage differentials makes sense, but only if accompanied by the resources needed to educate well the children in these schools. Recently a number of urban districts have introduced initiatives to improve education in schools serving high concentrations of poor children.
by offering higher teacher salaries and providing additional resources such as a longer school day and longer school year, as well as more support services for students. The initial evidence on the consequences of these initiatives is positive, but much more needs to be learned.\textsuperscript{10}

**The Demand Side of the Teacher Labor Market**

We next focus on the demand side of the teacher labor market. We begin with factors that influence the quantity of teachers demanded. We then consider factors that influence the demand for effective teachers, and we explain the difficulty of distinguishing effective teachers from ineffective ones.

**The Quantity of Teachers Demanded: What Hasn’t Changed**

One striking feature of the quantitative demand for teachers is how little it has been affected by the technological changes that have been reshaping the larger economy. The technological advances that have dramatically raised output per worker in many fields and reduced the demand for labor have left education almost unchanged. Though some teachers use computer technology to enhance their teaching practices and prepare students for the knowledge-based economy, computers have not sufficiently reconfigured the core tasks of teaching to produce notable efficiency gains or cost savings in public education.\textsuperscript{11}

**The Quantity of Teachers Demanded: What’s New**

Public school enrollments in the United States are on the increase, driven by immigration and a greater number of births.\textsuperscript{12} Though the fertility rate (the number of live births per 1,000 women aged fifteen to forty-four) has fallen since 1970, when it stood at 87.9, it has risen modestly in recent years, from 64.6 in 1995 to 66.1 in 2003. Similarly, the number of live births rose from 3.9 million in 1995 to 4.1 million in 2003.\textsuperscript{13} Given that most students start school around age five, it takes roughly five years for elementary schools to feel the effects of changes in the number of births, and naturally it takes longer for these changes to be felt in secondary schools. This lag in enrollment trends between primary and secondary schools is visible in the pre-K–8 and high school enrollment lines in figure 3, where the peaks and valleys in the high school trajectory appear later than those in the pre-K–8 trajectory. As shown in figure 3, the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) estimates that 48.7 million

---

**Figure 3. Public School Enrollment in Pre-K through Grade 12, 1965–2015**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Pre-K–8</th>
<th>9–12</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

students were enrolled in public schools in the fall of 2005, an increase of more than 8 percent over 1995 enrollment levels. By 2013, U.S. public school enrollments are projected to reach 50 million students.\textsuperscript{14}

Also on the rise are the shares of children of color and children living in poverty. Between 1970 and 2003, the share of impoverished children in the United States rose from 14.9 percent to 16.7 percent, and the share of students of color in public schools rose from 30.9 percent to 41.5 percent.\textsuperscript{15} These trends create a demand for teachers who can meet the needs of students who historically have not been well served by America’s public schools. Two recent, well-designed studies find that students benefit academically from having teachers whose race or ethnicity matches their own.\textsuperscript{16} But the share of teachers of color in the workforce remains low, at 15 percent in 2005.\textsuperscript{17} The changing demographics of American schoolchildren suggest an increasing demand for effective teachers of color in particular and, in general, for teachers who are effective at raising the achievement of students from disadvantaged or minority backgrounds.

Class sizes also affect the demand for teachers, and average class sizes have declined in recent decades. State policies such as the California Class Size Reduction Initiative of 1996, which paid schools to cap class sizes at twenty in grades K–3, have been one factor contributing to the increasing demand for teachers.\textsuperscript{18}

The most commonly cited indicator of trends in class size, the average ratio of students to teachers, has fallen steadily in the United States since the 1950s. In 1955, the ratio was 26.9; by the fall of 1985, it was 17.9; and by 1995, it had fallen to 17.3. The NCES has estimated that the ratio was 15.5 in 2005 and that it will drop to 14.5 by 2014.\textsuperscript{19}

Although the trend in the average student-teacher ratio is informative, it is important to realize that student-teacher ratios are typically smaller than average class sizes. One reason is that schools generally employ enough faculty members to grant each teacher a preparation period during the school day.\textsuperscript{20} A second reason is that student-teacher ratios usually include all licensed educators working in a school, though many of these, including counselors, librarians, and resource teachers, are not teachers of record for a particular class.

One federal policy that has contributed to the decline of student-teacher ratios in the past three decades is the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA). First implemented in 1975 and reauthorized most recently in 2005, IDEA requires schools to provide accommodations for students with learning disabilities.\textsuperscript{21} Many schools have hired additional teachers to support students and to manage the act’s extensive reporting requirements. In a review of the research on class size effects, Eric Hanushek found that IDEA implementation explained about a third of the decline in student-teacher ratios over the past fifty years.\textsuperscript{22}

The Demand for Quality Teachers: What Hasn’t Changed

The commonsense belief that teacher quality matters is supported by a great deal of evidence, much of which comes from studies showing that children in some classrooms learn a great deal more over a school year than do demographically similar children in other classrooms.\textsuperscript{23} The evidence highlights the importance of improving the quality of the nation’s teacher workforce. This chal-
The challenge, however, is complicated by considerable disagreement among educators and policymakers about how to identify highly effective teachers.

Historically, the demand for teachers has been driven by local preferences, and hiring decisions have not always been based on estimates of teachers’ instructional effectiveness. Some districts and schools have based hiring decisions largely on a prospective teacher’s ability to coach athletics or connections within the community.24

Another reason schools have not always made instructional effectiveness a priority in their hiring decisions is the complexity of their scheduling needs, especially at the secondary level. For instance, if a school needs to staff three sections of biology and two sections of algebra, the principal may hire a certified biology teacher to cover both the biology and algebra sections because it would be more difficult either to find a person who is trained in both subjects or to hire two part-time teachers. When teachers are assigned to teach classes for which they lack academic preparation, they are said to be teaching “out of field.” Using 1993–94 data from the NCES Schools and Staffing Survey, Richard Ingersoll found out-of-field-teaching to be widespread in grades seven through twelve, especially in schools serving a large share of low-income students. Overall, he found that 57 percent of physical science teachers, 53 percent of history teachers, and 33 percent of secondary math teachers lacked degrees in the subjects they were teaching, though the shares were closer to 20 percent for more broadly defined subjects like social studies and general science.25

Even if districts and schools make instructional effectiveness a top priority, they may still find it hard to select the most effective teachers because information available at the point of hiring does not predict well how effective a teacher will be in enhancing students’ skills. For example, teachers with two years of experience appear to be more effective, on average, than teachers with no classroom experience. But most studies do not find that experience beyond the initial two or three years results in improved student test scores. Similarly, most studies find that whether a teacher holds an advanced degree does not predict student achievement gains.26

One teacher characteristic that is somewhat helpful in predicting student outcomes is academic ability, as measured by verbal aptitude scores, ACT scores, or undergraduate college selectivity.27 Academically talented teachers are better, on average, at raising student achievement than teachers with fewer academic skills. But the measures of teachers’ academic ability that are available in personnel records and in quantitative research studies explain only a small part of the variation in teachers’ effectiveness as measured by student test score gains.

Recent years have seen considerable debate about whether a teaching license is a useful
Another new feature of the demand for teacher quality is the growing interest among policymakers and school administrators in measuring a teacher’s “value added”—that is, her effectiveness in raising students’ test scores.

Since 1987, the National Board of Professional Teaching Standards has provided a national voluntary teacher certification program for teachers who choose to submit detailed portfolios and pass a rigorous examination that evaluates their professional mastery. Unlike traditional licensure programs, national board certification appears to be a useful indicator of teacher effectiveness. Using data from North Carolina, Dan Goldhaber and Emily Anthony found that national board certified teachers are more effective at raising test scores than both those who do not apply for board certification and those who apply but do not pass. The evidence on national board certification is discussed in greater detail in subsequent articles in this volume.

The Demand for Quality Teachers: What’s New

The No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB) has established an unprecedented role for the federal government in regulating teacher quality. In particular, the law required that teachers be “highly qualified” by 2006 in schools that receive federal Title I funding, earmarked for poor children. As defined by NCLB, a highly qualified teacher has a bachelor’s degree as well as a state teaching license and demonstrated competence in the academic subject(s) he or she teaches. This definition addresses the problem of out-of-field teaching by ensuring that all students are taught by teachers who are knowledgeable in the subjects they teach. Among all the provisions of NCLB, however, the highly qualified teacher requirement has been the least thoroughly enforced.

Another new feature of the demand for teacher quality is the growing interest among policymakers and school administrators in measuring a teacher’s ‘value added’—that is, her effectiveness in raising students’ test scores. Advances in data storage and data
processing have enabled a growing number of states to create long-term databases linking students’ and teachers’ records, making it possible to estimate value-added contributions. Indeed, although NCLB has raised interest in these measures, some states have estimated value added for many years. For example, Tennessee has used value-added modeling (VAM) as one of several ways to estimate school effectiveness since 1992, and in 1996 it began using three years’ worth of VAM estimates to assess the effects of individual teachers on student learning.34 Although VAM estimates are not used in their formal evaluations, Tennessee teachers have the option of using their value-added results to demonstrate that they have met the state’s definition of a highly qualified teacher under No Child Left Behind.35

Some researchers see VAM as a powerful tool in efforts to recruit and retain better teachers. For example, Thomas Kane and Douglas Staiger argue that because it is so hard to predict a teacher’s effectiveness at the point of hiring, schools should use value-added measures to evaluate teachers carefully after their first or second year on the job. Typically in the United States, teachers are granted tenure in their third or fourth year of teaching. Although tenure does not offer unlimited job security, it does offer protection from termination without rigorously documented due cause.36 Rather than granting teachers tenure and job security almost reflexively, Kane and Staiger recommend hiring teachers with probationary status for the first one to two years and terminating at the point of the tenure decision those who are least effective at raising student achievement.37

Other analysts, however, have found that some teachers respond in undesirable ways to high-stakes pressure to increase test scores. For instance, Brian Jacob and Steven Levitt discovered incidents of teachers’ outright cheating in 4–5 percent of classrooms, with more cheating in classrooms that had fewer students who were exempt from score reporting.38 Other researchers cite the empirical uncertainty of value-added models as a reason for caution about their policy applications (see box 1).

What’s True Internationally

The United States is not the only industrialized nation experiencing growth in primary and secondary school enrollments. Internationally, enrollments increased 15 percent in North America and 10 percent in Europe between 1990 and 1997.39 Nevertheless, the school-aged population is growing faster in the United States than in other industrialized nations. For instance, between 1993 and 2003 the number of youth aged five to nineteen grew 12 percent in the United States, but only 7 percent in Canada and 5 percent in the United Kingdom.

While a growing student population creates the challenge of finding enough skilled teachers, a declining student population introduces a different problem. For example, in Japan, where the population of five- to nineteen-year-olds fell 21 percent from 1993 to 2003, there are relatively few opportunities to invigorate the teaching profession with young, energetic teachers.40

Like the United States, several countries are experiencing mismatches between the ethnic composition of their teaching forces and their increasingly diverse student populations. For instance, in the Netherlands, ethnic minorities constitute 12 percent of primary school students but only 4 percent of teachers.41 The situation is similar in Norway, where the mostly white, Norwegian-speaking teaching
Box 1. Measuring Teachers’ Effectiveness through Value-Added Modeling

Under the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, schools must make “adequate yearly progress” (AYP) by showing improvements in test scores from one year to the next. Critics of AYP often point out that the gains required by NCLB are not long-term measures of student growth. Rather, they are cohort-to-cohort, cross-sectional measures that compare last year’s students to the current year’s students in a given class or grade. For instance, instead of looking at how much Mrs. Smith’s fifth graders improved since they were tested in fourth grade, the cross-sectional approach asks how well Mrs. Smith’s fifth graders this year performed in comparison with the fifth graders she taught last year.

One criticism of the cross-sectional approach is that it assumes that this year’s fifth graders are the same as last year’s fifth graders in their baseline skills. A related criticism is that it does not encourage schools or teachers to focus on individual students’ progress over time.

Given these limitations of cross-sectional school improvement measures, interest is growing in how to measure schools’ and teachers’ effectiveness by tracking the performance of individual students over time through value-added modeling (VAM). Value-added models estimate the academic progress that students make in a given teacher’s class (or in a given school) from one year to the next, and they attempt to isolate the impact that a particular teacher or school has on student achievement.

A major advantage of value-added models lies in their attention to teachers’ (or schools’) contributions to the learning of individual students over time. But the tremendous potential of VAM to measure teachers’ effectiveness is constrained by several statistical and measurement challenges.

First, isolating a teacher’s effect on students’ achievement requires estimating what would have happened to the students’ achievement under an alternative scenario. (Economists call this estimating the counterfactual.) It is not always clear whether the counterfactual means being taught by the average teacher in the district or by the least effective teacher. Nor is it clear that the teacher’s effect would be the same with entirely different students.1

A second challenge lies in specifying statistical models that take into account the correlations between an individual student’s test scores from one year to the next. Such models require statistical assumptions about the persistence of teacher effects over time, and using different assumptions can generate different estimates of teachers’ effectiveness.2

Third, value-added models must attempt to account for the relatively small numbers of students with whom most teachers work. The smaller a teacher’s student load, the more weight any one student will exert on the estimate of a teacher’s effectiveness, so estimates may be less reliable for teachers who have fewer students. The statistical procedures that minimize this problem have the disadvantage of also minimizing the impact of the very strongest and weakest teachers.3

A fourth challenge lies in the difficulty of disentangling contextual effects, such as school and classroom characteristics, from teacher effects. Because students are not randomly assigned to classrooms or schools, and because teacher effectiveness may be systematically related to student characteristics, it is difficult to distinguish statistically between effects that are due to teach-
Missing student test scores or missing links between students and their teachers pose a fifth challenge to value-added modeling. In most district-level and state-level data on student achievement, it is not unusual to encounter missing or incomplete information. If students with missing data are systematically different from their peers (as may be true for students who change schools frequently or are absent on testing days), then value-added models may produce biased estimates of teachers’ (or schools’) effectiveness.

A sixth challenge concerns the suitability of the standardized tests used in the value-added models. Because VAM seeks to measure students’ achievement gains from one test administration to the next, it is essential that the scores be measured on the same scale and that the tests measure comparable content. It is also essential that the tests measure content that the teachers have covered, which is more difficult to ascertain in higher grades, where there is greater curricular differentiation among classrooms. In fact, VAM’s potential for large-scale teacher evaluation is constrained by the fact that students are not tested in all grades and subjects under NCLB. In many states, data are inadequate for measuring the value added of high school teachers or teachers of subjects other than math and language arts.

Researchers have estimated that VAM can reliably identify the roughly one-fourth to one-third of teachers whose effectiveness is much greater or much less than that of the average teacher. But more precise rankings are hard to obtain because of the small number of students taught by each teacher. These challenges suggest the limitations of heavy reliance on VAM estimates in drawing high-stakes conclusions about teachers’ skills. Nevertheless, VAM can provide useful insights about teachers’ effectiveness that would be difficult to obtain in the absence of such methods.

2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.
7. McCaffrey and others, Evaluating Value-Added Models for Teacher Accountability (see note 1).
Teacher Supply: What Hasn’t Changed

The supply of teachers—the number of eligible (that is, traditionally, alternatively, or temporarily licensed) people willing to teach at a given wage—has always been a function of workforce demographics, salaries, opportunity costs, and working conditions.

Over the past forty years, the supply of teachers has varied by academic subject area. Supply has been less adequate relative to demand for teachers who have high opportunity costs—those trained in fields such as mathematics, computer science, chemistry, or physics—than for those trained in fields that have lower opportunity costs, such as the humanities.

Special education is another area in which the supply of teachers has often been inadequate. One reason may be that special education teachers work with students who face greater academic, and in some cases behavioral, challenges than other students. Furthermore, special education teachers must complete, update, and implement Independent Educational Plans (IEPs) for their students in order to comply with the Individuals with Disabilities in Education Act (IDEA). Thus, special education positions often entail more administrative responsibilities and paperwork than do general education positions. A national sample of principals surveyed in 1999–2000 reported difficulty staffing 75 percent of their special education openings and 77 percent of their mathematics openings, as against only 30 percent of social studies openings.

There is considerable evidence that the supply of effective teachers is not equitably distributed across U.S. schools. A 2002 study by Hamilton Lankford, Susanna Loeb, and James Wyckoff found that New York State
schools serving high concentrations of poor, nonwhite, or low-achieving children were disproportionately staffed by teachers who were inexperienced, were uncertified in subjects they taught, had graduated from non-competitive colleges, or had failed their licensing examination on the first attempt. For instance, in schools with more than 20 percent of students scoring at the lowest proficiency level in fourth-grade English language arts in 2000, 35 percent of teachers had failed their licensing examination on the first try and 26 percent had degrees from noncompetitive colleges, as against only 9 percent and 10 percent of teachers, respectively, in the highest-scoring schools. The authors also found that roughly a third of this sorting occurred within districts where compensation differences did not play a role.\textsuperscript{50}

The distribution problem is not confined to New York. National board certified teachers in North Carolina, for example, disproportionately work in suburban schools serving economically advantaged students.\textsuperscript{51} Also, throughout their schooling, African American students in North Carolina are especially likely to be taught by novice teachers.\textsuperscript{52} Along similar lines, a national study of the Teach for America (TFA) program found that non-TFA teachers working in socioeconomicl disadvantaged schools served by TFA were far less likely than the average U.S. teacher to have attended a selective college or to have completed student teaching before becoming a teacher.\textsuperscript{53} Just as the problem is not confined to one geographical area, it is not new. Howard Becker described it in the Chicago public schools as early as the 1950s, and it remains one of the most pressing challenges facing public education today.\textsuperscript{54}

The likely explanation for why well-educated, experienced teachers tend to avoid working in schools serving high concentrations of low-income children or children of color is that working conditions in these schools are especially difficult. Many books by journalists support this proposition.\textsuperscript{55} But because few quantitative studies include direct measures of working conditions in schools serving different types of student populations, few data exist about which working conditions contribute to the distribution problem.

Teachers’ preferences for working in areas close to or similar to those where they grew up also contribute to the distribution prob-
lem. Using New York State data from 1999 to 2002, Donald Boyd and colleagues found, for instance, that 61 percent of new teachers took jobs within fifteen miles of where they went to high school and that 85 percent stayed within forty miles of home. Because economically disadvantaged areas have fewer college graduates than more affluent areas do, they also have more trouble providing their own educators. Thus the lack of educational attainment in these areas becomes a self-sustaining cycle.

Late hiring in school districts serving many disadvantaged students also exacerbates the distribution problem. For example, a three-state survey of 374 new teachers showed that 28 percent of new teachers in low-income schools were hired after the start of the school year, compared with only 8 percent in high-income schools. The problem of late hiring in urban districts is explored more fully by Brian Jacob in his article in this volume.

One component of teacher supply that has received little research attention is substitute teachers—a group that, from the beginning of kindergarten to the end of grade twelve, teaches the typical American public school child for about two-thirds of a school year. Although the No Child Left Behind legislation required that all teachers become highly qualified by 2006, it explicitly excluded substitute teachers. In fact, nineteen states do not even require substitutes to hold a bachelor’s degree. Although some substitute teachers use these temporary jobs to gain entry into permanent positions, there is little research on the qualifications or skills of the substitute pool, whether these vary by type of school district, and what share of substitute teachers eventually moves into permanent teaching positions.

Teacher Supply: What’s New

We now turn to a discussion of changes in the supply of teachers over the past two decades. Because the supply of teachers is a function of population demographics, salaries, opportunity costs, and working conditions, we examine how trends in each of these factors have affected teacher supply.

Demographics. The teacher workforce in the United States has aged steadily since the mid-1970s and is on the verge of a large wave of retirements. In 2005, 42 percent of teachers were aged fifty or older, compared with 25 percent in 1996. The distribution of teacher experience shows the same trend. In 2001, 38 percent of U.S. teachers had more than twenty years of experience—up from 28 percent in 1986 and 18 percent in 1971. The implication is that more teachers will be needed to replace the many who will retire soon.

In the past, two sources of supply have been important in responding to increased demand for teachers. One is the share of college students who train to become teachers, which has grown. The second is the reserve pool—licensed teachers who return to teaching after a period spent in another activity. Undoubtedly, both sources of supply will be important in responding to the increase in demand for teachers in the years ahead. But, as we show, several labor market developments have made it much harder for today’s schools to attract talented college graduates.

Salaries and Opportunity Costs. The supply of teachers in the labor market has been adversely affected by increasing labor market opportunities for women and minorities. Before the civil rights and women’s movements, opportunities for women and people of color...
were severely constrained by discrimination. As a result, among the available alternatives, teaching was a relatively high-status occupation for both women and people of color—a situation that helped guarantee a steady flow of academically talented women and minorities into the teaching profession. Changes in the occupational choices of black college graduates illustrate this trend. In the late 1960s, six out of every ten black college graduates entered teaching within five years of graduation; by the early 1980s, that figure was one in ten.\footnote{63}

As labor market opportunities for women and minorities have expanded, their opportunity costs have risen—and have risen most sharply for those with stronger academic abilities. Research by Sean Corcoran, William Evans, and Robert Schwab shows that from 1964 to 2000 the average ability level of entering female teachers declined only slightly, but the share of young female teachers from the top decile of their high school class fell from 20 percent to 11 percent.\footnote{64} Figure 4, which is excerpted from their work, illustrates these trends.

In summary, improved labor market opportunities for women and minorities have forced education to compete increasingly with other occupations for talented college graduates. And as figure 4 indicates, education is losing this competition. Part of the explanation is that other occupations reward strong academic skills more than education does.\footnote{65}

Using data from the National Center for Education Statistics’ 1993–2003 Baccalaureate and Beyond Longitudinal Survey, Dan Goldhaber and Albert Liu found that unlike teaching salaries, nonteaching salaries for recent female college graduates rewarded college selectivity, technical majors, and high GPAs.\footnote{66}

**Working Conditions.** In the past two decades, teachers’ working conditions have improved in some ways and deteriorated in others. On the one hand, as noted, both class sizes and student-teacher ratios have fallen.\footnote{67} On the
other hand, NCLB and state accountability systems have increased pressure on teachers to improve student test scores. The pressure is particularly great on teachers working in schools that serve high shares of disadvantaged students. For instance, one 2004 study found that after the implementation of a statewide accountability system, teachers in North Carolina were more likely to leave schools with low test scores and those that were labeled “low-performing.”

Another trend in working conditions is the movement to differentiate the traditionally flat teaching career. Historically, the main option for teachers who wanted to advance professionally was to stop teaching and become administrators. The 1980s saw efforts to create career ladders that would generate leadership opportunities for teachers. But many of these initiatives faltered because some teachers saw them as threats to the egalitarian nature of the profession. Today a similar trend toward differentiation of teaching roles appears to have two distinct rationales. One is the belief that peer-to-peer professional development will help teachers raise student achievement. The other is the belief that more opportunities for advancement will mitigate attrition among new teachers, some of whom report wanting upward job mobility. Among today’s new positions are mentors, who assist new teachers; peer coaches, who provide instructional guidance to colleagues; and peer reviewers, who evaluate their colleagues’ instruction. Little systematic data, however, exist on how widespread these roles are or whether they improve instruction or increase teacher retention.

**What’s True Internationally**

In most countries, salaries, class size policies, curriculum requirements, and licensure standards are set at the national level; in the United States, they are set at local and state levels. Nevertheless, the problem of inequitable distribution of effective teachers across schools is not unique to the United States. For example, teacher surpluses in the north of England coexist with teacher shortages in more populous, diverse areas such as London and the southeast. Research in Norway has also shown that teachers are more likely to leave schools with high shares of minority or special needs students. The inequitable distribution of effective teachers poses a troubling challenge for policymakers worldwide—a challenge that may take on even greater proportions in industrialized nations as Europe continues to become more ethnically diverse.

International comparisons also reveal considerable variation in teachers’ working conditions, even among nations with strong systems of public education.
Student Assessment (PISA) in 2000 and 2003, teachers have high levels of curricular autonomy, and student assessments tend to be individualized and diagnostic. These differences in working conditions between nations with high-performing educational systems suggest the need for caution in thinking about the types of working conditions that will foster a highly effective teaching workforce in the United States.

Policy Responses
Several policies have been proposed to increase the supply of effective teachers and distribute them more equitably. We briefly summarize three categories of responses, leaving detailed discussions to other articles in this volume.

Increase Salaries Uniformly
Given that shortages of effective teachers result when the quantity demanded exceeds the quantity supplied at a given wage, one oft-proposed policy solution has been across-the-board increases in teachers’ salaries. The rationale is that in the short term, salary increases draw reserve-pool teachers into classrooms, and in the long term they make the profession more attractive to young people considering teaching careers. By increasing the number of applicants for teaching positions, salary increases would allow schools to be more selective in their hiring decisions.

On the other side of the ledger, across-the-board salary hikes are likely to increase the number of ineffective as well as effective teachers who want to enter and remain in public schools. Consequently, salary increases will improve the teaching force only if schools are able to make wise decisions about whom they hire and retain. Because schools typically lack the information they need to identify effective teachers at the point of hiring and often have difficulty terminating ineffective teachers they have already employed, across-the-board salary increases are unlikely, by themselves, to improve the effectiveness of the teaching force.

Reduce Barriers to Entry
One way to increase the number of people willing and able to teach at the going wage is to reduce or eliminate restrictions on who is allowed to teach. In 2005, forty-seven states offered some form of alternative program that enabled people to become licensed quickly, with minimal preparation time and expense. But these alternative programs vary enormously in terms of their selectivity, their management, and the training they provide, making it difficult to generalize about their effectiveness. Still, there is evidence that teachers who enter the profession through competitive alternative licensure programs, such as Teach for America or the New York City Teaching Fellows Program, are as effective as those who enter teaching through traditional routes and that some alternative certification programs (for example, the New York City Teaching Fellows) are better than traditional programs at recruiting minority teachers. Nevertheless, critics argue that the brief summer training programs offered by several of these alternative programs cannot adequately prepare new teachers to work with disadvantaged students whose backgrounds and learning experiences often differ markedly from their own. Critics also warn that the short-term commitments required by some alternative certification programs, such as the two years required by Teach for America, help ensure that the least-advantaged students are constantly taught by a stream of novices. Further evidence on alternative licensure is
presented in the article by Donald Boyd, Daniel Goldhaber, Hamilton Lankford, and James Wyckoff in this volume.

**Make Teacher Compensation More Flexible**

A third response to the teacher quality challenge is to replace the uniform salary schedule that rewards only academic degrees and years of experience with more flexible pay structures. One form of flexible compensation is pay for performance, or merit pay—in which a portion of teachers’ compensation is based on estimates of their effectiveness at raising student achievement. Pay-for-performance schemes have been attempted in thousands of U.S. school districts over the past century, only to be dropped within five years in most cases, mainly because of reduced incentives for teamwork, the inability of administrators to defend subjective evaluations, the wariness of administrators to give poor ratings to teachers who could not be easily terminated, and the unpredictability of awards from year to year. Nevertheless, such schemes have recently enjoyed a resurgence in popularity. Denver undertook a comprehensive, union-approved merit pay program in 2006. And other localities such as Houston are following suit. A more thorough examination of pay-for-performance systems is presented in the article by Victor Lavy in this volume.

Other forms of flexible compensation reward teachers according to their opportunity costs or according to the characteristics of the schools in which they teach. Some researchers advocate higher pay for teachers (for example, in math and science) whose skills command a premium in the labor market, arguing that such policies would mitigate subject-specific shortages. In fact, some schools already differentiate informally, by placing teachers in high-demand subjects at higher steps on the salary schedule than their experience would otherwise warrant.

Certain state and federal programs also provide incentives for those who teach in shortage subject areas or in schools with difficult working conditions. For instance, the federal Perkins Loan program offers 100 percent loan forgiveness over a five-year period to those who teach in shortage subject areas or in low-income schools, and a similar incentive was implemented for federal Stafford Loans in 1998. Although such programs target the distribution problem by improving the financial incentives for working in low-income schools, most do not specifically target the most effective or academically accomplished teachers.

**What’s True Internationally**

As we have shown, the United States is hardly alone among industrialized nations in its desire to staff public schools with effective teachers and to see that those teachers work in schools where they are most needed. It is therefore not surprising that a number of the policy incentives that are being tried in the United States have also been undertaken abroad. While articles elsewhere in this volume describe some of these initiatives in greater detail, we highlight a few noteworthy examples.

**Salaries.** In most industrialized nations, teacher salary schedules are similar in structure to those in the United States. That is, the schedules primarily reward experience and educational attainment. Yet industrialized nations vary in the relative attractiveness of teachers’ salaries and in the size of the salary increases associated with additional teaching experience. In some countries, including Korea, Japan, and Portugal, average salaries...
of experienced teachers far exceed those of inexperienced teachers ($75,000 versus $27,000 in Korea in 2002), meaning that experience carries considerable financial rewards. In contrast, other countries, especially those in Scandinavia, offer starting salaries that are close to those at the top of the scale ($19,000 versus $22,000 in Iceland in 2002), meaning that teachers enjoy only minimal earnings growth as they advance through their careers. The United States falls somewhere in between, with average high and low salaries of $52,000 and $29,000, respectively, in 2002.93

Barriers to Entry. Many industrialized nations also resemble the United States in terms of barriers to entering the teaching profession. Most countries require teachers to obtain licenses through coursework, examinations, and student teaching, though the details of these requirements vary by country. Still, a few countries, including England and Wales, have responded to teacher shortages by creating alternative routes into the profession.94

Researchers for the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development note that licensure requirements “are more likely to exist” in countries “where the provision of teacher education is diverse and perceived to be of variable quality.”95 From this perspective, government-issued licensure requirements are seen as important quality controls in countries like the United States, where teacher education programs are not tightly regulated and where the quality of such programs varies markedly.96

Flexible Compensation. Several countries are also experimenting with forms of pay for performance. In a few nations, such as Chile and Mexico, performance is defined partly in terms of gains in student achievement.97 Such policies and their outcomes are described in greater detail in the article by Emiliana Vegas in this volume. In other nations, such as England, Portugal, and Switzerland, teachers can receive salary increases if they volunteer to have their pedagogy assessed against national teaching standards.98 Because such assessments take into account teachers’ curriculum vitae and work portfolios, they are in some ways comparable to national board certification in the United States.

One country that is notably different is Sweden. In 1995, Sweden abandoned the experience-based salary schedule to give schools more flexibility in what they paid each teacher. But subsequent research has shown that teachers’ salaries in Sweden have become more rather than less uniform.99

Finally, several countries use compensating wage differentials to attract teachers to hard-to-staff schools and geographic regions. Australia, for example, offers geographic hardship incentives to encourage people to teach in its sparsely inhabited central desert area.100

Conclusion
If the United States is to equip its young people with the problem-solving and communication skills that are essential in the new economy, it is more important than ever to recruit and retain high-quality teachers. In recent years, the demand for quality teachers has increased as enrollments have risen, class sizes have fallen, and a large share of the teacher workforce has begun to retire. At the same time, because women and minorities have more career options today than ever before, it is increasingly difficult to attract and retain the many high-quality teachers that are needed. Moreover, schools are often limited in their ability to identify and reward the...
most effective teachers. As a result of these challenges, schools now face high turnover and hiring problems in subjects with high opportunity costs and in the schools with the most difficult working conditions.

The unequal distribution of effective teachers is perhaps the most urgent problem facing American education. Poor children and children of color are disproportionately assigned to teachers who have the least preparation and the weakest academic backgrounds, and this pattern is long-standing. It is no wonder teacher turnover is high in schools that serve large shares of poor or nonwhite students. The work in these schools is difficult, and the teachers who attempt to do it are often the least equipped to succeed and often lack the working conditions necessary to succeed.

In response to these challenges, a number of policy instruments have been proposed. Some focus on increasing the supply of effective teachers; others, on correcting the inequitable distribution of effective teachers across schools. Though several of these policy proposals are already being tried, few are being rigorously evaluated.

Puzzles and Unanswered Questions
U.S. policymakers have tried many approaches to attracting and retaining high-quality teachers, but the effectiveness of these approaches remains largely unknown. Today, long-term databases that link teachers to students in states like Florida, North Carolina, and New York offer new opportunities to evaluate these policy interventions. In time, the data-keeping requirements of the accountability movement should provide researchers with additional data sets that can be used to analyze teachers’ effectiveness in raising student achievement. An unresolved question is how to make constructive use of measures of teachers’ value added.

There is also much to be learned by looking beyond U.S. borders to understand how teacher labor markets work in other countries. It would be naive to assume that policies rooted in one nation’s culture can be easily and quickly transplanted into another, but it is important to consider what challenges other countries face, what policies they are using to deal with these challenges, and how effective the policies have been in attracting and retaining skilled teachers and in improving student achievement.

A final, critical need is to accumulate knowledge. States and school districts are trying a variety of strategies to attract skilled teachers to high-need schools and subject areas. Yet few of these initiatives have been designed in a way that makes it possible to evaluate their effectiveness rigorously.

It is also important to think broadly about the types of incentives that matter to teachers. Paying large financial bonuses to teachers to do impossible jobs will not help children. An essential part of the solution to the distribution problem is to find ways to make schools supportive and humane places for teachers and the students with whom they work.
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The Effect of Certification and Preparation on Teacher Quality

Donald Boyd, Daniel Goldhaber, Hamilton Lankford, and James Wyckoff

Summary
To improve the quality of the teacher workforce, some states have tightened teacher preparation and certification requirements while others have eased requirements and introduced “alternative” ways of being certified to attract more people to teaching. Donald Boyd, Daniel Goldhaber, Hamilton Lankford, and James Wyckoff evaluate these seemingly contradictory strategies by examining how preparation and certification requirements affect student achievement.

If strong requirements improve student outcomes and deter relatively few potential teachers, the authors say, then they may well be good policy. But if they have little effect on student achievement, if they seriously deter potential teachers, or if schools are able to identify applicants who will produce good student outcomes, then easing requirements becomes a more attractive policy.

In reviewing research on these issues, the authors find that evidence is often insufficient to draw conclusions. They do find that highly selective alternative route programs can produce effective teachers who perform about the same as teachers from traditional routes after two years on the job. And they find that teachers who score well on certification exams can improve student outcomes somewhat. Limited evidence suggests that certification requirements can diminish the pool of applicants, but there is no evidence on how they affect student outcomes. And the authors find that schools have a limited ability to identify attributes in prospective teachers that allow them to improve student achievement.

The authors conclude that the research evidence is simply too thin to have serious implications for policy. Given the enormous investment in teacher preparation and certification and given the possibility that these requirements may worsen student outcomes, the lack of convincing evidence is disturbing. The authors urge researchers and policymakers to work together to move to a more informed position where good resource decisions can be made.
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n the United States individual states regulate the teaching profession through teacher certification programs that serve as gateways into the teaching profession. Every state has its own procedures for certifying teachers, and every public school is expected to hire teachers certified by the state. Certification always involves exams, often in both general knowledge and teaching skills, and it nearly always involves coursework and practice teaching. Ideally certification keeps poor teachers out of the classroom, while giving people with the potential to be good teachers the skills and experience they need to do their jobs well. But certification may also have an unintended consequence. Because the path to certification can be arduous, it may reduce the appeal of teaching for some people who could potentially become good teachers.

The renewed focus of U.S. education policy on the quality of classroom teachers and teaching is raising new questions about how the nation prepares and certifies its teachers. The commitment of the 2001 No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) to school accountability and to improving educational outcomes for all students, together with improved monitoring of student achievement, has heightened public awareness of long-standing sociodemographic gaps in student achievement. Dramatic disparities in the qualifications of teachers across schools and newly documented disparities in teachers’ ability to influence student achievement mean that poor, minority, and low-performing students are much more likely to have teachers who are inexperienced, uncertified, and less academically able than their higher-performing peers. The achievement of these students suffers as a result.

But improving the quality of the teacher workforce is a challenge. Increased school enrollment, high rates of teacher attrition (particularly in the most difficult-to-staff schools), and the retirement of baby-boom teachers complicates efforts to hire high-quality teachers. Policymakers have addressed these issues of teacher quality and quantity in a variety of ways. Some states have tightened regulation of teacher preparation and certification—for example, extending course requirements for teachers and imposing more entry exams. Many states have also tried to attract more and different people to teaching by reducing entry requirements and introducing “alternative certification” programs. Although the two approaches are seemingly at odds, each could potentially either improve or reduce the quality of the pool of potential teachers. The precise effect of each depends on how it interacts with complicated labor market dynamics driven by teachers’ preferences, local school systems’ hiring decisions, and economic fluctuations.

We begin our analysis by describing the traditional and alternative routes that teachers follow to enter the profession. We then survey research that examines the relationship between teacher preparation and student achievement, between certification exams and student achievement, between certification requirements and the supply and qualifications of people pursuing teaching careers, and between the hiring decisions of school administrators and the qualifications of teachers. We conclude by offering some recommendations for policy.

Routes into Teaching
Traditionally most U.S. school districts have hired graduates of teacher preparation programs operated by schools of education in the nation’s colleges and universities. Successful completion of such programs is by far the most common route to teacher certifica-
tion. But many difficult-to-staff urban and rural schools, unable to hire enough teachers from traditional preparation programs, especially in subject areas such as math, science, and special education, are forced to hire uncertified teachers, who thus become concentrated in schools with the lowest-performing students. For example, Lankford and several colleagues find that in New York State, teachers in elementary schools with 20 percent or more of fourth graders in the lowest performance group on English language arts exams were five times more likely to be uncertified to teach any of their current assignments than teachers in schools with fewer than 5 percent of fourth graders in the lowest performance group.1 Other research finds similar sorting in other schools.2

No Child Left Behind aims to change this landscape by requiring states to ensure that all teachers are “highly qualified.” The legislation considers new teachers highly qualified if they receive state certification and demonstrate content knowledge of the material they teach, either by passing a subject-area exam or by having an undergraduate major in that subject, or both. Veteran teachers can meet NCLB’s “highly qualified” teacher standard either by passing subject-area exams or through a process known as the High Objective Uniform State Standard of Evaluation (HOUSSE), defined separately within each state.3 The “highly qualified” requirements are not particularly stringent, but many states and districts have nevertheless had to struggle to meet them.

States have thus implemented incentive programs to attract people into teaching, particularly in difficult-to-staff subject areas and difficult-to-staff schools. 

Comparing the preparation and qualifications of teachers entering the profession through these two routes is not easy. Little systematic information is available about either the structure or the content of their preparation or about how effective these teachers are in the classroom. Nor are there systematic national, or even state, databases on the content of teacher preparation programs generally. No national database collects information on the coursework or other aspects of the preparation of individual teachers, though some studies of particular school districts or states are beginning to develop such data.4 There does not even appear to be a repository for information about the various requirements of schools of education. It is possible, however, to get data on state certification requirements, and these varying requirements give at least some sense of the range of preparation that teachers receive. Many programs may exceed the minimum requirements for certification and many individuals within these programs likely exceed the minimum program requirements. Moreover, there is considerable variation in the content of purportedly similar courses and experiences.
States set their certification requirements independently, subject only to the NCLB requirements for highly qualified teachers. In practice, many states have similar certification requirements. All states require teachers either to complete an approved preparation program or to pass one or more certification exams. The vast majority of states require both. States do vary somewhat in the knowledge and skills they consider important for teachers, what kind of education they require, and the timing of that education relative to when people begin teaching. As observers are increasingly aware, there is more variation within certification programs than across them. Thus traditional preparation in some states may look very similar to alternative preparation in others.

In the remainder of this section we summarize the certification requirements of both the traditional teacher preparation route and the alternate route to give some sense of how the minimum threshold for teacher preparation varies among the states. We discuss other credentials that some teachers pursue and then examine the certification exam requirements for teachers.

**Traditional Preparation**

Traditional teacher preparation programs are the primary source of teacher supply in most states. These programs are shaped by a combination of state regulations, the criteria of accreditation groups, and the choices made by individual programs and institutions. States approve teacher education programs, enabling them to offer degrees. Would-be teachers who successfully complete approved programs need only pass any required certification exams to become licensed. States assume that by completing the state-approved preparation program, teachers have met the preparation component of certification, including required course content and field experiences. Required course content falls into three broad areas: foundational courses (for example, learning and development, philosophy or history of education, multicultural education); pedagogical courses (for example, methods of teaching or classroom management); and content or subject-matter knowledge. Programs also require candidates to complete field experiences, where they link their education to teaching experiences. Many preparation programs supplement these three areas with additional coursework, or present existing courses within a framework that addresses a specific orientation or mission, such as urban education, though information about such aspects of the programs is largely anecdotal.

Table 1 describes several key state requirements for teacher preparation as of 2006. One important requirement addresses the content knowledge of subject-area teachers. Twenty-five states require high school teachers both to have a major in their subject area and to pass a content-knowledge exam. Six states require teachers only to have a major in their subject area, while eighteen other states require them only to pass a content-knowledge exam in their area. Within these requirements, however, the content knowledge that constitutes a major or that must be demonstrated on certification exams varies widely.

Most traditional teacher preparation programs devote significant resources to teaching pedagogy, the skills that enable teachers to structure and communicate material to students; and most states also require teachers to demonstrate knowledge of pedagogy through exams or coursework. Pedagogy includes knowledge of instructional methods, learning theories, measurement and testing,
### Table 1. Illustrative Attributes of Teacher Preparation Programs Required for State Certification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>High school</th>
<th>Middle school</th>
<th>Percent of secondary teachers who majored in their core academic subjects in 2000</th>
<th>Content knowledge</th>
<th>Pedagogy</th>
<th>Field experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subject-area requirements for beginning teachers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Minimum student teaching (weeks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State</strong></td>
<td><strong>High school</strong></td>
<td><strong>Middle school</strong></td>
<td><strong>Percent of secondary teachers who majored in their core academic subjects in 2000</strong></td>
<td><strong>Content knowledge</strong></td>
<td><strong>Pedagogy</strong></td>
<td><strong>Field experience</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>Major</td>
<td>Major</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>E, S</td>
<td>E, S</td>
<td>E, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>13&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>Major</td>
<td>Minor</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>Minor&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td>Minor&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>Minor&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>Minor&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>Major and minor</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>E, S</td>
<td>E, S</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>Minor&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>Major and minor</td>
<td>Minor</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>Minor&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>Major and minor</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>E, S</td>
<td>E, S</td>
<td>E, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>Major</td>
<td>Minor</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>8 sem. hrs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>Major and minor</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>Minor&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>Major</td>
<td>Minor</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>Minor</td>
<td>Minor</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>Major</td>
<td>Minor</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*continued on next page*
and classroom management. Such material can be offered in free-standing courses or, when it is specific to a particular subject area, woven into a subject-matter course. Based on states’ certification requirements there is substantial uniformity in many areas of pedagogy. As table 1 shows, 84 percent of states require preparation programs to present material on classroom management, and 83 percent require them to address subject-area pedagogy. Only four states have no specific pedagogy requirements. Nevertheless, pedagogy is a contentious area of teacher preparation. Some observers believe teacher preparation programs and state certification requirements place too much emphasis on pedagogy. Others debate how to deliver pedagogic knowledge to teachers to have the greatest effect on student outcomes—either in the classroom or in field experiences, where prospective teachers can practice their skills.9

Thirty-eight states require beginning teachers to have field experiences, such as student teaching. But as the table indicates, state requirements on student teaching vary substantially. Some states require as few as five weeks, while others require fifteen to twenty weeks. Many observers believe that field experience is a crucial component of teacher preparation, especially when teachers are being prepared to teach in an environment with which they are not familiar.

### Table 1. Illustrative Attributes of Teacher Preparation Programs Required for State Certification—Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Subject-area requirements for beginning teachers</th>
<th>Percent of secondary teachers who majored in their core academic subjects in 2000</th>
<th>Pedagogy</th>
<th>Field experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Content knowledge</td>
<td>Nature of students’ learning process</td>
<td>Subject-area pedagogy</td>
<td>Classroom management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>. .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>M, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>. .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>Major and minor</td>
<td>E, S</td>
<td>E, S</td>
<td>E, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>Major</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>Major and minor</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>. .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Major and minor</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>Minor</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>. .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>Major&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
<td>E, M, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>. .</td>
<td>. .</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data are from “Quality Counts at 10: A Decade of Standards Based Education,” Education Week 25, no. 17 (2006): 86-87, except for pedagogy data, which are taken from the National Association of State Directors of Teacher Education and Certification. In pedagogy columns, E indicates elementary school requirement; M, middle school requirement; S, secondary school requirement; a blank cell indicates that no data have been submitted by the state.

a. The Editorial Projects in Education (EPE) Research Center converted requirements given in terms of hours, days, or semesters into weeks.

b. State requires teacher candidates to demonstrate subject-matter competency either by majoring in the subject taught or by passing a content test.

c. State does not stipulate how much coursework constitutes a major.

d. Colorado requires 800 hours of student teaching and other kinds of clinical experience. The EPE Research Center therefore based its estimate of minimum number of weeks required for student teaching on 400 hours.

e. State requires a major in the subject taught, but teachers can receive additional content-area endorsements if they obtain at least a minor in the subject.
Alternative Routes

Alternative routes to certification typically allow teachers to enter the classroom by postponing or bypassing many of the criteria required by traditional teacher preparation programs. As shown in table 2, forty-six states and the District of Columbia report having at least one alternate route to certification. All require teachers to hold a bachelor’s degree; 80 percent require teachers to demonstrate subject matter knowledge by completing coursework or passing an exam, or both.

Although some states have long used alternate routes, more than half of such programs were created in the past fifteen years and more than a third were created after 2000. Some states and school districts rely heavily on alternate routes as a source of supply. New Jersey, Texas, and California get more than a third of their new teachers in this way, and alternate routes are a rapidly growing source of supply in many other states and school districts. Often the growth of alternate routes reflects a shift away from emergency and temporary certification.

The requirements of alternate route programs vary greatly across states. Many alternative certification programs have both pre-service and in-service requirements. Some require as little as two weeks of pre-service

### Table 2. Illustrative Attributes of Alternative Route Programs and Assessment Required for State Certification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Program for candidates with a B.A. in 2005–06</th>
<th>Pre-service training</th>
<th>Written tests required for initial license in 2005–06</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Minimum duration[^a]</td>
<td>Practice teaching or fieldwork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>Yes[^b]</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>Yes[^b]</td>
<td>120 hours</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>Pilot</td>
<td>4 weeks</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>120 hours</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>Yes[^h]</td>
<td>8 weeks</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>120 hours</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td>Yes[^h]</td>
<td>7 weeks</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4 weeks</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>9 credits and 30 hours</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>Yes[^h]</td>
<td>18 credit hours</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>Yes[^h]</td>
<td>12 credit hours</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>Yes[^h]</td>
<td>2 credit hours</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>Yes[^h]</td>
<td>8 weeks</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>Yes[^h]</td>
<td>9 credit hours</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>Yes[^h]</td>
<td>135 hours</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>Yes[^h]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

continued on next page
Table 2. Illustrative Attributes of Alternative Route Programs and Assessment Required for State Certification—Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Program for candidates with a B.A. in 2005–06</th>
<th>Attributes of programs</th>
<th>Written tests required for initial license in 2005–06</th>
<th>Pre-service training</th>
<th>Subject knowledge</th>
<th>Subject-specific pedagogy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>7 weeks</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>90 hours</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>6 credit hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1 week</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>90 hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>6 credit hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1 week</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>200 credit hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>6 credit hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1 week</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>90 hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>200 credit hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>6 credit hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>9 credit hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>180 hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>180 hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>180 hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>180 hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>180 hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>180 hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>180 hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>180 hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>180 hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: See table 1.

a. Column indicates the minimum pre-service requirement for one or more of the state’s alternative routes. States may have other alternative routes that require longer pre-service components.

b. At least one of the state’s alternative routes requires participants to complete a traditional teacher preparation program while teaching.

c. At least some of the state’s middle school teachers may pass one test that covers all core academic content areas, instead of tests specific to each subject area.

d. State requires teacher candidates to demonstrate subject-matter competency either by obtaining a major in the subject or by passing a content test.

e. States require only teachers of certain subjects, such as reading or technology, to pass subject-specific pedagogy tests.

f. Utah requires teachers to pass a content test to move from a Level 1 license to a Level 2 license, but prospective teachers need only take, not pass, content tests for initial licensure.

g. In Washington State and Wisconsin, participants in alternative routes are required to teach with their mentor teachers for at least a semester.
preparation, while others effectively require an academic year. More typically, pre-service ranges from four to twelve weeks during the summer before the new teacher enters the classroom and often includes pedagogy, methods of teaching, and field experiences. Fewer than half the states require practice teaching or fieldwork. In-service preparation typically involves coursework or mentoring, or both. Requirements for courses in education are common, but the nature and quantity of those courses vary widely.

A brief description of several alternate route programs illustrates some of the differences. Texas offers nearly 100 programs, of which ITeachTexas is typical. A statewide web-based program, it requires no onsite pre-service meetings. Eligible applicants must have a bachelor’s degree with at least a 2.5 grade point average and must prove competency in reading, writing, and math either through coursework or minimum scores on standardized tests such as the ACT, SAT, or GRE. Once accepted, candidates have two years to meet the requirements for a standard teaching certificate. They must first complete a ten-part computer module, after which they are eligible to begin teaching. Finally, they must pass certification tests, including the appropriate subject-area test, complete the two-semester field experience, and secure recommendations from their mentor and campus administrator.12

The New York City Teaching Fellows Program, established in 2000, is the largest alternative route in the country. Only one in eight applicants becomes a teaching fellow. Applicants must have a bachelor’s degree with at least a 3.0 grade point average. The summer before the school year begins, fellows must attend an intensive seven-week training session in which they observe and assist veteran teachers. Fellows must pass the basic skills and content-specialty certification exams before they can begin teaching. Once assigned a teaching position, they must begin an approved master’s degree program that will qualify them for continuing certification in their subject area. Fellows now supply about 25 percent of new hires in New York City.

A relatively new approach to certification is the Passport to Teaching program of the American Board for Certification of Teacher Excellence (ABCTE). Initiated in 2004, the passport to teaching requires a professional teaching-knowledge exam and a subject-area exam. It is now recognized as a valid certification route by five states: Florida, Idaho, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, and Utah.13 Because it affords relatively low-cost access to the profession, it can increase supply significantly, but it puts heavy reliance on exams to ensure that applicants are qualified.

Alternative routes can alter substantially the composition of the teacher workforce, as the Teaching Fellows Program in New York City illustrates. In 2001 about half of all new teachers hired in New York City were uncertified; by 2004 that share had fallen below 10 percent, and it continues to fall. In short, New York City’s uncertified teachers have been largely replaced by the teaching fellows.14 Moreover, the teaching fellows’ certification exam scores, undergraduate college rankings, and SAT scores on average substantially exceed those both of unlicensed teachers and of teachers prepared in traditional programs.15 Teaching fellows are also on average a more diverse group than traditionally prepared teachers, with relatively more men and half again as many Hispanics and blacks. And the teaching fellows are more likely than traditionally prepared teachers to work in more difficult-to-staff schools.
Additional Certification

Of thirty-eight states responding to a survey by the National Association of State Directors of Teacher Education and Certification (NASDTEC), 82 percent offer second-stage certification, and 68 percent require it. 16 State requirements for second-stage certification vary. Eighty percent of the states that require such certification require additional teaching experience, 15 percent require teachers to have a master’s degree, while 12 percent require some other form of additional coursework. Twelve percent require teachers to pass a state assessment.

In addition, forty-nine states recognize certification by the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards (NBPTS). Although no state requires national board certification, thirty-seven states provide financial incentives to encourage teachers to pursue the rigorous program, which is generally recognized as a standard nationwide for evaluating the knowledge and teaching skills of teachers. 17

Certification Exams

States began testing teachers as a condition of employment during the 1960s. Since then, they have increasingly used exams to assess whether teachers have the minimum skills needed to enter teaching. States give four different types of tests: basic skills, liberal arts general knowledge, subject-matter knowledge, and pedagogic skills; some tests cover combinations of these topic areas. Of the states responding to the NASDTEC survey, 71 percent require a basic skills exam; 90 percent, a subject-matter exam; and 65 percent, a pedagogy exam. Fewer than 25 percent require a general knowledge exam. Most states requiring exams use the Praxis exam administered by Educational Testing Services (ETS). Typically, each type of test covers areas that reflect different skills identified as important for teachers. For example, the ETS professional knowledge test examines knowledge of how to plan instruction, implement instruction, evaluate instruction, and manage the learning environment.

States have different standards as to what constitutes a passing score on the exams. Even within states, passing scores change over time. Passing scores are typically determined by a panel of education experts who relate the minimum content knowledge and teaching knowledge required of a beginning teacher to knowledge demonstrated on the exam. Pass rates are typically in the 70–90 percent range, which is high relative to licensure exams in professions such as law, accounting, or medicine. Moreover, teachers typically may take the exam as many times as they choose—which raises the question of how many applicants the exam ultimately screens out.

How Preparation and Certification Affect Student Achievement

Depending on the path they take, people who enter teaching may meet many or few educational and testing requirements. In most states the route to teaching through traditional preparation programs can be arduous. In some states alternative routes may impose a lighter burden. What is the evidence regarding the effectiveness of these varying requirements in improving classroom teaching and student performance? Whether the varied components of teacher preparation or certification improve student outcomes depends on the relationship of these components to improved teaching and on the teacher hiring decisions that would be made in the absence of minimum requirements.

Teacher preparation and certification could improve student outcomes by several different paths. They could improve outcomes di-
rectly, by improving teaching, or indirectly, by providing information about teachers that is related to achievement. For example, requiring teachers to have more subject-area knowledge in math could enable them to teach math more effectively, thus improving student assessments in math. But that same requirement could also identify difficult-to-measure attributes, such as motivation and persistence, that are related to becoming a more effective teacher. Certification requirements could improve student outcomes if they delineate minimally qualified teachers and if, in their absence, hiring authorities would not hire the best candidates. The requirements thus constrain districts to hire at least minimally qualified teachers.

But because teacher preparation represents a substantial cost to individuals, both in terms of expenses, such as tuition, and in terms of the time needed for coursework, which could have been used for other activities, such as employment, it may reduce the supply of teachers. Preparation in state-approved programs does indeed provide some evidence that a teaching candidate has a minimal set of knowledge and skills. But if hiring authorities can determine independently which teaching candidates can most improve student achievement, then eliminating the requirement for teacher preparation could improve student outcomes by expanding the pool of candidates. Thus the net effect depends on a trade-off: the gain in student outcomes that results from teacher preparation weighed against the loss in student outcomes that results when authorities cannot hire people who have not met preparation requirements but who could nonetheless be effective teachers.

A similar argument holds for certification exams. These exams put a floor under the measured knowledge individuals must have to become certified. If the exams identify good teachers more effectively than hiring authorities can in the absence of the exams, then they could improve student achievement. But if the exams make distinctions based on knowledge that is not closely related to student outcomes, or if they classify individuals erroneously, they could exclude applicants who would be more effective teachers, thereby reducing student outcomes.

As a final note, the effect of preparation requirements and certification exams on teaching and student outcomes will be felt most directly in the most difficult-to-staff schools. Abundant evidence that teachers are sorted by their certification requirements across schools indicates that schools with the poorest or lowest-performing students have the least qualified teachers. Higher-performing suburban schools will be relatively unaffected by the differential effect of preparation and exam requirements.

Assessing How Preparation and Certification Affect Student Achievement

The extent to which teacher preparation and certification improve the quality of teaching is an empirical question. Answering it requires focusing on questions in four key areas: teacher preparation, certification exams, teacher supply, and hiring.

First, to what extent do the knowledge and skills provided in teacher preparation programs improve teachers’ ability to raise achievement for students? Some aspects of preparation, such as content knowledge, may be more important for student outcomes than others. What is the evidence for each of the components of preparation?
Second, how effective are certification exams in distinguishing between teachers who are adequate and those who are inadequate at improving student outcomes? Are the knowledge and skills tested on certification exams the same as those that raise student achievement? If so, to what extent do the exams reliably test that information and distinguish among candidates?

One reliable way to identify the effects of certification and teacher preparation on students’ educational gains is through experiments in which teachers are randomly assigned to students.

Third, does the requirement that teachers be certified, with all that entails, deter some people from becoming teachers who could have improved student outcomes? If so, to what extent?

And finally, how effective are local hiring authorities in recognizing the attributes that will make applicants effective teachers? First, to what extent are hiring authorities assisted by the information about teacher quality provided by teacher preparation and certification? Second, to what extent do certification requirements constrain hiring authorities who would otherwise have hired less competent teachers?

Interpreting evidence on how teacher preparation and certification affect student achievement requires care. First, as noted, relatively little is known about the specific content or quality of teacher preparation programs. Most of the empirical work is thus based on proxies, which at times may not be closely linked to the concept of interest. Second, the usual caution in social science not to interpret correlational relationships as causal relationships warrants particular attention in this instance, because of the well-documented and systematic sorting of students and teachers, with the least-qualified teachers teaching the lowest-performing students within and across school districts. Because more qualified teachers are much more likely to teach students who perform well, researchers must be careful in attributing better student outcomes to the high qualifications of teachers. For example, if teachers in schools where students perform best in math are more likely to be certified in math, one might be tempted to conclude that being certified to teach math contributes to higher student achievement. But in reality the teachers may be in schools where students perform well in math because these teachers prefer to teach good students and because employers want to staff their courses with in-field certified teachers. Finally, the forces that lead some states to have more rigorous certification policies may also cause those states to have accountability programs for students and teachers that could also affect student outcomes. Unless they take these other factors into account, analysts might mistakenly conclude that student achievement is being affected by certification, when instead it reflects some other effects.

One reliable way to identify the effects of certification and teacher preparation on students’ educational gains is through experiments in which teachers are randomly assigned to students. Although experimental design is increasingly popular in education research, few such experiments have ad-
dressed the issues raised in this review. As an alternative, researchers can rely on quasi-experiments. In certain cases, for example, a real situation comes close to random assignment. In other cases, statistical methods can control for teacher and student sorting. Although a complete description of the research methods that address the issue of teacher and student selection is beyond the scope of this article, suffice it to say that using rigorous standards of causal modeling calls into question much of the research on the effects of teacher certification and teacher preparation on student outcomes. However, there are some notable exceptions. For example, as described in greater detail below, recent research using extensive administrative data and sophisticated methods isolates the effects of teacher certification requirements on student value added.

Several analysts have recently reviewed research on whether and how teacher certification and preparation affect student outcomes. We organize the evidence drawn from these reviews around questions in the four areas set out above: preparation, certification exams, teacher supply, and hiring.

Preparation
Research insights regarding the effects of graduate degrees and specific coursework on teachers’ ability to improve students’ outcomes have improved in recent years, but in general good evidence remains limited. Furthermore, the value of teacher preparation may well differ depending on the grade level or types of students being taught—issues to which typically little attention is paid.

Many studies find that the students of teachers with a graduate degree perform no better than those of teachers with only a bachelor’s degree. Other studies find both positive and negative effects of teachers’ graduate degrees on student achievement. More nuanced research examines the relationship between the field of graduate work and the subject matter taught and tested. For example, achievement in high school math is greater for students whose teacher has a graduate degree in mathematics than for students whose teacher either has no graduate degree or a degree in another subject. Although it is plausible that subject-area graduate education could have such an effect, it is unclear whether the stronger performance of teachers with advanced degrees in math reflects their greater knowledge of math or simply their interest in math, which presumably predated and led them to graduate study and would have affected student performance even if they had no master’s degree. Researchers have uncovered no evidence of similar effects of graduate work in English or science.

Because both graduate and undergraduate degrees can mask wide variation in subject-specific courses, several studies have focused on the number of subject-specific courses that teachers took. One such study finds no relationship between the number of college math courses a teacher took and the math gains of his fourth-grade students. Others find that students of teachers with more math courses do have greater high school math gains, but the effects are generally small. It could well be that the additional math courses make a difference for high school students but not for elementary school students. Similar research on the number of science courses is inconclusive, and researchers have not yet focused on other subject areas. Thus the evidence provides some small support for the value of subject-specific coursework and graduate degrees, at least for teachers of high school mathematics. Given this
Although research suggests that knowledge and skills regarding how to teach can influence student achievement, no study identifies either which of these skills are important or the best way for aspiring teachers to develop them.

an important component of virtually all certification and traditional teacher preparation programs is training in pedagogy. Most traditional teacher preparation programs contain multiple courses on aspects of pedagogy. Nearly all routes into teaching include some field experience, like student teaching, where pedagogical skills may be learned and practiced. And the first years of teaching provide important lessons on what works. Identifying the best way to prepare teachers to convey subject knowledge to various student audiences is complex and a matter of some dispute.29 Research examining how students learn, together with the frequently replicated empirical observation that teachers’ effectiveness improves over the first few years of their careers, offers at least indirect evidence that pedagogy is important.30 Because pedagogy covers a number of distinct areas, it should be possible to discern the relative importance of various aspects of pedagogy by identifying the relationship of sub-scores on pedagogy exams or of specific coursework to student achievement.

To our knowledge, however, no research focuses on the relationship between certification exams in pedagogy and student achievement. Of the few studies that examine the relationship between pedagogy coursework and student achievement, none finds causal evidence and only a few provide even general correlational evidence. For example, one study finds that content-related pedagogy coursework in mathematics is positively linked with student achievement and is more closely linked with higher gains than is additional content coursework.31 Although research suggests that knowledge and skills regarding how to teach can influence student achievement, no study identifies either which of these skills are important or the best way for aspiring teachers to develop them. Given the substantial investment most teacher preparation programs make in pedagogy, well-designed research in this area could be important.

Many close observers of teacher education believe that field experiences exert an important influence on teacher preparation. Once again, however, there is only limited research documenting any relationship between field experiences and student achievement, and none sorts out what particular content and duration of field experiences are most influential. As summarized by several studies, evaluations of field experiences typically focus on teachers’ perceptions of how experiences are structured or self-identified changes in beliefs or practice.32
Numerous studies explore whether easily measured attributes of teacher preparation, such as having a master’s degree, make a difference in student achievement. But the evidence on whether particular features of teacher preparation, such as the area of study or the extent and nature of content courses, affect student outcomes is much more limited. For policy at the state, school district, or teacher education program level to be informed, rigorous research examining the effectiveness of specific attributes of teacher preparation is essential. There is room for some optimism here, as several large-scale studies are now attempting to examine these relationships. But what is most remarkable today is the lack of evidence on the effect of almost any aspect of teacher preparation on the performance of students.

**Certification Exams**

Certification exams are typically developed by a panel of experts who determine the passing level, or cut score, by relating minimum levels of content and teaching knowledge for beginning teachers to what is measured on the various exams. Two issues must be kept in mind in using such exams to assess the quality of teachers. First, the tests are not directly linked to student outcomes and thus may not be a good measure of how well a teacher will perform in the classroom. Second, the tests are designed to distinguish knowledge around the cut score and probably perform less well as a proxy for skills and knowledge as scores move away from that point. Because cut points for certification exams differ from state to state, it is possible to assess how scores, especially around the cut point, might affect student achievement. Moreover, in many states teachers who fail certification exams are allowed to teach as uncertified teachers, offering another opportunity to examine how the knowledge and skills measured by the exams affect student achievement.

A growing body of research is evaluating the extent to which certification exams are good signals of teacher effectiveness by examining the relationship between teachers’ exam scores and the achievement gains of their students. In general, this research finds that exam scores are positively linked to teacher effectiveness, but the size of the effect varies widely—probably because data were aggregated to different levels and because the studies failed to account for the sorting of teachers and students that may bias these effects.

Three recent studies address these issues with strong research designs and good data. In both North Carolina and New York City, these studies find, performance on required certification exams is predictive of teachers’ abilities to increase student achievement, especially in math, but exam scores affect student achievement less than, for example, teacher experience does. Thus the exams do distinguish among teachers, but only relatively weakly.

Overall, research suggests that requiring certification exams does not result in a higher proportion of “good” teachers’ being selected but does reduce overall participation in teacher preparation. Teachers in states with exam requirements have similar academic qualifications to teachers in states without them, although the qualification measures are limited and it is unclear whether unobserved attributes might differ. Research on how requiring the exam affects pursuit of education degrees is limited to a single cohort of teachers, and the effect is identified from differences across states, so this finding should be treated with care. These exams do
tend to disproportionately screen out minority teacher applicants.\textsuperscript{37}

**Teacher Supply**
The problem in assessing whether requiring certification deters potentially effective teachers from entering the profession is observing what social scientists call the counterfactual—in this case, how the size and composition of the pool of teacher candidates would have differed without certification. All states certify teachers, and even in states where certification is least rigorous, the requirements can be meaningful. One study uses the variation across state certification requirements to examine whether the requirements reduce the likelihood that college graduates are education majors. It finds that more stringent certification course requirements do reduce the share of education majors, all else equal.\textsuperscript{38} But this evidence, while suggestive, must be viewed with caution, given that the study observes the effect of differences in course requirements at a single point in time. These differences may be correlated with other differences across states that influence the likelihood of becoming an education major. In short, direct evidence on how certification affects the supply of teachers is lacking.

The extent to which alternative routes may affect teacher supply by producing teachers who perform well is one of the most pressing policy issues related to teacher preparation. Until recently, research on alternate routes did not compare the effects on student outcomes of teachers who reached the profession by different routes. Several such analyses, though, are now available.

One insight into how more lenient certification requirements might expand teacher supply comes from comparing the attributes of alternatively certified and traditionally prepared teachers. Nearly all alternative certification programs lower the cost of becoming a teacher, either by reducing the requirements that teachers must fulfill or by allowing teachers to complete requirements while earning a salary as a teacher, or both. Much of alternative certification is focused on attracting people into teaching who did not major in education and might never have been interested in doing so. Some alternative certification programs have been able to recruit teachers with stronger qualifications than those of traditionally prepared teachers. For instance, in 2003 Teach for America (TFA) had 16,000 applicants for 1,800 available slots and was therefore able to be highly selective in terms of teacher qualifications.\textsuperscript{39} But even in the districts where TFA has its greatest presence, its teachers are a small fraction of the entering teaching workforce. Can alternate routes attract a significant share of entering teachers with strong qualifications?

As noted, teachers recruited in recent years to teach in New York City public schools through the New York City Teaching Fellows Program constitute about a quarter of all new teachers and have qualifications (for example, certification exam scores, undergraduate college rankings, and SAT scores) that on average substantially exceed those of teachers from traditional preparation programs.\textsuperscript{40} But these mere facts are far from an analysis of how supply would be affected in the absence of certification. On one hand, New York City Teaching Fellows are given a stipend to subsidize their graduate education, likely inducing an increased interest independent of the reduced entry requirements. On the other hand, they must complete the same requirements as other teachers to receive their second-stage certification, likely dampening in-
interest in the program, since requirements have been delayed but not eliminated.

What is the evidence on the relative effectiveness of alternate route teachers? Because Teach for America places teachers in several states it is one of the most widely known alternative route programs, and several studies have analyzed differences in achievement among students taught by Teach for America teachers, traditionally certified teachers, and unlicensed teachers. Their findings are similar, but differ somewhat depending on specification and the school districts examined. The most persuasive evidence suggests that, on average, students of entering TFA teachers perform at least as well in math as those of other entering teachers, including those from traditional preparation programs, but slightly worse in English language arts. With two or three years of experience, TFA teachers have student gains that are somewhat better than those of other teachers in math, and about the same in English language arts.

Findings for the New York City Teaching Fellows are similar. New York requires alternatively certified teachers to complete a master’s program in education, thus the TFA teachers and New York City Teaching Fellows are enrolled in education courses during their first three years of teaching. These evaluations bundle two characteristics of teachers—their general ability and their preparation to teach. As noted, TFA and the New York City Teaching Fellows Program strongly emphasize recruitment and selection, and their teachers have better general qualifications but receive substantially less pre-teaching preparation to teach. Thus, these findings may mean that the higher general qualifications of TFA and Teaching Fellow teachers initially offset the more substantial preparation of teachers following the traditional route.

It is important to note that to date, all the studies that have examined the effects of teacher preparation on student achievement have compared one program with another and they do not indicate performance in an absolute sense. Thus, all programs may be doing a fine job or all may be producing relatively weak gains in achievement. One study finds wide variation among teachers within each pathway, suggesting that much remains to be learned about what knowledge and skills in teachers best produce student achievement gains.

Thus, these findings may mean that the higher general qualifications of TFA and Teaching Fellow teachers initially offset the more substantial preparation of teachers following the traditional route.

Hiring

Requiring state certification of teachers constrains local hiring to candidates who at least meet the certification requirements. Whether it improves or diminishes the quality of teachers hired depends on the ability and incentives of hiring authorities.

The degree to which localities discern teacher quality and act on that information depends on the ability of hiring authorities to identify teacher qualifications that signal ability to improve student outcomes. It also depends on the capacity of their human re-
source departments and the incentives they have to improve students’ academic achievement. In many districts certification may have no effect at all in schools that teachers find attractive because these schools have an ample supply of applicants who would easily meet most certification requirements. Difficult-to-staff schools, though, have no such supply and have in the past hired many un-certified teachers. Enforcing certification requirements would force these schools to alter their hiring patterns. Thus, a promising research strategy is to examine hiring decisions in difficult-to-staff schools, where this effect is likely most keenly felt, especially under increased accountability for student outcomes.

Surprisingly little evidence is available on whether school systems make good selections among teacher applicants, and that evidence is mixed. One research study finds that teacher applicants who attend above-average colleges are significantly less likely to be hired than applicants who attend below-average colleges and that attributes such as undergraduate GPA and subject specialties have only a small effect on an applicant’s probability of being hired. But that research examines the attributes only of teachers who ultimately take jobs and does not distinguish between the attributes that employers value and look for in job candidates and the attributes of teachers who are willing to accept jobs. Highly qualified candidates may simply not be willing to teach in schools where less-qualified candidates accept jobs. Other research finds that employers prefer to hire teachers with better academic qualifications, such as higher scores on certification exams and a degree from a better undergraduate college. Employers’ weightings of job candidates are strongly related to higher scores on the teacher certification exam, especially in the range just above the exam cut score.

But recent evidence suggests that districts rely more on interviews and teacher credentials in making hiring decisions than on observations of teachers in the classroom. On the whole, new teachers report having had relatively few interactions with school-based personnel in the hiring process. In addition, teachers were more frequently asked to submit transcripts, letters of reference, and resumes than portfolios and writing samples. In many school districts, then, the hiring process is not likely to be good at distinguishing high-quality teachers, much less at providing a guarantee of hiring the best available teachers. Moreover, recently implemented accountability systems within each state may well change the incentives that school districts face to hire and retain the teachers most likely to improve student achievement. In sum, it is not possible to judge whether school districts’ hiring decisions are helped or hurt by the constraint of being able to hire only certified teachers.

Policy Implications

In theory, strong teacher preparation and certification requirements can either improve or worsen student outcomes, depending on how well these requirements distinguish among more able teachers, on how they affect the supply of potential candidates, and on the ability and motivation of local hiring authorities. If more stringent requirements improve student achievement and deter relatively few potential teachers, then the requirements may well be good policy. Reduced certification requirements become more attractive as the effect of these requirements on student outcomes diminishes, the pool of prospective teachers who are deterred by the requirements grows, and the ability of schools to identify applicants who will produce good student outcomes increases. What evidence have researchers...
produced to make it possible to evaluate these issues?

In the area of teacher preparation, substantial evidence suggests that general graduate preparation does little to improve student performance. Content knowledge in math contributes to student achievement in math, but little is known about other subject areas or about the quantity or focus of content knowledge that is relevant. Subject matter pedagogy may improve student achievement, but no evidence exists on most other aspects of pedagogy. Nor have researchers produced evidence that teacher field experiences affect student outcomes, although most teachers and other close observers see a strong link between the two. There is, however, evidence that highly selective alternative route programs can be a good source of qualified teachers.

As to certification exams, there is good evidence that teachers’ scores on the exams have a modest positive effect on their students’ achievement, with the best evidence of an effect in math. But without evidence on the supply effects of certification exams, the net effect remains in doubt.

In the area of teacher supply, there is modest evidence that teacher certification requirements shrink the pool of people who pursue teaching careers but virtually no evidence on whether shrinking the pool has had a meaningful effect on student outcomes.

And finally, in the area of hiring, the evidence suggests that schools have limited ability to identify in prospective teachers the attributes that allow them to improve student outcomes.

What are the policy implications of this research? In a few areas, evidence of how preparation and certification affect student achievement is relatively firm. In others, although little is known, circumstantial evidence provides some insights. In too many areas, though, the evidence is just too thin to have implications for policy. The lack of evidence should not, however, be interpreted to mean that potentially large effects do not exist. Given the enormous investment that is made by would-be teachers, education schools, school districts, and states in preparing and certifying teachers, and given the possibility that these requirements may reduce student achievement, the lack of convincing evidence in most of these areas is disturbing. The lack of an evidentiary base is important and has implications for both researchers and policymakers.

The cost of ill-informed policy can be enormous. Consider, for example, a policy that requires all new teachers to have three credit hours (about forty-two classroom hours) of training in X before entering teaching. Based on estimates of the number of new teachers and the average wages of teachers, the cost of such a policy would exceed $250 million a year. If X can be shown to sufficiently improve outcomes for the students of these teachers after accounting for any reductions in supply, it is likely a good investment. If not, if more stringent requirements improve student outcomes and deter relatively few potential teachers, then the requirements may well be good policy.
these are resources that could well have been put to much better use. Compare the cost of this seemingly small policy intervention with the structure of teacher preparation and certification as a whole and it quickly becomes clear that better evidence could have an enormous effect on the use of scarce resources.

How are researchers and policymakers to move from the current state of knowledge of the effects of teacher preparation and certification to a more informed position from which good resource decisions can be made? Although there are hopeful signs that rigorous research developing causal connections between interventions and student outcomes is becoming more common, too often both researchers and policymakers fall short. Researchers often find it too costly, either in time or money, to develop data needed for convincing causal analysis. Policymakers often implement policy in ways that make evaluation difficult, if not impossible. Because most policies are developed and implemented by states and school districts, state and school officials should work much more closely with researchers as policies are contemplated. Both researchers and policymakers must thus change the ways they typically go about their work.
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Pay, Working Conditions, and Teacher Quality

Eric A. Hanushek and Steven G. Rivkin

Summary

Eric Hanushek and Steven Rivkin examine how salary and working conditions affect the quality of instruction in the classroom. The wages of teachers relative to those of other college graduates have fallen steadily since 1940. Today, average wages differ little, however, between urban and suburban districts. In some metropolitan areas urban districts pay more, while in others, suburban districts pay more. But working conditions in urban and suburban districts differ substantially, with urban teachers reporting far less administrator and parental support, worse materials, and greater student problems. Difficult working conditions may drive much of the difference in turnover of teachers and the transfer of teachers across schools.

Using rich data from Texas public schools, the authors describe in detail what happens when teachers move from school to school. They examine how salaries and student characteristics change when teachers move and also whether turnover affects teacher quality and student achievement. They note that both wages and student characteristics affect teachers’ choices and result in a sorting of teachers across schools, but they find little evidence that teacher transitions are detrimental to student learning.

The extent to which variations in salaries and working conditions translate into differences in the quality of instruction depends importantly on the effectiveness of school personnel policies in hiring and retaining the most effective teachers and on constraints on both entry into the profession and the firing of low performers.

The authors conclude that overall salary increases for teachers would be both expensive and ineffective. The best way to improve the quality of instruction would be to lower barriers to becoming a teacher, such as certification, and to link compensation and career advancement more closely with teachers’ ability to raise student performance.
ow best to attract and retain good teachers is perhaps the most important policy issue in education today. Few observers dispute the premise that good schools require good teachers in the classrooms. But agreement about how public policy can best facilitate the hiring and retention of effective teachers is far more elusive. In this article we examine aspects of the teacher labor market to shed light on how salaries and working conditions affect the quality of instruction.

Our underlying presumption is that the proof of high-quality instruction is in the pudding—teacher quality must be addressed in terms of how much students actually learn. In other words, teacher quality should be measured by the contribution of a teacher to student learning, typically measured by test scores, and not by characteristics such as possession of an advanced degree, experience, or even scores on licensing examinations.

Assessing how salary and working conditions affect teaching quality is complicated. Because traditionally accepted measures of teacher quality, such as experience and years of schooling, are only weakly linked with student achievement, they are not reliable proxies for effective teaching. An attractive alternative is to use student test score gains as measures of teacher effectiveness. While recent accountability systems have increased the availability of such test scores, researchers must still sort out how much measured student achievement reflects the performance of teachers and how much it reflects family and other influences.

Likewise, because objective measures of working conditions, such as administrator and parental support, safety, and ease of commuting, are lacking, researchers frequently use student demographic characteristics as proxies. As an alternative they sometimes rely on teacher self-reports, which have their own drawbacks. Teachers’ perspectives, for example, may differ systematically by community type—cutting class or theft by students may not be regarded in the same way by all teachers—and views about working conditions may be influenced by their own job performance, making these measures unreliable.

Finally, certain aspects of the current market for teachers—including licensing restrictions, tenure, and various contractual requirements—play a role in how salary and working conditions affect the quality of instruction. For example, an increase in teacher salaries might have one effect on student achievement in the current market, with its significant barriers to entry, such as certification requirements, and quite a different effect in a more open market.

We begin by surveying variations in salaries and working conditions in U.S. public schools by region and community type. We also chart changes over time in how teacher salaries compare with salaries in other occupations. We then focus on teacher turnover, describing how teachers move from school to school, examining how salaries and working conditions change when teachers move and whether turnover affects teacher quality and student achievement. We move on to consider more generally how salary and working conditions affect the quality of instruction. We review research on how teacher experience and education, the primary determinants of compensation for public school teachers, affect student outcomes and then turn to direct evidence on how salary and working conditions affect student achieve-
Having surveyed the evidence, we examine its implications for teacher policies. We conclude that the best way to improve the quality of instruction would be to lower barriers to becoming a teacher and to link compensation and career advancement more closely with performance.

**Salaries and Working Conditions**

As primary determinants of teacher supply, salaries and working conditions are potentially important in determining the quality of instruction, though the extent of their influence depends on the effectiveness of district personnel decisions. Because variations in salaries and working conditions can contribute to unequal school quality, they are the focus of much concern on the part of policymakers, legislators, and the courts.

**Variations in Salaries and Working Conditions in 1999–2000**

Tables 1 and 2 use information from the nationally representative Schools and Staffing Survey (SASS) for the 1999–2000 academic year to show variations in teacher salaries and working conditions, respectively, by region and community type (urban, suburban, and rural) that potentially contribute to unequal school quality, they are the focus of much concern on the part of policymakers, legislators, and the courts.

Table 1 reveals wide variation in both starting salaries and salary growth, including patterns that contradict some widely held beliefs about salary differences by community type, such as that suburban areas pay systematically more than urban areas. Average salaries are highest in the much more urbanized Northeast, largely because average salaries in small town and rural school districts are much lower in all regions. Among new teachers in rural districts, almost one-fourth in the Northeast, one-third in the South and West, and more than 40 percent in the Midwest earned salaries of less than $25,000 a year, roughly double the shares of urban and suburban teachers in this category. Even for teachers in their tenth year, the median salary in rural districts was less than $45,000 in the Northeast and West and less than $35,000 in the South and Midwest.

Variation in urban and suburban teacher salaries is far less—and far less systematic. In the Northeast both starting and experienced urban teachers earn more, on average, than their suburban counterparts. In the South this pattern is reversed, with suburban teachers earning more than urban teachers; and in both the Midwest and West the ordering differs for starting and experienced teachers. In other words, in some metropolitan areas urban districts pay more. In others, suburban districts pay more. In no region does the urban-suburban salary gap approach the gap between metropolitan (that is, urban and suburban) and rural salaries.

The relatively small average salary difference between urban and suburban schools does not imply that the typical urban school is able to attract as large a pool of teacher applicants as the typical suburban school. As in all occupations, teachers value working conditions as well as salary. Examining differences in working conditions gives a more complete picture of differences in the average attractiveness of different types of districts.

In table 2, which surveys school working conditions as reported by teachers, urban districts stand apart from all others in almost all respects. Be it parental or administrator support or the adequacy of materials, far higher
shares of urban teachers report problems in all regions. Not surprisingly, urban teachers are less likely to report general satisfaction with their jobs.

Taken together, tables 1 and 2 show the complexity of variations in salary and other job characteristics and therefore suggest that any links between these factors and quality of teaching are likely to be complex. Although the similarity in average salaries may appear to suggest that urban districts should be able to attract teachers almost as well as suburban districts can, the pronounced differences in working conditions suggest otherwise. In the case of rural schools, the tables indicate that relatively better working conditions may compensate for lower salaries.

Trends over Time in Aggregate Salaries
In competitive labor markets, people will sort across occupations and industries according to their skills, the salaries being offered, and working conditions. As long as working conditions are roughly comparable, higher salaries should attract more able people. If
the relative attractiveness of working conditions in teaching and in other occupations changes little over time, salary changes in teaching should provide a good measure of changes in average teacher quality and should therefore provide an important benchmark for considering policies related to teacher quality.

Figure 1 shows changes in the share of non-teachers with at least a bachelor’s degree who earned less than the average teacher between 1940 and 2000.2 Over the period, the salaries of all young teachers relative to those of college-educated nonteachers fell, though gender differences were substantial. For men, relative salaries fell between 1940 and 1960 but then remained roughly constant. For women, relative salaries began high—above the median for college-educated women—but fell continuously. The changes are easiest to see for young teachers, but they hold for teachers of all ages, meaning that growth in late-career salaries did not offset the decline in salaries for younger teachers. Among the explanations for the relative salary decline are technological change, expanded opportunities for women, and growth in international trade—all of which increased the demand for and earnings of highly skilled workers outside of teaching.3

The long decline in teachers’ relative earnings has likely led to a drop-off in average teacher quality. As professional opportunities for women increased between 1960 and 1990, for example, measured achievement declined noticeably for those entering teaching.4 But the extent of any decline in teacher quality is unclear and depends in large part on the correlation between teaching skills and the skills rewarded in the nonteacher labor market. In a simple one-dimensional skill framework in which nonpecuniary factors play no role and districts hire the best available teachers, the substantial decline in relative salary would be expected to lead to a large drop in teacher quality. But in a more complex and realistic framework, in which the skills of teachers differ from those of other professionals and in which district personnel policies lead to suboptimal hiring and

---

Table 2. Share of Teachers Reporting Strongly Negative Views of Various Working Conditions, by Region and Community Type, School Year 1999–2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region and Community Type</th>
<th>Administration is supportive</th>
<th>Parents are supportive</th>
<th>Adequate materials</th>
<th>Generally satisfied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Region</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: See table 1.
retention decisions, the quality response to salary changes could be more muted. For example, if teaching places greater emphasis on a particular set of communication and interpersonal relation skills than the general labor market does, relative teacher salaries may not be a particularly good index of teacher quality. In addition, the link between relative salaries and quality may be different today than it was during the 1960s and 1970s, when the rapidly expanding opportunities for women and dramatic social changes may have greatly altered perceptions of a career in teaching.

Teacher Turnover

So far, we have shown substantial variation in salaries across districts and over time, as well as perhaps even greater variation in working conditions. The extent to which these differences affect teacher quality depends on, among other things, how much teachers care about salaries and working conditions when making career decisions. Some of the best research assessing the importance of these factors examines teachers’ turnover decisions. In this section we describe in some detail the relationships among turnover, salary, and working conditions using unusually rich data from Texas public schools.

Teacher Turnover in Texas

Each year many teachers in Texas move within or between school districts or leave public schools entirely. As table 3 shows, overall 82 percent remain in the same school, while 7 percent exit the public schools, 6.5 percent change schools within districts, and 5 percent switch districts. This turnover is remarkably close to national averages: between 1994 and 1995, 86 percent of all teachers remained in the same school, while 6.6 percent left teaching.5

Transitions differ sharply by number of years of teaching.6 As the table shows, new teachers (zero to two years of experience) are almost twice as likely as prime-age teachers (eleven to thirty years’ experience) to exit Texas public schools and almost four times as likely to switch districts. As would be expected, mobility picks up again as teachers near retirement age: almost one-fifth of teachers with more than thirty years of expe-
experience leave the Texas public schools each year. Again, national data on mobility show a similar pattern.

When we look more closely to see where teachers’ transitions begin and end, we find only weak support for a widely held belief that teachers commonly leave urban districts for suburban positions. Though most urban teachers who switch districts do relocate to suburban schools, less than 2 percent of all teachers in large urban school districts switch to suburban districts each year. Indeed, the absolute number of teachers moving into urban districts is only slightly smaller than the number moving out.

How Salary and Working Conditions Affect Teacher Choices in Texas

By delving more deeply into these data to explore why teachers choose to make these transitions we can shed light on how salary and other factors work together to determine the attractiveness of a specific teaching job. Although the Texas data contain neither teacher nor administrator reports on working conditions, they do contain information on student demographics, which we use as proxies for working conditions. The Texas data also do not specify a teacher’s reason for exiting a school, in particular whether the exit is voluntary. Although anecdotal evidence suggests that the vast majority of transitions are voluntary, it is certainly not correct to assume that all are. Because voluntary moves would tend to lead to greater improvements in salary and working conditions, the data likely underestimate implied teacher preferences.

Table 4 reports changes in salaries and average student demographics for teachers changing district, by experience and gender. On average, new teachers improve their salaries, with men gaining 1.2 percent, women gaining 0.7 percent. The average salary gain declines with experience for both women and men and is actually negative (roughly –0.1 percent) for women with three to nine years of experience. The average gain for all movers with less than ten years of experience is slightly more than 0.4 percent of annual salary, or roughly $100.

These averages, however, mask considerable variation, some of which appears to relate systematically to the types of schools from

Table 3. Year-to-Year Transitions of Texas Public Elementary and Middle School Teachers, by Experience, 1993–96

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher experience</th>
<th>Remain in same school</th>
<th>Change schools within district</th>
<th>Switch districts</th>
<th>Exit Texas public schools</th>
<th>Number of teachers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–2 years</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>73,962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3–5 years</td>
<td>77.7</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>56,693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6–10 years</td>
<td>82.4</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>75,284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11–30 years</td>
<td>86.9</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>165,873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 30 years</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>6,978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>378,790</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and to which teachers move. For example, teachers who move from large urban to suburban schools have average nominal salary losses of 0.7 percent. This is not to say that teachers who move to suburban schools prefer lower salaries. Instead, other advantages of suburban schools appear to make up for their lower salaries. Other things being equal, teachers would gravitate toward higher-salary districts and schools. Indeed, a study by Hanushek, Kain, and Rivkin indicates that central city schools would have to undertake substantial salary increases to reduce teacher turnover to the level observed in the typical suburban school.9 For new teachers and teachers with three to five years of experience, the central city school would have to offer women an average salary increase of 25–43 percent. Men appear to be considerably more responsive and would require salaries around 10 percent higher.

For those teachers who move, the type of students changes far more than their salaries do. As table 4 shows, teachers who move systematically favor higher-achieving, nonminority, non-low-income students. The findings for student achievement are clearest and most consistent: for the average mover, the district average achievement rises by roughly .07 standard deviation, or 3 percentile points on the state distribution. The shares of students who are black, Hispanic, and eligible for a subsidized lunch fall. On average, black and Hispanic compositions of districts decline 2 and 4.4 percent, respectively, and the share eligible for free or reduced-price lunch falls almost 6 percent. Particularly for women (who make up three-quarters of the teaching force), salary differences are far smaller than changes in student characteristics.

It should be noted that the share of black students declines primarily for white teachers. Black teachers, on average, move to schools with more minority students. Although the declining share of black students for white teachers may reflect a difference in preferred working conditions, it may also simply reflect travel distance to school. Housing patterns (either because of choice or because of discrimination) may lead black teachers to live nearer to schools with a higher share of black students than do white teachers. In fact,
some evidence shows that taking into account travel distance to school eliminates the difference in apparent preferences regarding school racial composition between black and white teachers.\textsuperscript{10}

Another sign of the potential importance of working conditions is the fact that private school salaries are systematically lower than public school salaries. Moreover, as Michael Podgursky demonstrates, this holds for non-sectarian private schools and therefore is not simply a reflection of the unique financial status of nuns and other religious professionals. His interpretation is that the salary differential reflects both better behaved and easier to teach students and other working conditions.\textsuperscript{11}

Other researchers have used teacher self-reports in place of or in addition to student demographics to investigate how working conditions affect turnover. Susanna Loeb and Linda Darling-Hammond find that self-reported working conditions significantly affect the probability that administrators regard turnover as a serious problem, as well as their difficulty in filling vacancies and also the share of teachers in their first year.\textsuperscript{12} Richard Ingersoll finds that most teachers exit for reasons other than dissatisfaction with their current job—retirement, for example, or personal reasons, or the pull of other jobs. According to Ingersoll’s analysis, the roughly one-quarter of teachers who leave schools because they are dissatisfied cite low salaries, lack of support from the school administration, student discipline problems, and lack of teacher influence over decisionmaking.\textsuperscript{13}

\textbf{How Turnover Affects Student Achievement in Texas Data}

We now turn to the question of how teacher turnover affects student outcomes. Schools in urban districts serving disadvantaged students do have higher turnover generally, leading to their having a greater share of teachers with little or no experience—clearly a cost to these schools, as inexperienced teachers tend to be less effective.\textsuperscript{14} But the cost would be markedly reduced if the teachers leaving these schools tended to be the least effective teachers. To address that issue, we compare the overall effectiveness of teachers who exit a large urban district in Texas with the effectiveness of those who remain, to learn more about systematic differences in quality. We measure quality by teacher value added to achievement. Specifically, we investigate the mathematics performance of students in fourth through eighth grades on state tests in each grade, between 1996 and 2001. These students are linked to each of their mathematics teachers. The measure of quality assigned to each teacher is the gain in standardized achievement scores that is attributable to each teacher.

Table 5 compares teachers who stay in their urban school with those who move to go to another school in the same district, to go to another district, or to leave teaching altogether. All comparisons give the estimated value both of the movers and the stayers in terms of standard deviations of the average student test score gains. The first column compares moving teachers with all other teachers in a district, and the second column...
pares them with nonmovers in the same school and year. Those who exit teaching, it turns out, are significantly less effective, on average, than those who stay. Teachers who switch campuses within the same district are also significantly less effective, while those who switch districts do not appear to differ much from the stayers. Thus, in this large district in Texas, the teachers who stay are not lower in quality, on average, than those who leave.

How Salary and Working Conditions Affect Student Achievement

Having examined in detail how salary and working conditions interact in teacher turnover in Texas, we now review evidence that researchers have assembled generally on the causal effects of salary and working conditions on the quality of instruction.

We begin by focusing on how teachers’ experience and education, the characteristics traditionally rewarded in teacher salary schedules, affect student achievement. Then we turn to direct comparisons of how salary and working conditions affect student outcomes. Efforts to produce a valid estimate of that direct relationship are complicated by the fact that working conditions, family income, and other factors affect both salary and outcomes.

How Teacher Education and Experience Affect Quality of Instruction

Because experience and teacher education are the primary determinants of a teacher’s position in a district’s salary schedule, it is often assumed that higher salaries raise quality because more experienced and highly educated teachers earn more and are more effective. Yet the structure of a salary schedule does not constitute evidence, and even such conceptually appealing assumptions require empirical validation.

Teacher experience and graduate education explain much of the overall variation in teacher compensation. Dale Ballou and Michael Podgursky estimate that on average 17 percent of the teacher wage bill reflects extra payments for experience and an additional 5 percent reflects payments for a master’s degree, though the premium for a postgraduate degree varies substantially. These premiums tend to compare favorably with those in private industries, which typically lack the strong employment rights enjoyed by many tenured teachers. The experience and education “pay parameters” are commonly used in empirical analyses of teacher performance in the classroom, partly because experience and education would be expected to improve teacher skills and also because they are readily measured and virtually always available in administrative data sets.

Skepticism about how important education and experience are for teacher quality can be traced back to 1966, when a major federal

### Table 5. Estimates of Mean Differences in Teacher Quality, by Transition Status, for Elementary and Middle School Teachers in a Large Texas Urban School District

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transition status</th>
<th>All nonmovers in district</th>
<th>Nonmovers within school and year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change campus</td>
<td>-0.089</td>
<td>-0.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.96)</td>
<td>(2.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change district</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
<td>-0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.36)</td>
<td>(0.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exit public schools</td>
<td>-0.044</td>
<td>-0.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.90)</td>
<td>(3.53)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Note: All specifications include full sets of dummy variables for experience, year, and grade. The second estimates also include student fixed effects. The sample size is 230,000. Comparisons are to teachers remaining in same school; absolute value of t statistics in parentheses.
government study by James Coleman suggested that common measures of teacher and school quality seemed to have little effect on student achievement.\textsuperscript{17} Sharp criticism of the Coleman Report generated a massive research effort on teacher quality, but subsequent findings have tended to reinforce the initial report.\textsuperscript{18}

Analysts investigating teacher quality in the wake of the Coleman Report have tried to estimate the relationship between student achievement, on the one hand, and quantifiable characteristics of teachers and schools, along with measures of family background, on the other. They have inferred teacher quality from the way teacher education and experience affect student performance. But education and experience simply do not appear to have a strong effect on student achievement. Research has found little or no evidence of a systematic relationship between teacher value added to student achievement and a graduate education (master’s degrees and above).\textsuperscript{19} The few studies that find that a teacher’s postgraduate education improves student outcomes are balanced by others that find just the opposite, that it lowers student achievement. And extensive investigation of the effects of teacher experience has resulted in widely different findings and also raised methodological concerns. One key issue is the extent to which experienced teachers select particular students. Many teacher contracts explicitly allow more experienced teachers to choose their school.\textsuperscript{20} Because teachers prefer to teach in schools where student achievement is high, more experienced teachers tend to be at schools with higher-achieving students.\textsuperscript{21} That finding, however, does not mean that more experienced teachers produce greater gains in student achievement than less experienced teachers do. Indeed, it could mean just the opposite—that higher student achievement “causes” teacher experience in the sense that schools with easier-to-educate students attract experienced teachers. The studies that most clearly identify the importance of teacher experience find that the quality of instruction tends to increase substantially during the first few years of teaching but not in subsequent years.\textsuperscript{22}

Research has found little or no evidence of a systematic relationship between teacher value added to student achievement and a graduate education (master’s degrees and above).

If education and experience are not good overall measures of teacher quality, does that mean that salary does not affect teacher quality or even that teacher performance is not an important determinant of student outcomes? The answer is no on both counts. First, as table 1 documents, much of the substantial salary variation across districts at the entry level is not explained by experience or by teacher education (most entering teachers do not have a postgraduate degree). Second, even a finding that quality is not systematically related to compensation does not mean that teacher performance has little overall impact on outcomes.

Teacher Salaries and Quality of Instruction

Many studies have pursued the question of whether more highly paid teachers generate higher student achievement. Some of these
studies can be difficult to interpret, in part because they tend to confuse differences in the level of salaries with the differences in compensation for experience and education discussed above. In addition, as Susanna Loeb and Marianne Page point out, many fail to account for the ways in which differences in working conditions help to pinpoint the causal effect of salary. For example, teachers likely require higher pay to take a job at a dangerous school or one where the teaching requirements are more onerous, and it is difficult to separate the effect of such working conditions from that of salary.

As a whole, there is little evidence to suggest that more highly paid teachers are systematically more effective, but methodological problems may limit the value of many studies.

Loeb and Page find that higher salaries significantly improve students’ educational attainment. They use the average differences across states and time in the salaries of non-teachers as a way to identify the causal effects of salaries, the idea being that salaries of non-teachers affect the ability of schools to hire teachers but otherwise have no direct effect on the probability that a student remains in high school. The paper provides evidence that the observed relationship between student achievement and salary is quite sensitive to controls for alternative earnings opportunities and other factors that affect both teacher labor market decisions and student achievement.

As a whole, there is little evidence to suggest that more highly paid teachers are systematically more effective, but methodological problems may limit the value of many studies.

Hanushek and several colleagues use a sample of teachers who move from a large Texas central city school district to other Texas districts to examine whether districts appear to use higher salaries and more generally desirable student demographic characteristics to attract higher-quality teachers. They measure quality by teacher value added to student achievement in the urban district before moving. They find little or no evidence that the teachers who move to schools with higher salaries or higher-achieving students, higher-income students, and lower shares of minority students are of systematically higher quality as measured by value added to student achievement. The lack of a systemic link between quality, on the one hand, and salary and working conditions, on the other, suggests that districts may have difficulty measuring the quality of potential hires or that they do not place great weight on instructional effectiveness relative to other characteristics.

Teacher Policy

In conclusion, we explore the policy implications of the evidence on how pay and working conditions affect teacher quality. At the outset of our discussion, we emphasize the crucial importance of teacher quality to student outcomes. A string of good teachers can help offset the deficits of home environment or
push students with good preparation even farther.

As the relative pay of teachers has slipped over the past half-century, many observers have begun to call for increasing teachers’ overall pay. Improving teacher quality, they assert, requires making salaries competitive. Some even propose a “grand bargain.” The idea is that if districts raise overall pay—say, to the level of that of accountants—teachers and their unions will agree to more flexible pay arrangements and work rules. But holding all parties to such a bargain would be difficult, because wage setting is a political activity, not a market activity.

Simply raising all salaries would not only be expensive; it would also be inefficient. Although it could attract a new group of teachers into the profession and retain teachers who would otherwise leave, it would not necessarily improve the quality of teachers in the short term. Retaining teachers would be beneficial if they were the high-quality ones, but there is no strong reason to expect this to be the case. Although higher salaries appear to reduce the departure rates of teachers with graduate degrees—teachers who would thus have higher salaries in other professions—graduate degrees are not a good predictor of teacher effectiveness. Moreover, as noted, movers are on average less effective than stayers, at least for our large urban district.

It is possible, but by no means certain, that higher-quality movers would be more sensitive to salary. Higher salaries would certainly tend to increase the pool of potential teachers, but how that would affect overall teacher quality depends on the ability of principals and human resource teams to hire and, more important, retain the better teachers. Existing evidence, while not definitive, suggests that schools are not very effective at choosing the best teachers.

With few exceptions, advocates of across-the-board salary increases pay too little heed to teachers’ classroom performance and to administrators’ personnel decisions. A better policy approach is to focus much more on student performance and administrator accountability, while increasing the supply of potential teachers. The idea is to loosen up on prescribed schooling and training requirements and focus on potential and actual effectiveness in the classroom, rather than “potential.”

Our position is simple: if student performance is the issue, policy should emphasize student performance. Researchers have found wide variation in teacher quality, even among teachers with similar education and experience. The variation appears to spring from differences in teacher skill and effort, inadequate personnel practices (particularly in retention but also in hiring) in many schools and districts, and differences in the number and quality of teachers willing to work, by subject and working conditions. That final source of variation may well justify substantial flexibility in pay schedules, promotion opportunities, and rigorous retention standards, and more should be learned about the consequences of differentiated pay and job classifications. The variation in skill and effort raises the most difficult set of issues for policymakers, because regulations, including but not limited to certification requirements, are not likely to get at the crux of the issue.

Rather, the evidence strongly suggests to us that principals and superintendents should make decisions about teacher hiring, retention, promotion, and pay based on their eval-
evaluation of teachers’ potential and actual effectiveness in raising student achievement and other outcomes, and not on a set of teacher characteristics such as education and experience. Principals do in fact know who the better teachers are. Their demonstrated ability to identify teachers at the top and bottom of the quality distribution could almost certainly be extended toward the middle ranges, particularly if good tests of student achievement are administered regularly. But other aspects of personnel management, including tenure, promotion, and pay decisions, leave tremendous room for improvement.

Researchers to date have not found most performance-based teacher pay plans effective. But experiments in performance-based pay, though numerous, have been limited in the size and character of their incentive schemes. Of particular importance to the success of such pay programs, and to school effectiveness more generally, is the accountability of administrators. Unless those who make personnel decisions have a strong incentive, they are unlikely to make difficult, high-stakes choices regarding teacher pay, promotion, and employment. Such choices are often difficult and uncomfortable, and the path of least resistance is to grant tenure to virtually all teachers except in extreme cases and to avoid making decisions about compensation. Because such accountability is not common in education today, there is little to build on in implementing administrator accountability. A variety of institutional structures may provide appropriate incentives; schools nationwide are experimenting with different organizational arrangements, including charter schools, school report cards, merit schools, school vouchers, and public school choice.

Finally, our analysis of teacher mobility showed that salary affects mobility patterns less than do working conditions, such as facilities, safety, and quality of leadership. Compensation alone, it seems clear, is but a partial measure of the returns to work. But school policy discussions give remarkably little attention to working conditions. Research has linked teachers’ negative perceptions of working conditions with their exit from schools, but it has not closely tied poor working conditions to the quality of teachers in the classroom. An important agenda item, both for research and for policy, is to learn which working conditions are most important for teachers.
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Using Performance-Based Pay to Improve the Quality of Teachers

Victor Lavy

Summary

Tying teachers’ pay to their classroom performance should, says Victor Lavy, improve the current educational system both by clarifying teaching goals and by attracting and retaining the most productive teachers. But implementing pay for performance poses many practical challenges, because measuring individual teachers’ performance is difficult.

Lavy reviews evidence on individual and school-based incentive programs implemented in recent years both in the United States and abroad. Lavy himself evaluated two carefully designed programs in Israel and found significant gains in student and teacher performance. He observes that research evidence suggests, although not conclusively, that pay-for-performance incentives can improve teachers’ performance, although they can also lead to unintended and undesired consequences, such as teachers’ directing their efforts exclusively to rewarded activities.

Lavy also offers general guidelines for designing effective programs. He emphasizes that the system must measure true performance in a way that minimizes random variation as well as undesired and unintended consequences. It must align performance with ultimate outcomes and must be monitored closely to discourage gaming if not outright fraud in measured output. Goals should be attainable. Incentives should balance individual rewards with school incentives, fostering a cooperative culture but not at the expense of free riding. All teachers should be eligible for the incentive offered, but only a subset of teachers should be rewarded in practice. If too many teachers are rewarded, teachers may not need to exert much extra effort to benefit.

Many of the practical challenges faced by performance-related pay, Lavy says, can be addressed through careful design of the system. He emphasizes that setting up a performance-related pay system that works is not a one-time task. Even with the best preparation, initial implementation is likely to be problematic. But if the effort is seen as ongoing, it should be possible to make progress gradually in developing incentives that motivate the desired teaching behaviors and that will be perceived by teachers as fair and accurate.
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Interest in improving public education is growing not only in the United States but worldwide. One reason for the heightened public attention is the key role played by education in determining both individual earnings and broader economic growth. Another is widespread dissatisfaction with the education sector’s performance of late: substantial increases in spending on public schools have failed to bring corresponding increases in student achievement.¹

The quest to improve public education has led policymakers and researchers to focus on how to increase teachers’ effectiveness. One obvious means is compensation. According to many observers, the traditional basis for teacher pay—years of service and education—provides little incentive for excellence. To make teachers more effective, these critics argue, pay should be tied to performance. And some school districts, here and abroad, are undertaking reforms to test those ideas. In November 2005, for example, Denver voters approved a $25 million tax increase to fund a form of “merit pay” to reward elementary and secondary school teachers along a variety of dimensions, including their own demonstrated knowledge and skills and student academic growth. Whether Denver’s new merit pay system will improve student achievement remains uncertain; an earlier pilot study in Denver found mixed results.²

In this article I examine academic and policy analysis of performance-based reward programs for primary and secondary school teachers. I stress, in particular, several questions. What are the pros and cons of implementing teachers’ pay incentives in schools? What criteria are to be applied in designing optimal teacher incentives? How much is performance affected by incentives offered to practicing teachers? How will incentives affect the composition of applicants to teacher-training institutions and to teaching positions in the schools? What policy measures can remedy existing distortions in teachers’ compensation? My intent is not to review exhaustively what is known about performance-based pay in education, but rather to summarize selected key findings, highlight some guidelines for designing effective teacher incentives schemes, and identify areas requiring additional evidence. My objectives are to present the theoretical benefits of performance-based pay as well as some of the practical obstacles to its effective implementation, to review critically the empirical evidence, and to draw policy conclusions.

Teachers’ Compensation
Pay for performance is meant to solve the twofold problem of motivating high teacher performance while attracting and retaining good teachers under conditions where their effort or ability is not readily measured or observed. In the teaching profession, earnings are based primarily on input (that is, skills and time worked), rather than on output. Such a basis, critics say, is not “results-oriented.” Moving to an earnings structure that ties pay—at least partially—to some performance indicators should thus improve the current system. In theory, the idea makes good sense. But implementing pay for performance poses many practical challenges. In the teaching profession effort and output are difficult to define and measure because the work is generally complex, unique, and often results from team efforts, with any one teacher’s effort difficult to disentangle from that of the others on the team. One key goal of education is to give students the skills needed to ensure a productive career and sustain their economic well-being. Yet, because it takes years for the adult earnings of a...
student to materialize, it is impossible to tie a teacher’s wages to his students’ earnings. Recent studies do in fact suggest that students’ test scores are strongly correlated with their future earnings, but using test scores to measure a teacher’s performance presents practical problems. Peer or principal evaluations are yet another way to measure performance, given the drawbacks of testing and the many teachers for whom testing would not apply. But these approaches also have drawbacks.

Performance-Based Pay
Pay based on performance usually involves some objective assessment of schools’ or teachers’ efforts or success or some measure of their students’ performance. Performance-based pay schemes have many variable features. They can compensate teachers only for their own performance or they can be structured as a team incentive program, with group performance determining the total incentive payment, which is then divided among team members regardless of individual performance. The group can include all of the school’s teachers or a subgroup, such as the teachers of a given grade or a specific subject. Performance-based pay schemes can, but need not, involve sanctions for below-threshold performance. Although monetary rewards are the most common incentive in performance-related pay, other incentives can include reduced teaching load, promotion, and public recognition of outstanding teachers. The reward can be just a one-time event or it can be ongoing, leading to a permanent salary increase. It can be based on a relative criterion (for example, the average test score gain of a teacher’s class relative to the classes of other teachers) or on an absolute criterion (such as the class average test score being higher than a predetermined threshold). The reward may be a fixed sum that is equal for all winners, or it can vary and increase with the winner’s level of achievement. The total amount of awards may be predetermined (for example, only a certain number of teachers can win an award) or it may be open. The performance criteria can include outcomes for the teachers themselves, such as measures of absenteeism or performance on a test. They can also include measures of the teacher’s students’ performance, such as attendance, grade retention, dropout rates, or performance on tests. These criteria are not mutually exclusive.

The target set for determining award winners is critically important both for efficiency and for equity. For example, if schools are ranked according to how many students attain a certain level of literacy as determined by an examination, gains near the cutoff are most rewarded. But if schools or teachers are rewarded on the basis of average test scores or changes in those averages, then credit is given for gains at all parts of the achievement distribution, not just those close to the cutoff point. For example, students in the bottom 5 percent of the achievement distribution might be too far away from the literacy standard to pass the test after one or two years, but raising their test scores might be worthwhile nonetheless. A hybrid measure could
target both some cutoff as well as some average. It is also possible to design a scheme that differentially weights improved test scores at different points of the achievement distribution, with the bottom weighted more than the top, the middle more than either extreme, and so forth. Finally, an important, but potentially underappreciated, part of a pay-for-performance plan is the identity of those who evaluate the teachers. The evaluators can be external to the school or can be peers, principals, or district supervisors.

Despite the almost innumerable combinations offered by these options, three prototypes of performance-based reward programs are most often implemented in education systems and are commonly examined by researchers. The first model, merit pay, generally involves individual incentives based on student performance. The second, knowledge- and skill-based compensation, generally involves individual incentives based on teacher skills. Knowledge- and skill-based pay differs from merit pay because it provides clear guidelines on what is being evaluated. The third model, school-based compensation, generally involves schoolwide incentives, typically based on student performance.

Potential Benefits of Performance-Based Pay
Performance-based pay in education brings with it many potential benefits but also many challenges. This section and the next present the main issues.

Productivity and Efficiency Considerations.
In theory, pay based on output has two advantages over input-based pay in terms of efficiency (that is, producing “more” education for the same cost). The first, most frequently noted efficiency advantage has to do with incentives. Rewarding teachers or schools on the basis of an agreed metric aligns incentives directed at teachers or schools with those directed at students and potentially the entire society. If wages are based on student performance, for example, they provide teachers or schools with powerful signals about what is valued and what is not. Absent such signals, even well-meaning teachers may emphasize material that is obsolete or generally no longer valued by parents or the labor market. Similarly, if wages are based not only on the individual benefits of schooling to students (social scientists call these “private returns”) but on the benefits to society as a whole (“social returns”), teachers or schools would take into account the social returns to education when making choices about their work. A student, for example, may want to drop out before completing high school because he feels that the costs of staying in school outweigh his individual benefits. A teacher considering only those individual benefits may not work as hard to discourage him from dropping out as would a teacher considering the costs and benefits to society as a whole.

Individual performance-based pay schemes improve efficiency by helping correct distortions in a teacher’s effort that might result from gaps between her preferences and those of her students. For example, a teacher might fail to assign homework even though she knows its value for her students because correcting and grading assignments involves more work for herself. Individual performance-based pay provides some incentive for the teacher to do the “right thing.”

The second efficiency advantage of output-based pay, mainly relevant for the merit pay model, involves sorting and selection. Assuming that the compensation system accurately identifies productivity, basing pay on per-
formance will attract and retain the most productive teachers. Even if teachers are unable to alter their own behavior to enhance performance, as measured, say, by students’ test scores, some people are still inherently better than others at affecting test scores. Basing pay on output also tends to discourage teachers who cannot enhance their students’ performance from remaining in the profession. A related point is that output-based pay will create a market for teaching quality that will help teachers move to schools where their talent is most highly valued. Equalization between productivity and wages will result, with poorly performing teachers receiving reduced wages and lower probabilities of promotion, and more capable teachers commanding better options. Finally, if teachers are able to improve their classroom performance, linking compensation to performance will provide all teachers incentives to improve through professional development, which will therefore induce still further productivity gains.4

Performance-related pay based on individual or schoolwide schemes could also improve school productivity by inducing better governance. For one thing, it requires school principals to monitor closely the quality of their teachers’ work.5 It is also assumed to bring about more coherent and common teacher-management goals in addition to an improved flow of information and feedback among all school agents. This result is assumed to flow from a common interest in improved outcomes.6

Other Potential Benefits. Critics of traditional pay schemes that reward experience and formal qualifications instead of performance argue that these schemes are unfair to highly motivated, effective, and efficient teachers whose extra efforts are not rewarded.7 Performance-based pay can thus make compensation systems more equitable.

Finally, performance-based pay may increase support for public education from politicians and members of the public who are convinced that the reform will reverse the education sector’s poor reputation and perceived inefficient use of resources.8

Potential Drawbacks to Performance-Based Pay

Despite its theoretical benefits, performance-based pay offers many practical challenges.

Measurement Problems. Performance measurement poses two separate problems for performance-based pay. Incentive systems assume that everyone can agree on goals; they also assume that it is possible to measure accurately progress toward these goals. Agreeing on goals is particularly difficult in education because competition between public schools is rare. In the private sector, market mechanisms discipline firms into providing products that consumers value, but public schools lack market discipline. Schooling is compulsory and public, and students are simply assigned to attend their neighborhood school. Parents and students who are unhappy with what their schools offer generally have no alternative except to attend a private school or move to another neighborhood or city—alternatives that are too costly for many.9

The other measurement issue represents the most common claim made against performance-based pay: evaluating progress toward the goal fairly and accurately is problematic. This is especially so when evaluation is based on proxies (as it often is), such as self-reported effort and motivation.10 Identifying precisely what one teacher contributes to a student’s performance and separating his
contribution from those of other teachers, the school, the principal, and the family is extremely difficult. Compounding the problem is the fact that students are often deliberately assigned to specific teachers—that is, the assignment of teachers to classes is not random. A still further complication is how to identify the contributions of previous teachers, who may have been superior or inferior.

Pay based on reading and math test scores, for example, might encourage teachers to favor those subjects at the expense of, say, music and art or values and civic responsibility.

**Negative Effects on Motivation and Collegiality.** Another concern is that implementing individual-based incentives may create unfair competition between teachers, especially in the absence of transparent criteria, thus undermining collaboration. Even if evaluation is accurate and fair, teachers may still feel aggrieved if their competence is questioned. Evaluation may also create new hierarchies by giving administrators an additional source of power over teachers and the curriculum. Individual incentives could also undermine principal-teacher relationships because of the asymmetry in how each party views teacher evaluation: teachers use it to determine how they are performing and how they can improve, while principals use it to measure teachers’ contribution to the school.

**Unintended Consequences.** Some analysts caution that performance-based pay may have unintended consequences. Teachers, for example, may focus on the easiest way to increase the rewarded measure while ignoring measures that schools and parents ultimately want to improve. Similarly, when one dimension of output is easily measured but another is not, teachers may dedicate their efforts to maximizing the measurable at the expense of the unmeasured dimension. Collectively, such efforts could even begin to constrict a school’s curriculum to measurable subjects. A further risk is that because test scores measure only certain skills, linking compensation to test scores might cause teachers to sacrifice the nurturing of curiosity and creative thinking to teaching the skills tested on standardized exams—a practice known as teaching to the test. Pay based on reading and math test scores, for example, might encourage teachers to favor those subjects at the expense of, say, music and art or values and civic responsibility. A teaching-to-the-test mentality is thus assumed to support the creation of a system where a narrow curriculum necessarily restricts student achievement in domains not tested.

Unintended consequences may also arise if teachers “game play” and develop responses that generate rewards contradicting the profession’s spirit. In other words, measuring student output may stimulate teachers to participate in inappropriate or deviant behavior, such as cheating. Using data from Chicago’s public schools, Brian Jacob and Steve Levitt detected cheating in approximately 4 to 5 percent of the classes in their sample. They also found that cheating responds swiftly to changes in teacher incentives. After standardized tests took on increased salience in Chicago’s public schools in 1996, the prevalence of cheating rose sharply in low-achieving classrooms, but not in classes with average or above-average students. The
prevalence of cheating also appeared to be systematically lower where the costs of cheating were higher or the benefits of cheating lower, as in classrooms where a large number of students’ test scores were excluded from official calculations because they were bilingual. Other studies of unintended consequences include altering school lunch menus during testing periods in an apparent attempt to artificially increase student test scores and manipulating who takes the test.19

Providing financial incentives to improve performance may be counterproductive in other ways as well. First, it may demoralize teachers, resulting in reduced effort. In laboratory experiments, one study found that workers in high-powered incentive systems may become unmotivated and thus work less than they would under a flat wage regime.20 Second, financial incentives may undermine intrinsic motivation, that is, the sense of duty or satisfaction that motivates coming to work.21 This threat is particularly real for teachers, who, as a group, exhibit strong intrinsic motivation flowing from the value they place on interacting with children and seeing them succeed.22

Another potential distortion is that teachers may focus disproportionate attention on those students who are most likely to improve their test scores or to cross a designated threshold.23 The highest- and lowest-performing students may consequently be neglected because they do not promise adequate returns on investments of teachers’ quality time.

Risks Posed to Teachers Could Increase Costs. The risks posed to teachers by performance-based pay could lead them to demand high compensation, which could in turn raise the cost of education.24 Unlike relatively risk-free input-based payment, performance-based pay exposes employees to earnings variability beyond their control. If teachers, like other workers, are risk averse, inducing them to accept a risky compensation package will entail higher average pay overall.

Teachers Are Motivated by Nonfinancial Incentives. A frequent criticism of performance-based pay is that teachers, as professionals relatively immune to motivation by pecuniary rewards, will not respond to financial incentives. Monetary rewards could thus simply inflame resentment toward management and decrease employee loyalty, both of which could reduce productivity. One study suggests that nonmonetary rewards, such as additional holidays, may be better motivators.25

Union and Teachers’ Opposition. Teacher unions worldwide strongly oppose performance-based pay.26 Unions view wage differentiation on the basis of subject taught, as well as any sort of subjective evaluation of teachers, as threats to their collective bargaining strategies and therefore reject them outright. And union views weigh heavily: lobbying by unions has often halted efforts to legislate performance-based rewards.27 Union objections appear to reflect opposition voiced by teachers directly.28 Teachers see performance-based pay, supported by unfair evaluation, as a threat to their autonomy. Sanctions against poorly performing schools, which are included in some performance-based schemes, are another major source of union and teacher opposition.29

Disappointing Experience with Past Merit Pay Programs. The repeated failures of poorly designed and implemented merit pay programs over the past two decades have undermined the credibility of new and better-
designed initiatives. A key weakness in past programs has been opaque goals, which make it hard for teachers to understand the program and undermine their support for it. Opaque goals also make it difficult for administrators to explain why some staff members receive a bonus and others do not. One study finds that even in established programs such as those implemented in Kentucky and North Carolina, many participants remain skeptical that bonuses go to qualified teachers.30

The High Cost of Performance-Based Pay Schemes. Finally, implementing performance-based pay is easier in small organizations, such as private schools, than in large public school systems with sizable teaching staffs. System size therefore impinges on the observed high cost of performance-related pay, making the program infeasible. One study argues that adequate evaluation of every teacher, expensive in itself, would require considerable resources if performed regularly.31 The time alone required to administer a pay-for-performance system would have severe budgetary implications.32 Moreover, as a research study points out, improved productivity in the private sector can generate added income to help mitigate budget problems, but enhanced productivity in public schools has no such effect.33

Overcoming Some of the Obstacles
Several of the many potential obstacles to implementing an effective performance-related pay system can be addressed. For example, one solution to the measurement problem is to compensate teachers on the basis of principal evaluations. Brian Jacob and Lars Lefgren compared subjective principal assessments with measures of teacher effectiveness based on gains in student achievement on standardized tests—measures often known as teacher value added—and found that principals are quite good at identifying those teachers who produce the largest and the smallest standardized achievement gains in their schools, but far less able to distinguish between teachers in the middle of the distribution.34 They also found that principals systematically discriminate against male and untenured faculty.35 A principal-based assessment system would likely result in higher student achievement than today’s input-based compensation system. But Jacob and Lefgren cite an important limitation of their research. First, the principals whom they examined were not themselves evaluated explicitly on the basis of their ability to identify effective teachers. Moving to a system where principals have more authority and responsibility for monitoring teacher effectiveness might enhance a principal’s capacity to identify the required characteristics. But principals may be less willing to assess teachers honestly under such a system, perhaps in response to social or political pressures. Further, the inability of principals to distinguish between teachers in a broad middle range of quality suggests caution in relying on principals for the finely tuned performance determinations that might be required under certain merit pay policies.

In response to the concern that merit pay models may hamper collaboration, one could structure the system to reward teacher cooperation, especially through group-based pay.36 This strategy can foster both teacher interdependence and acknowledgement of that interdependence. That said, team-based incentive systems raise the risk of “free riding.”37 If each teacher’s share of the team reward is small relative to the cost of effort and if effort is difficult to observe, every teacher in the team will have an incentive to shirk and free ride on the efforts of others.38 One
way to avoid this problem is to encourage peer pressure and mutual monitoring within the team.\textsuperscript{39}

Fears that teachers would need to be highly compensated for the increased risk in a performance-based compensation system are probably overstated. If teachers are paid on the basis of student performance, and if the number of students whom teachers teach each year is high, the year-to-year variation in average class test scores is likely to be small. Furthermore, even under the most ambitious schemes only a fraction of teachers’ wages would be tied to performance, thus making compensation based on incentives only a marginal component of pay. It is thus unlikely that earnings will fluctuate by more than a few percent annually around some basic trend.

The idea that teachers themselves—as reflected in the positions of their unions—oppose performance-based rewards may also be overstated. One study found that most teachers favor additional pay for additional duties per se and as a component of a career ladder where performance dictates the speed of advancement.\textsuperscript{40} Unsurprisingly, performance-based rewards are more popular when they supplement, rather than replace, other forms of salary.

The same study found that the pay level in a school district appeared to have no influence on teachers’ attitudes toward merit pay, although teachers who were paid low salaries and who belonged to ethnic minorities were more likely than others to support the program. Attitudes toward merit pay were independent of the number of students who were eligible for free lunches, suggesting that students’ socioeconomic status did not affect teachers’ views on merit pay. Interestingly, private school teachers viewed performance-related pay more favorably than their public school counterparts.\textsuperscript{41} Teachers’ attitudes thus appear relatively malleable and to depend on program design.

Teachers’ and union objections were overcome in some cases when specific interest groups and legislators supported performance-based pay. But political turnover makes such support fragile, particularly in times of economic recession, because the cost of performance-based pay is more visible than are the benefits of improved student achievement.\textsuperscript{42}

Many of the practical challenges faced by performance-related pay, then, can be addressed through careful design of the system. And despite the opposition of teachers unions to performance-based compensation, it is not clear that the objections to such systems come from the teachers themselves.

**Evidence on School-Based Performance Systems**

In this section I review evidence on several school-based incentive programs implemented in recent years both in the United States and in other countries. The programs vary in their basic structure and details, with
some targeted at teams of teachers and others at individuals.\(^4\)

**Evidence from the United States**

Although school-based performance pay theoretically has many attractive features, researchers have been able to find little causal evidence that it is effective in U.S. programs. For example, three researchers studied school-based incentive pay systems in Kentucky, North Carolina (Charlotte-Mecklenburg), and Maryland.\(^4\) They concluded that in the Charlotte-Mecklenburg and Kentucky programs, but not in the Maryland program, both teacher motivation and student outcomes improved. But because all three studies lacked a control group, they could not establish definitively that the program itself—and not some other factor—was the cause of the improvements.\(^4\)

Similarly Helen Ladd studied a school-based bonus program in Dallas.\(^4\) The program, which began in the 1991–92 school year and continued through 1995, ranked schools by how well their students’ test scores compared with state average scores, adjusting for students’ socioeconomic status. To avoid teaching to the test or other gaming behavior, the program relied on multiple measures of student outcomes, including two tests given each year. Ladd compared gains in school-level test scores in Dallas with gains in other cities (adjusting for many school characteristics, such as racial mix and relative deprivation) to evaluate the impact of this bonus scheme. She found that pass rates appeared to increase more quickly in Dallas than in other cities. Effects were most positive for Hispanics and whites and insignificant for blacks. Although the study suggests that a school-based program can be effective, it was not conclusive. It had, for example, only a limited number of student and school characteristics to adjust to make the participating schools comparable to other schools in the state. In addition, the test score gains in Dallas may have been part of a trend that started before the program was implemented.

The Dallas study also highlights some unintended consequences. In an earlier study, Charles Clotfelter and Ladd had reported that in the Dallas program, schools of low socioeconomic status rarely won awards.\(^4\) In response, the state divided schools into five groups based on socioeconomic characteristics and rewarded the top performers in each group. But some of the lower-performing schools in the upper socioeconomic bands felt that they had been treated unfairly. Dividing the schools into socioeconomic groups also encouraged an undesired strategic response from principals who realized that their ability to gain an award was based on the socioeconomic category into which they were placed.

Finally, two studies of a South Carolina performance-based program that included both school-based and individual-based rewards found that student performance improved.\(^4\) The studies, however, may overstate the incentive effects because teachers could choose whether to apply for an award. If, as would be expected, only the most productive teachers chose to apply, then part of the student gains may be attributable not to the incentives but to the fact that participants were better teachers in the first place.

**International Evidence**

One of the stronger examples of a school-based incentive program comes from Israel. In February 1995, Israel announced a competition for a monetary bonus for secondary schools and teachers based on their students’ performance.\(^4\) The objectives were to re-
duce dropout rates and improve scholastic achievement. The three performance measures were average number of credits per student, share of students receiving a matriculation diploma, and school dropout rate.

Sixty-two schools were initially selected for the program, with several schools added later. In 1996, participating schools competed for about $1.5 million in awards. Schools were ranked according to their annual improvement, adjusting for the socioeconomic background of the students. Only the top third of performers won awards. The distribution of cash incentives among the award-winning schools was determined solely by their ranking in terms of relative improvement (in 1996, the highest-scoring winner won $105,000; the lowest-scoring, $13,250). Teachers received 75 percent of the award as a salary bonus (proportional to gross income); the remainder was used to improve faculty facilities, such as teachers’ common rooms. In 1996, the bonuses ranged from 1 to 3 percent of average teacher salary. The combined performance of a team determined the total incentive payment, which was split among individuals regardless of performance.\textsuperscript{50}

The student outcomes rewarded included most of those that can be affected by teachers, thereby reducing the dilemma teachers are assumed to face regarding how to allocate their time between rewarded and nonrewarded activities. School averages of all three performance measures were based on the size of the graduating cohort while in ninth grade rather than in twelfth grade. This procedure was adopted to discourage schools from gaming the incentive system—by encouraging weak students to transfer or drop out or by placing them in the nonmatriculation track. To encourage schools to direct more effort toward weak students, only the first 22 credit units taken by each student were counted in computing the school’s mean to determine its rank in the bonus program.

Two years after the program was implemented, I compared the program schools with a control group and found significant gains in student performance in the former.\textsuperscript{51} Average credits were 0.7 unit higher, the share of students sitting for matriculation examinations increased by 2.1 percent, and average scores and passing rates in these examinations improved as well. Of particular importance was the decline in the dropout rate in students’ transition from middle to high school. The programs also appeared mainly to affect weaker students.

Another analysis of a school-based teachers’ incentive program, this one in Kenya, examined effects on both teacher behavior and test scores.\textsuperscript{52} The program randomly assigned fifty Kenyan primary schools to a treatment group eligible for monetary incentives (21–43 percent of monthly salary). The winning schools were determined by their average test score performance relative to other treatment schools in districtwide examinations; all teachers in the winning schools received awards. The program penalized schools for dropouts by assigning low scores to students who did not take the examination. Data were collected on many types of teacher effort—teacher attendance, homework assignments, pedagogical techniques, and holding extra test preparation sessions—and on student scores obtained after the program’s conclusion.

During the two years the program was in place, student scores increased significantly in treatment schools (0.14 standard deviation above the control group). But the gain in scores was not attributable to the expected incentive-induced changes in teacher behav-
ior. In fact, teacher attendance did not improve, and no changes were found in either homework assignment or pedagogy. Instead, teachers were more likely to conduct test preparation sessions outside regular class hours. Data collected the year after the program ended showed no lasting test score gains, suggesting that the teachers focused on improving short-term rather than long-term learning. Consistent with this hypothesis, the program had no effect on dropout rates even though examination participation rose (presumably because teachers wanted to avoid penalties for no-shows). The test score effect was also strongest in geography, history, and Christian religion, arguably subjects involving the most memorization.

Summary
Although group-based pay, either alone or combined with individual-based incentives, has the promise of overcoming some of the difficulties inherent in implementing individual-based systems, the little causal evidence of its effectiveness is mixed. The strongest evidence comes from the Israeli experience; whether it could be replicated either in the United States or abroad is unknown.

Evidence on Individual-Based Performance Systems
In this section I review evidence on several individual-based incentive programs, again both in the United States and abroad.

Evidence from the United States
Studies of individual-based incentive schemes in the United States have had some success in isolating the programs’ causal effects on student outcomes. But their findings have also been quite mixed. For example, one study assessed the effect on student achievement of a merit pay scheme in Michigan that rewarded individual teachers according to student retention rates and evaluation questionnaires completed by their students. The scheme, which did not directly target student achievement, did improve student retention. But pass rates fell, while attendance rates and grade point averages remained unchanged. The authors concluded that “incentive systems within complex organizations such as schools may produce results that are unintended and at times misdirected.”

In contrast, another study combined panel data from the U.S. National Education Longitudinal Survey of 1988 (NELS88) to estimate the effects of teacher incentives on student outcomes. The authors defined incentive schemes as any merit raise or bonus awarded to any proportion of teachers in a school, although the variables did not identify whether schemes stipulated that rewards were to be tied directly to student achievement. The wealth of data in the survey enabled the authors to control for many student, teacher, school, and family characteristics to make it easier to compare students taught by treatment teachers (those in the incentive scheme) with students taught by teachers in a control group. The results were positive, particularly in public and poor (low economic status) schools. Test scores were higher when awards were higher and when awards were given only to a few teachers within a school.

Finally, a third study analyzed incentive effects on student SAT scores in the Tennessee STAR (Student Teacher Achievement Ratio) and Career Ladder Evaluation programs. It controlled for student and teacher characteristics as well as for class attributes that do not change over time (by including class fixed effects based on panel data). It found that SAT scores improved, with gains varying across subjects and with teacher seniority.
One reason for the mixed evidence may be that the studies combine students at all grade levels. One analysis of merit pay reforms in South Carolina in the 1980s and 1990s suggested that merit pay might be more effective in earlier grades than in later grades. More generally, the study cautioned that the effects of performance-based pay may vary across countries, schools, population groups, or time.

**International Evidence**

The first international example of an individual-based program is an experiment, begun in fifty high schools in Israel in December 2000, that offered teachers a bonus based on student achievement. The experiment included all English, Hebrew, Arabic, and mathematics teachers who taught tenth- to twelfth-grade classes in preparation for matriculation examinations in these subjects in June 2001. Each teacher was ranked separately on the basis of the mean performance of each class she taught. The ranking was based on the difference between actual class performance and performance predicted on the basis of students’ socioeconomic characteristics, their level of proficiency in each subject, and a fixed school-level effect. Each teacher was ranked twice, once for the students’ passing rate and once for average score.

Each school submitted student enrollment lists, itemized by grade, subject, and teacher, on the program’s starting date. All students on these lists were included in the class mean outcomes. Students who dropped out or did not take the exams, regardless of the reason, were imputed a score of zero to neutralize any incentive for teachers to keep poorly performing students out of the tests.

All teachers who performed better than predicted in both passing rate and average score were ranked from first to fourth place and awarded points according to ranking. The awards, based on total points, ranged from 6 to 25 percent of the average annual income of high school teachers. A teacher could win several awards if she prepared more than one class for a matriculation examination. Of the 629 teachers in the program, 302 won awards.

My analysis of the program found that it significantly improved matriculation examination participation rates as well as the passing rate and average test scores among those who took the test. These gains accounted for about half of the improved outcomes among all students. They appear to have resulted from changes in teaching methods, after-school teaching, and increased responsiveness to students’ needs, not from artificial inflation or manipulation of test scores. The evidence that the incentive program improved teacher effort and pedagogy is important in the context of concerns about the programs’ unintended effects, such as teaching to the test or cheating and the manipulation of test scores, and fears that such programs do not produce real learning.

As a second example, in 1999 the United Kingdom introduced a systemwide perform-
ance-related pay policy for teachers using student progress (value added) as one key criterion.\textsuperscript{58} Using long-term teacher data and a before-and-after comparison research design, one study evaluated the policy’s effect on test scores on the important GCSE (General Certificate of Secondary Education) exams, taken by students at age sixteen at the end of compulsory education.\textsuperscript{59} Because the incentive scheme was explicitly teacher-rather than school-based, the study followed teachers over two complete two-year teaching cycles before and after the policy was introduced. Students were linked to teachers who taught them specific subjects, making it possible to compare treatment and control group teachers. This panel data structure also made it possible to control for student and teacher unchanged characteristics (by including respective fixed effects) and to measure the scheme’s target: student progress.

The study reported statistically and economically significant student progress. For instance, relative to control teachers, treatment teachers increased their value added by almost half a GCSE grade per student, equal to 0.73 standard deviation. Also significant were differences between school subjects, with treatment math teachers showing no effect from participating in the program. Although promising, again, the study is not definitive. One concern is that it applied only to teachers who had been in the profession for about eight years, so that treatment and control teachers differed systematically in experience. If teachers improve in their capacity to generate value added as they gain more experience but at a decreasing rate, then, all else being equal, one can expect to see greater improvements in progress between the two teaching cycles for the less experienced (control) group. Taking teacher experience into account in the analysis may not solve the problem if the relationship between teachers’ experience and productivity is nonlinear.

**Summary**

In general, the evidence suggests that well-designed individual-based incentives can significantly improve student outcomes. But the research base is small, and implementing purely individual-based programs presents many challenges.

**Policy Implications of the Evidence on Teachers’ Incentives**

Research evidence suggests, although not conclusively, that pay-for-performance incentives can improve teachers’ performance. Yet these incentives can also lead to unintended and undesired consequences growing out of their inherent structural challenges, such as measurement issues or the possibility of teachers’ directing their efforts exclusively to rewarded activities. Although there are no magical cures for any of these problems, it is possible to draw lessons from the experience and evaluation of the better performance-related pay programs. In this section I offer some general guidelines for designing effective programs.

**Which Outcomes to Reward**

Teachers should be evaluated on the basis of their true performance, not random variation in performance. Therefore, the performance measures chosen should exhibit relatively little random variation. Because teachers are expected to direct their efforts according to the incentives provided, the performance measures should cover all outcomes of interest, including quality and quantity (relevant examples are the two outcome measures used in the Israeli pay programs—passing rate and average score). Outcome measures should be as close as possible to the ultimate...
outcomes, difficult to game, and easy to monitor regularly.

Monitoring
Close supervision and monitoring are needed to minimize gaming and shading the truth, if not outright fraud, in measured output. Because monitoring can be costly, an appropriate strategy should balance the trade-off between penalties and probability of detection. The matriculation examination system in Israel minimizes gaming: students are tested twice—in a school and a state examination—in each subject, and their final score is a weighted average of the two. Large gaps between the scores invite penalties. Nonrandom gaps between the two scores are audited at the class and school levels. Obviously, even the best-designed measurement and monitoring system may lead to inappropriate reallocation of effort because no single system is likely to capture all important behavior. One way to avoid this constriction in effort is to include two outcomes, for instance, test scores and processes (for example, attention directed explicitly to disadvantaged students) and teacher practices (for example, teacher absenteeism).

Reward Criteria
Teachers can be compared according to student performance levels or to some form of gain in performance. Value-added measures, in particular, are more appropriate for measuring individual teacher effectiveness and ensuring fair ranking. Such methods can substantially affect school or teacher rankings, in addition to the behaviors engaged in to game the system. Performance levels create incentives to pay greatest attention to highest-performing students; value-added criteria may increase attention to lowest-performing students. It is thus important to use performance measures that can be adjusted for contributing factors, such as student socioeconomic characteristics, but not at the cost of complex value-added measures that lack transparency and are difficult to understand and accept. In addition, goals should be attainable and not be perceived as too ambitious.

Rewarding Both Short- and Long-Term Measures
Performance-related pay programs typically focus on key short-term schooling objectives—such as increasing the number of students reading at a given grade level—rather than on long-term objectives related to postsecondary education and labor market outcomes. This emphasis is due in large part to the difficulty of measuring long-term objectives, as well as to an almost universal belief that achieving short-term goals is a necessary condition for promoting long-term goals. But medium-term outcomes, such as dropout rates, can be affected by performance-related pay. The team-based program developed in Israel demonstrates how a mix of short- and medium-term goals can be achieved simultaneously in an effective performance-related pay program.

Subjective and Objective Evaluation
Subjective evaluation invites the problem of performance measure inflation (namely, that teachers under the pressure of incentives tend to give higher than warranted scores), while objective metrics invite the problems of measurement cost and the inability to encompass all school targets and goals. Given these limitations, it may be appropriate to use both—each imperfect but still informative. For example, selective emphasis can be assigned to each subjective and objective evaluation criterion, depending on subject taught or specific task, and associated with individual, team, and school performance. The evaluation process and its
results should be transparent to all parties involved.

School and Individual Incentives
Because some degree of teamwork characterizes all schools, incentives should balance individual rewards with school incentives. Design of these incentives should foster a cooperative culture, but not at the cost of an aggravated free-riding problem, a condition likely to arise when only group incentives are used.

Monetary and Other Incentives
Money is not alone in motivating performance and promotions. Improved working conditions and increased decisionmaking authority may also be attractive to teachers, especially when combined with bonuses or salary increases. The Israeli school incentive program included modest monetary bonuses but large rewards in the form of media attention and enhanced reputation for the winning schools. Recognition and prestige are, it appears, highly effective motivators.

Eligibility and Size of Awards
All teachers should be eligible for the incentive offered. Only when the majority of teachers are eligible to enjoy the benefits of hard work and improved outcomes will the incentive scheme be effective. However, only a subset of teachers should be rewarded in practice. If too many teachers are rewarded, teachers may not need to exert much effort to benefit.

Flexibility
A performance-related pay program can motivate teachers and schools even more effectively if it also allows teachers to make decisions regarding instruction, curriculum, and other aspects of schooling that contribute to attaining the desired outcomes and goals. Creativity flourishes in the absence of bureaucratic constraints. The search for ways to improve teaching technology arises both because teachers and schools have a direct stake in the matter and because merit pay plans reduce the need for regulation of inputs and thus give teachers and schools more freedom. It is therefore essential that performance-related pay plans be accompanied by the increased flexibility required for their success.

Conclusions
Recent reforms in public education have in common a heightened stress on effectiveness—setting standards, measuring progress toward those standards, and imposing rewards or penalties for meeting or failing to meet them. Performance-related pay systems use monetary rewards to meet these goals. In most cases these systems involve marginal changes rather than a complete revamping of the educational system. Research evidence suggests, though not conclusively, that incentive-based compensation can generate gains in student performance and teacher effectiveness. Teachers and schools appear to respond to monetary incentives by exerting more effort, applying more creativity, and modifying their pedagogical practices. Measuring and rewarding performance are thus potentially important elements in modern public school compensation systems. They can also, theoretically, discourage poor performers and attract better performers in the medium and longer terms.

It is telling that private schools typically have more flexible pay structures than public schools and that they are more likely to use variations of performance-related pay. Dale Ballou reports that in 1993, 12 percent of U.S. public school districts had merit pay plans, as compared with 35 percent of non-sectarian private schools.60 Merit pay can
clearly be integrated and implemented in the private schools. Political or technical constraints may be impeding its success in public schools.

Implementing performance-based pay requires meeting the daunting challenge of devising a system for measuring performance. The system must measure true performance in a way that minimizes random variation, as well as undesired and unintended consequences. It must align performance with ultimate outcomes and monitor performance to discourage cheating. Clearly, setting up an effective performance-related pay system is not a one-time task, but an ongoing effort. Even with the best preparation, initial implementation is likely to be problematic. Measurements will have a random component. Teachers will find ways to game the system. Any initial system will almost certainly be flawed. But if the effort is seen as an ongoing one, it should be possible to make progress gradually in addressing each of the challenges. For example, better measurement instruments should shrink the random component in the measures, measurements can be adjusted to prevent gaming, careful monitoring can detect and therefore deter cheating. Eventually incentives will be developed that motivate the desired teaching behaviors and will be perceived by teachers as fair and accurate.

Although the suggestions above are consistent with most of the limited empirical evidence available on the effectiveness of performance-related pay strategies, researchers have much work to do. Their efforts are impeded both by the reluctance of school systems to conduct careful evaluations and by a lack of appropriate outcome measures and comparison groups. Starting now, researchers should follow closely all efforts to implement performance-based pay in public schools, tracking carefully the behavioral changes induced and the ultimate outcomes of monetary rewards given to school staff. Meeting these research challenges is critical to the design of effective performance-related pay systems in the future.
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Learning in the Teaching Workforce

Heather C. Hill

Summary
The U.S. educational system invests heavily, in both time and money, in continuing education for teachers. In this article Heather Hill examines the effectiveness of two forms of teacher learning—graduate coursework and professional development.

She focuses first on graduate education. Almost half of all teachers have a master’s degree. Many states allow graduate coursework to count toward recertification requirements. Some districts require teachers to complete a master’s degree within several years of hiring, and many others reward it with salary increases. Education reformers often recommend requiring master’s degrees. But much graduate coursework appears to be of low intellectual quality and disconnected from classroom practice. Most research finds no link between teachers’ graduate degrees and student learning unless the degree is in the teacher’s primary teaching field.

Hill then examines professional development. Most workshops, institutes, and study groups appear to be brief, superficial, and of marginal use in improving teaching. But it does not have to be this way, says Hill. Professional development can enhance teaching and learning if it has three characteristics. It must last several days or longer; it must focus on subject-matter-specific instruction; and it must be aligned with the instructional goals and curriculum materials in teachers’ schools. Such high-quality programs do exist. But they are a tiny fraction of the nation’s offerings. One problem, says Hill, is that researchers rarely evaluate carefully either local professional development or its effect on student learning. Most evaluations simply ask participants to self-report. Lacking reliable evaluations, how are teachers and district officials to choose effective programs? Clearly, much more rigorous studies are needed.

To make continuing education effective, school districts should encourage teachers to take graduate coursework that is more tightly aligned with their primary teaching assignment. And districts should select professional development programs based on evidence of their effectiveness. Finally, central planners must ensure that items on the menu of offerings closely align with district standards, curriculum materials, and assessments.
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When teachers enter the workforce, their education is far from complete. The first years of teaching are themselves powerful instructors, as teachers gain familiarity with the students, materials, and content that they teach. Studies that link student achievement to teacher characteristics frequently identify an advantage, in terms of student gains, for teachers who are beyond the first several years of teaching. In addition, most states predicate the renewal of teaching certificates on continuing education in the form of additional university coursework and degrees, professional development, or both. In national surveys, nearly every teacher reports participating yearly in one of these activities. Teachers’ continuing education, then, might prove a key resource for improving workforce knowledge and skills. But is it?

In this article I review research on teachers’ continuing education. I use the term continuing education to encompass two distinct categories of learning opportunities: those that yield graduate-level credit and degrees and those traditionally called “professional development,” but now viewed by many scholars as inclusive of not only workshops and inservice programs but also school-based teacher study groups, mentoring relationships, and even experiences such as becoming certified by the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards (NBPTS). To assess teachers’ continuing education and its effects, I address four sets of questions. First, what requirements and incentives exist for participation, and how do teachers respond? Second, what do teachers do in continuing education? What content is offered for teachers to learn? Third, do these learning opportunities improve teaching knowledge and skill, and ultimately enhance student achievement? And finally, how effective is the system of continuing education in improving the knowledge and skills of the teaching force and in improving student achievement?

Throughout, I pay attention to the various incentives in the system— incentives for teachers, for professional development providers, and for district and state officials—that shape the availability and effectiveness of professional learning. I begin by reviewing the small research base on teachers’ graduate education, then explore the larger body of research on teachers’ learning in other formats.

Graduate Education

Like many other professionals, teachers pursue graduate degrees either to enable entry into the field or to continue formal training once in the workforce.

Incentives and Requirements for Graduate Education

According to government statistics, approximately 45 percent of teachers have a master’s degree. Two types of master’s degree are typical. One is a Master of Arts in Teaching, usually earned in a one-year program by those seeking a career change through certification. The second is a more general degree, pursued by teachers already in the labor force. Although no firm data exist on the prevalence of either degree, government statistics show that the share of teachers holding master’s degrees jumps from 16 percent among those with three or fewer years of experience to 62 percent among those with more than twenty years of experience. A national survey found that roughly one-fifth of all mathematics and science teachers reported having taken a disciplinary or discipline-specific teaching methods course within the past three years. Wide enrollment
in graduate programs appears common in the teacher labor force. Why?

One reason is that incentives for pursuing such a degree are strong. More than thirty states allow graduate coursework to count toward recertification requirements. Some districts require teachers to complete a master's degree within several years of hiring. Many other districts provide salary increases for teachers who get a master's or specialist's degree. According to one report, the average salary increase is 11 percent for a master's degree and 17 percent for an education specialist's degree.5

What Do Teachers Do in Graduate Education?

Although participation in graduate education is common and although education reformers often recommend that master's degrees be required, little is known about the content of graduate coursework.6 Existing studies tend to focus on the need for program redesign rather than on close examination of current offerings, but descriptions of these offerings suggest that many are of low intellectual quality, are disconnected from classroom practice, and are often fragmented, because teachers take courses to fulfill state requirements absent a coherent plan for learning.7 Peggy Blackwell and Mary Diez quote from one teacher educator who decries the “drive-by” degree: “It’s pre-service warmed over. If you apply, you get in; and if you get in, you get out.”8 More recently, incentives have shifted toward teachers’ completing online master’s programs in education, as these courses require no commuting or classroom time, and in some cases much less work than courses in bricks-and-mortar programs. The prevalence of poor-quality learning experiences has historical precedent: Blackwell and Diez note that until the mid-1800s, master’s degrees were “essentially . . . an unearned degree given for a fee.”9 Understanding more about the content, rigor, and effects of online and traditional master’s degree programs is a key area for future study.

Can Graduate Education Improve Teaching and Learning?

A number of studies have addressed the link between teachers’ graduate degrees and student learning. In most cases, they find that having a master’s degree is unrelated to student achievement. The handful of studies that find significant links find both positive and negative effects.10 Thus the overall effect of graduate education on teacher productivity is likely close to zero. Significantly, though, most studies fail to determine whether a teacher’s advanced degree is related to the subject he or she teaches.11 Several studies that specifically examine the effects of teacher characteristics on high school students’ mathematics achievement find that having a master’s degree in mathematics significantly predicts student gains.12 This finding, however, has been replicated only with high school students and their teachers, and the significant effects may be an artifact of the statistical models used rather than an outcome of real teacher learning. More mathematically proficient teachers, in this scenario, would choose to complete a master’s degree in mathematics, and these more proficient teachers might improve student achievement even absent their higher degree. More rigorous studies are needed, including studies at other grade levels and for other subject areas.

Does Graduate Education Improve Teaching and Learning?

Overall, little evidence suggests that the system of graduate education improves the knowledge and skills pertinent to producing student learning. Teachers, responding to
state or district incentives, pursue advanced degrees and coursework. Higher education institutions—and increasingly, online “institutions”—respond to this market by providing easy-to-obtain degrees of varying, probably poor, quality. Without policy intervention, there are few incentives for change in this system.

Professional Development

More studies have examined the content and effectiveness of teacher learning in professional development settings—traditional workshops, institutes, and teacher study groups. In this section I discuss incentives for participation, the content of professional development, its effectiveness, and the effectiveness of the system in improving teaching and learning.

Incentives and Requirements for Professional Development

Nearly every state and school district provides inducements for teachers to participate in professional development. To start, most states give teachers the option of accumulating professional development hours or credits toward recertification; the modal state requirement is 120 hours over a five-year period. A handful of states also require teachers to study specific topics or work with specific providers, and several require teachers to develop and follow professional development plans. School districts often add other requirements, including mandatory programs for all instructional staff or an investment of time beyond state requirements, or both.

The ubiquity of professional development is reflected in what teachers say they do. Data compiled by the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) show that in 1999–2000, 99 percent of teachers surveyed reported participating in professional development activities over the past year. But the time invested was typically brief: just over half of respondents reported the equivalent of one day or less of professional development, and only a minority reported more than thirty hours of study within the past year. Although short workshops might be effective in providing piecemeal instructional activities or very general ideas, many scholars believe that given the complexity of teachers’ work, short workshops have little effect on teaching or learning. And indeed, recent research identifies program length as one key predictor of teacher learning in professional settings. Longer programs simply give teachers more time to learn.

What Do Teachers Do in Professional Development?

By all accounts, professional development in the United States consists of a hodgepodge of providers, formats, philosophies, and content. Most providers are locally based, serving school districts within the immediate geographic range. Providers include local teachers and district personnel, independent contractors, university faculty, and curriculum materials publishers and their representatives. The learning opportunities they offer range from “one-shot” day-long workshops to extended institutes (typically a week or more in the summer) to forms of professional development embedded in teachers’ daily work, such as lesson study (see box 1), mentoring and coaching, grade-level team meetings, or even more informal in-school collaborations. There is also a range of philosophies about teacher learning, from those that advocate the direct instruction of teachers in specific teaching techniques to those that see teacher development as organic, driven by teachers’ own needs, ideas, and self-directed learning. Content varies widely, from
Box 1. Lesson Study

One form of professional development now popular in the United States is lesson study. In lesson study, teachers collaboratively create a detailed plan for one lesson; one member of the group then teaches this lesson, while others observe. After the lesson, the group debriefs and revises the lesson—at which point it may be taught again by another teacher. In this excerpt below, a lesson study facilitator discusses his experience working with the mathematics faculties of two high schools.

For us, the biggest hurdle was convincing teachers to allow others to watch them teach. Whenever you approach a faculty with lesson study, once you say “other people will be watching you teach,” half the people leave the room. We had to convince the teachers that the observers were not there to watch the teacher, but instead to watch the students. The observers’ goal is to see whether the lesson the group has produced is going to be effective in producing student learning.

This means that the group has to create a lesson so that observers have something to observe. The lesson must be more participatory and involve students’ voices more than typical lessons do. Otherwise the observers can’t do their job. This in itself was a major shift for both of the faculties I worked with.

In one school, teachers’ eyes were really opened to the idea that if you want to understand what students are learning from a lesson, you have to get students talking more. These teachers had never thought to do that. But beyond that, I’m not sure how much impact lesson study had; many teachers were doing it simply because the district thought it was a good idea. This faculty also had a history of little collegiality and lots of conflict. So perhaps just getting teachers to work together and watch one another teach will lead to good things.

In the other school, teachers’ eyes were opened to this idea about student talk and learning. And teachers became a much more cohesive group. Previously, I’d say they were collegial, in the sense that they discussed what they were teaching that day, but they had never discussed how to teach it. Through lesson study, they realized that the how is really important to talk about.

“generic” workshops that outline general principles, such as active learning or cooperative grouping for any subject area, to highly specific topics, such as the use of particular software or how to deliver early reading instruction from a particular set of curriculum materials. As one might predict, neither form nor content of most professional development is standardized nationally; both are likely to be influenced heavily by the knowledge and predisposition of the provider, and perhaps secondarily by the needs of the district and teachers served.

In recent years, scholars and policymakers have led a reform effort driven by research that suggests that content-focused professional development is effective in changing what teachers know and do. The research recommends a focus on specific subject matter, curriculum materials, and teaching methods linked to subject matter and materials. It also recommends that professional development cover student learning of specific content and take place in novel formats, such as extended workshops, lesson study, or in-school mentoring and collabora-
tion. A key question is the extent to which professional development fulfills these recommendations.

Two sources of evidence bear on this question. The first is a national survey of K–12 teachers conducted by the National Center for Education Statistics in 2000. As figure 1 shows, “generic” professional development topics, such as student diversity, classroom management, and encouraging parental involvement, were relatively less popular than more subject-matter-specific topics, such as state or district instructional policy, in-depth study in content areas, and student performance assessments. Other NCES data from the same period show that 59 percent and 73 percent of teachers report focusing on subject matter content and methods, respectively, during their professional development experiences in the past year. But figure 1 also reveals that most teachers report that such experiences last eight hours or less. The one exception is subject-matter-focused workshops, which most teachers report to last more than one day.

The second source of data is a survey of K–12 mathematics and science teachers in 2000, conducted by Horizon Research. Teachers report both the format and the content of their professional development for these specific subjects. Figure 2 presents data on the format of professional development for teachers of mathematics. Traditional workshops, peer observations, and lesson study had the highest rates of teacher engagement in the three years before the study. Other activities, such as distance learning, serving as a mentor, attending state or national meetings, and applying for national board certification were less often reported. Data from other questions about the content of teachers’ professional development show that popular topics in K–4 include deepening content knowledge, understanding student thinking, learning inquiry-oriented teaching methods, and assessing student learning; technology and special needs students were less frequent topics of study. Nevertheless, the share of teachers who reported that professional development focused on any of these topics “to a great extent” was quite small, ranging between 8 and
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**Figure 1. Percentage of Teachers Choosing Selected Topics of Teacher Professional Development, 2000**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Percentage of Teachers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Addressing the needs of students with limited English proficiency</td>
<td>1-8 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addressing the needs of students from diverse cultural backgrounds</td>
<td>9-32 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classroom management, including student discipline</td>
<td>More than 32 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encouraging parent and community involvement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addressing the needs of students with disabilities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student performance assessment (e.g., methods of testing, applying results to modify instruction)</td>
<td>1-8 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New methods of teaching (e.g., cooperative learning)</td>
<td>9-32 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-depth study in the subject area of main teaching assignment</td>
<td>More than 32 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration of educational technology in the grade or subject taught</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State or district curriculum and performance standards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11 percent for the most popular activities. By contrast, between 35 and 50 percent of teachers reported that last year’s professional development did not focus at all or focused only slightly on any of these topics.

Results from these surveys suggest that although subject-matter-specific professional development is perhaps more prevalent today than in the past, efforts to reform teachers’ in-service learning opportunities have been only partially successful. Further, the short duration of most teachers’ professional development opportunities suggests that their experiences may be superficial or fragmented. The much-derided “generic” professional development workshop may be disappearing; what has replaced it is less clear.

Moreover, while national surveys can measure the content of professional development, they cannot assess its quality. Even professional development that meets standards for best practices, that lasts several days or longer, and that focuses squarely on subject-matter content, teaching, and learning can falter if content is presented inaccurately or if information about student learning is flawed or superficial.\(^\text{21}\) Few studies, however, have examined the quality of professional development available to teachers who have not been fortunate enough to find respected providers or exemplary programs. Those studies that do are not encouraging. One reported that even an innovative and highly respected professional development program in mathematics had little intensive focus on mathematical ideas and content.\(^\text{22}\) Another found that during the late 1990s most mathematics professional development treated elementary school mathematics superficially, offering fragmented explanations and disconnected activities to cover important topics.\(^\text{23}\) In some cases, the math was barely evident amidst the “hands-on” activities done by teachers.
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**Figure 2. Percentage of Teachers Who Received Mathematics Professional Development in Selected Formats in the Past Three Years**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Grades K-4</th>
<th>Grades 5-8</th>
<th>Grades 9-12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Applied/applying for NBPTS certification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended a national or state teachers’ association meeting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended a teaching workshop</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Served as a teaching mentor/peer coach</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Met with local group of teachers to study/discuss teaching issues</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed others teaching as part of own professional development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


NBPTS = National Board of Professional Teaching Standards.
There is a clear need for more study in this area. Little is understood, for instance, about the overall preparation and knowledge of the people delivering professional development; about how content and quality vary from place to place; and about how well opportunities for professional development align with curriculum, assessments, and standards in the typical school district. These issues will become even more pressing as professional development services become available on a wider scale through the Internet and standardized curricula for teachers, a major trend that I discuss below.

Can Professional Development Improve Teaching and Learning?

Professional development can, unequivocally, enhance teaching and learning. Many carefully designed studies over the past twenty-five years have shown that teacher learning can lead to improved student outcomes. Several representative studies offer insights about what the research, as a whole, indicates about effective professional development.

Tom Good, Douglas Grouws, and Howard Ebmeier were among the first to study how teachers’ professional development relates to student achievement. As reported in 1983, the authors designed an intervention aimed at fostering “active mathematics teaching,” including daily review, extended development of new mathematical content, and student practice with new content. They assigned teachers randomly to either a treatment or a control group. Teachers in the treatment group were given a detailed teaching manual and introduced to the program during two ninety-minute workshops. After two months, students of treatment teachers had gained a full standard deviation more than the students of control teachers on tests given before and after the intervention. This early experimental study suggests that professional development, in combination with a highly structured classroom intervention, can improve student achievement.

One of the best-designed and most widely cited studies focused on improving teachers’ knowledge of children’s problem-solving skills in addition and subtraction. As reported by Thomas Carpenter and colleagues in 1989, forty teachers were randomly assigned either to a month-long workshop on Cognitively Guided Instruction (CGI) or to four hours of more typical professional development. In CGI, teachers studied research on children’s thinking, discussed principles of instruction that might be derived from the research, and designed their own programs of instruction based on this research. The control group solved mathematics problems “of a more esoteric nature.” Students whose teachers attended CGI surpassed students in control classrooms in problem-solving skills; the two groups were roughly equivalent in solving simple addition and subtraction word problems. Classroom observations revealed that CGI teachers spent significantly more time on word problems than did control teachers and less time on number facts problems. CGI teachers also listened more frequently to students describing how they solved problems and were more supportive of students’ use of different solution strategies.

More recently, in 2001, Geoffrey Saxe, Maryl Gearhardt, and Na’ihah Snad Nasir reported on a study examining how professional development focusing on fractions influenced teacher and student learning. Teachers using new curriculum materials were randomly assigned to one of two groups. The first was an intensive program designed to build teachers’ mathematical knowledge, to familiarize them with children’s mathematical
thinking about fractions, and to introduce new instructional methods. The other was a support group for using the new materials; it did not study content or student learning but instead met periodically to discuss “particular practices: instructional methods appropriate for specific lessons; the role of manipulatives; assessment methods . . . ; and homework.” Researchers who administered before and after tests on fractions to the students of these two groups of teachers found that students of teachers in the intensive group gained over a standard deviation more than students of teachers in the support group. Despite a small sample size, this effect was highly statistically significant (that is, the data are sufficient to ensure the result did not occur by chance).

Also in 2001 Deborah McCutchen and several colleagues analyzed a similar professional development program in early reading. They assigned teachers either to a comparison group or to a two-week instructional institute focused on letter-sound relationships (phonology), student learning of letter-sound relationships (phonological awareness), and explicit instruction in both phonology and comprehension. Teachers in the treatment group deepened their knowledge of phonology as assessed on a pencil-and-paper test and engaged in more classroom activities directed toward phonological awareness (in kindergarten) and featuring explicit comprehension instruction (in first grade). Students whose teachers implemented the practices advocated by the professional development learned more than students of those who did not. Further, differences between the treatment and comparison groups emerged in first grade, with students taught by treatment group teachers performing significantly better on tests of phonological awareness, reading comprehension, vocabulary, and spelling.

A different kind of teacher development program is available through the National Board of Professional Teaching Standards (NBPTS). The NBPTS offers experienced teachers an opportunity to apply for and receive additional certification, which is viewed by many as an indicator of excellence in teaching and which in some districts and states leads to a salary increase commensurate with that of receiving a master’s degree. Notably, many national board–certified teachers report that the process of becoming certified, which includes developing and submitting a portfolio recording their teaching practice, is a substantial professional learning opportunity in itself (see box 2). Peer-reviewed journal articles on the effects of NBPTS certification on teacher learning and student achievement are scarce. A variety of reports and unpublished research have offered mixed findings, although the most carefully crafted study, by Dan Goldhaber and Emily Anthony, finds a small positive effect of NBPTS certification. Yet it might be that any positive effect resulted not from teacher learning during the certification process, but because more effective teachers tend to apply for and succeed in the certification program.

Although the content of effective professional development has varied over time and
across disciplines, some general principles can be gleaned from these and other studies.30 First, increasing the time invested pays off in terms of effects on teaching and learning. The studies discussed above typically engaged teachers in all-day summer institutes for between two and four weeks. Research does not indicate precisely how much time is sufficient, but one-day workshops, in most cases, are unhelpful. The exception is the Good, Grouws, and Ebmeier study, which paired a short workshop with a highly structured instructional intervention.

Second, content matters. Content that focuses on subject-matter-specific instruction and student learning—and in the case of mathematics and early word reading, helping
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### Box 2. The National Board for Professional Teaching Standards

The National Board for Professional Teaching Standards (NBPTS) offers certification to educators. Candidates are evaluated on their performance on assessment center exercises—open-ended problems featuring common teaching dilemmas—and four portfolio entries. Teachers who gain NBPTS certification are rewarded with higher salaries in some districts and states. Below, an NBPTS-certified teacher discusses his experience.

I wanted at the end of my career to be able to say that I knew something about teaching elementary school, beyond just saying I’d taught for twenty years. The NBPTS had articulated some core ideas about teaching and learning that aligned well with what I care about. If I were going to be measured by something, that seemed like a pretty good set of standards.

When I completed the process, in 1997, there were six components to the portfolio. Each asks you to document some aspect of your teaching—for instance, how you use writing to advance content knowledge in another discipline, how you integrate science and social studies, and how you establish a classroom community. The methods of documentation included student work, lesson plans, and videotape of my actual teaching.

I worked with another teacher also going through NBPTS certification, which was a big help. Over the course of the year we worked, she and I would visit the other’s classrooms, look through the other’s materials, and read the other’s narratives. My principal and another teacher also read sections of my application. Getting other people’s feedback on my teaching, or having them look at my teaching and notice certain things, was pivotal for my learning.

The certification process also helped me learn that instruction is purposeful and targeted at student learning. The portfolio was tightly constructed around key questions: What are your purposes in teaching? How does your instruction help you achieve those purposes? And what did students learn?

The most powerful part of this experience was that it was embedded in work I was supposed to do anyway, like analyzing my students’ work and planning instruction. It had a real impact on my day-to-day teaching with my kids. Professional learning grounded in my own practice through careful documentation of that practice, and interaction with others about that practice, was very rich and satisfying. So much so that my school developed a professional development group that used this same set of ideas. We worked together for another five years. We wanted to keep learning.
teachers learn the content itself—affects student achievement. In other words, teachers’ learning opportunities should be grounded in the work they do in classrooms. When teachers study the content, curriculum materials, assessments, and instructional methods they will be using, student achievement improves. Using “classroom artifacts,” such as student work or assessment results, is also a common feature of effective professional development. By contrast, several studies have suggested that professional development focused on more generic topics neither changes teaching nor improves student learning.

Third, teachers’ professional development should be aligned with and support the instructional goals, school improvement efforts, and curriculum materials in teachers’ schools. Learning about phonology, for instance, does little for teachers in schools where direct phonics instruction is not supported. And learning new ways to teach scientific inquiry does little for teachers who have no curriculum or lab materials to support such inquiry in class. Conversely, teachers will make better use of materials, assessments, and other classroom resources if their professional development is tied closely to those resources. At present, however, teachers are skeptical about the links between their professional development and school programs; only 18 percent report that their professional development is linked to a great extent to “other program improvement activities” at their school. Although another 38 percent report moderate links, 44 percent report few or no links between their professional development and school programs.

Finally, there is a strong sense in the professional development scholarly community that collective participation of entire schools and “active” learning, such as reviewing student work, giving presentations, and planning lessons, lead to improved teaching and student outcomes. No rigorous studies, however, have investigated the effects of these aspects of professional development.

Does the Professional Development System Improve Teaching and Learning?

Despite positive news about the effects of specific professional development experiences, there is little evidence that the system of professional development, taken as a whole, improves teaching and learning in the United States. In fact, professional development is still widely believed, despite years of efforts at improvement, to be of marginal use. Even teachers are unenthusiastic about the quality of their own professional development; in Horizon’s study, only one-fifth of science teachers and one-quarter of mathematics teachers reported that their professional development changed their teaching practices (figure 3). Very large shares reported that it only confirmed their existing practices. And self-reports are famously inflated.

One likely reason why professional development does not affect school outcomes is that only a tiny fraction of nationwide offerings are high-quality programs. Although similar, locally grown programs likely exist, surveys by Michael Garet and others and by David Cohen and me suggest that quality programs reach relatively few teachers.

Increasingly, however, nonprofits and commercial ventures have begun to publish or provide professional development materials that are intended for wide use. In mathematics, for instance, Developing Mathematical Ideas (DMI), a program from the Educational Development Center in Massachusetts, offers training and manuals for staff developers interested in using case-based professional
development. Cognitively Guided Instruction, discussed above, does much the same. Math Solutions, a two-decade-old firm in California, provides professional development widely through a combination of national and local staff (see box 3). Open Court, a curriculum materials publisher, offers summer institutes and video-based and online professional development in conjunction with its reading program. LessonLab offers teachers a combination of online and in-person study of mathematics and reading. Whether these efforts will improve teaching and learning on a large scale remains to be seen.

Another reason why there is little evidence that the system taken as a whole improves teaching and student learning is the sheer paucity of data about outcomes. Almost no local professional development—and even most efforts offered by respected university faculty, nonprofit, and commercial professional developers—is rigorously evaluated, in the sense of researchers looking for changes in teacher knowledge and instructional practice. Even more seldom do researchers investigate the effect on student learning. More often, evaluations simply ask participants to report whether and how the program affected their own teaching. One reason for the absence of rigorous evaluation is the complexity of mounting such a study: measuring teacher knowledge, skills, and practice is difficult; and measuring student achievement, even more so. Another reason, though speculative, is the lack of capacity in the local evaluation corps; anecdotal evidence suggests that most independent evaluators lack the research design or statistical skills necessary to conduct rigorous evaluations.

Lacking results from rigorous evaluations, teachers, district officials, and others are left without information as to which professional development opportunities enhance teacher performance and student learning. As any economist will quickly point out, consumer choice in an information-poor market does not generally lead to efficient outcomes; low-quality goods will persist, while high-quality
goods will go unnoticed. A district official, for instance, who wanted to compare the outcomes from professional development in mathematics offered by CGI, DMI, Math Solutions, and LessonLab could not do so, even though these are among the most widely used programs in the country. Even if all four programs had undergone rigorous before-and-after evaluations, there is no guarantee that the outcome measures would be similar, or even remotely comparable. Teachers and district officials thus lack the necessary resources to choose effective professional development.

A third reason for the lack of effects relates to the incentives in the system. Although teachers might be required to engage in professional development, they are not required to learn from it. For their part, providers’ incentives are to sell more professional development—which means supplying programs that teachers enjoy, not programs from which they can learn.

A fourth reason for the lack of effect of professional development, as a whole, on teaching and learning is the incoherence of the system itself. One finding from research on professional development is that teachers learn more, or at least report learning more, when their opportunities to learn are aligned with the curriculum materials, assessments, and standards they are asked to use every day in their classrooms. Although there is reason to believe that this coherence is growing—several publishers now offer substantive professional development that aligns with their curriculum materials, for instance—it is still relatively rare. More often, teachers might choose professional development from a list of available options, regardless of the materials and assessments used in their district.
Despite these shortcomings, professional development that is aligned with policy, instruction, and assessment is often cited as a key component of reform efforts at the school and district levels. For instance, throughout the 1990s New York City’s District 2 maintained a comprehensive effort to improve instruction in specific content areas and used professional development as a chief instrument toward that end. The district used a variety of professional development providers and a range of formats, from formal workshops to extended mentoring and peer networks. It even allowed control over the process at the school level. But the professional development system was anchored in a shared vision of instructional improvement, was pervasive, and was, in literacy, focused on a specific instructional approach. More generally, because teacher professional development is often embedded in wider reform efforts, such as new policies, forms of assessment, and curriculum materials, it is difficult to separate out the effect of the professional development itself. Further, few high-quality studies of broadly implemented professional development exist. As the field moves toward more centralized provision of professional development services, there is a critical need for such study.

Conclusion
Fostering continuing teacher education is a significant undertaking, and constitutes a significant expenditure, in the U.S. educational system. Nearly every teacher participates in some form of continuing education every year. Graduate degrees bump salaries 11–17 percent for the nearly half of teachers who hold them. Cost estimates for professional development range between 1 and 6 percent of district expenditures, with many hovering in the 3 percent range. The bulk of the cost lies in teacher release time and in planning time for those providers who work within school districts. The vast majority of dollars and time, however, appears misspent.

Given this reality, the challenge is to design a system of continuing education that enhances teachers’ ability to improve their own effectiveness and their students’ achievement. The rudiments are in place, in that programs do exist that improve both. The challenge for policymakers is to motivate changes in the system of continuing education, and in particular to provide incentives for both higher-quality fare and more focused and deliberate teacher participation.

At the moment, there are many ideas, but there is little evidence, about how to proceed. Certainly, school districts should stop offering financial incentives for teachers to complete nonrelevant graduate degrees and start rewarding degrees that are more tightly aligned with teachers’ primary teaching assignments. Districts should also select professional development programs and approaches based on evidence of their effectiveness. Programs lacking such evidence can be evaluated using teacher- and student-level outcome measures: change in teacher performance on pencil-and-paper assessments and classroom observation rubrics and change in basic measures of student achievement. And central planners must ensure that items on the menu of offerings closely align with district standards, curriculum materials, and assessments. Whether choices about teacher learning are made at the teacher, school, or district level and regardless of who controls these choices, alignment must be tight. Finally, as more data from state, district, and formative assessments become available, continuing education can be crafted to fill gaps in teachers’ knowledge and skills that can lead to poor student performance.
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The Challenges of Staffing Urban Schools with Effective Teachers

Brian A. Jacob

Summary
Brian Jacob examines challenges faced by urban districts in staffing their schools with effective teachers. He emphasizes that the problem is far from uniform. Teacher shortages are more severe in certain subjects and grades than others, and differ dramatically from one school to another. The Chicago public schools, for example, regularly receive roughly ten applicants for each teaching position. But many applicants are interested in specific schools, and district officials struggle to find candidates for highly impoverished schools.

Urban districts’ difficulty in attracting and hiring teachers, says Jacob, means that urban teachers are less highly qualified than their suburban counterparts with respect to characteristics such as experience, educational background, and teaching certification. But they may not thus be less effective teachers. Jacob cites recent studies that have found that many teacher characteristics bear surprisingly little relationship to student outcomes. Policies to enhance teacher quality must thus be evaluated in terms of their effect on student achievement, not in terms of conventional teacher characteristics.

Jacob then discusses how supply and demand contribute to urban teacher shortages. Supply factors involve wages, working conditions, and geographic proximity between teacher candidates and schools. Urban districts have tried various strategies to increase the supply of teacher candidates (including salary increases and targeted bonuses) and to improve retention rates (including mentoring programs). But there is little rigorous research evidence on the effectiveness of these strategies.

Demand also has a role in urban teacher shortages. Administrators in urban schools may not recognize or value high-quality teachers. Human resource departments restrict district officials from making job offers until late in the hiring season, after many candidates have accepted positions elsewhere. Jacob argues that urban districts must improve hiring practices and also reevaluate policies for teacher tenure so that ineffective teachers can be dismissed.
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Schools serving inner-city students face the challenge of preparing children from disadvantaged neighborhoods to be productive citizens. The task, always difficult, is more daunting today than ever. Although the United States has made important economic progress over the past half century, many of the nation’s children remain impoverished. In 2004, according to the Census Bureau, 13 million American children under age eighteen lived in poverty—an overall child poverty rate of 17.8 percent. Perhaps more important, structural changes in the economy have dramatically raised expectations for public schools over the past several decades. Although it was once possible for adults to earn a productive living with only rudimentary academic skills, recent technological advances have made it increasingly difficult for those with anything less than a college degree to find a job that offers a living wage.  

Today even manufacturing and other blue-collar jobs require knowledge of algebra, as well as sophisticated reading comprehension and problem-solving skills. In this new environment, schools are being asked to provide all students an education once enjoyed by only a select few.

Teachers play a critical role in schooling, particularly in inner-city school districts where children often have less support at home. But central-city districts often have difficulty finding qualified teachers. According to federal statistics in the Schools and Staffing Survey (SASS), 34.7 percent of central city schools had difficulty hiring a math teacher, compared with only 25.1 percent of suburban schools.

In this article I examine the challenges that urban districts face in staffing their schools with effective teachers. First, I provide a detailed look at urban schools and school districts, highlighting some of the important ways in which urban districts differ from both wealthier suburban districts and high-poverty rural districts. Next, I describe the staffing difficulties encountered by urban schools, noting in particular that teachers in urban districts are less highly qualified than their suburban counterparts with respect to criteria such as experience, educational background, and teaching certification. I then review evidence on teacher effectiveness, exploring whether highly qualified teachers are the most effective at promoting student learning. After examining why it is hard for urban districts to staff their schools, I discuss policy options for raising the quality of the teacher workforce in urban areas and assess the evidence on each option.

A Portrait of Urban Districts and Schools

What is an urban school? For many Americans, the term urban school evokes an image of a dilapidated school building in a poor inner-city neighborhood populated with African American or Hispanic children. How accurate is that image? By definition, of course, urban schools are located in large central cities. But although these communities are often characterized by high rates of poverty, poverty itself is not unique to urban areas and can be found, in particular, in many schools in the nation’s rural areas. In this section I highlight key features of urban schools and school districts that distinguish them from both rural and suburban districts. I then show how those features contribute to the staffing challenges faced by these districts.

The statistics shown in table 1 present a detailed portrait of urban schools and communities. Unless otherwise noted, the data are drawn from the Schools and Staffing Survey.
Table 1. Students and Schools in Urban and Suburban Districts and in All Public Schools
Percent unless otherwise specified

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>All public schools</th>
<th>Central city</th>
<th>Suburban</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Students</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share African American</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share Hispanic</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share minority</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>31.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share receiving Title I services</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>40.4</td>
<td>19.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share participating in free or reduced-price lunch program</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>32.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share special education</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share limited English proficient</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of 4th graders scoring proficient or advanced on NAEP math</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of 4th graders scoring proficient or advanced on NAEP reading</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of schools where &gt; 90 percent of 12th graders graduated</td>
<td>73.0</td>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>73.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Community</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty rate</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment rate</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violent crime rate per 100,000 inhabitants</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property crime rate per 100,000 inhabitants</td>
<td>3,517</td>
<td>3,697</td>
<td>4,110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>School and district</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of students enrolled in public schools</td>
<td>47,315,700</td>
<td>13,972,000</td>
<td>24,915,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of students per school</td>
<td>537</td>
<td>636</td>
<td>589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of students per district</td>
<td>. . .</td>
<td>9,980</td>
<td>3,684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of all children attending private schools</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of teachers not renewed or dismissed</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average share of teachers dismissed</td>
<td>. . .</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>School resources</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per pupil expenditures, 2000–01 (dollars)</td>
<td>7,268</td>
<td>7,812</td>
<td>7,542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of students per teacher</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average regular, full-time teacher salary (dollars)</td>
<td>44,400</td>
<td>45,400</td>
<td>46,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of schools with temporary buildings</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>34.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of schools that routinely used common areas for instructional purposes</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of schools in which some teachers did not have their own classrooms because of lack of space</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>29.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of schools with a library media center</td>
<td>93.7</td>
<td>92.9</td>
<td>94.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of media libraries with computer access</td>
<td>92.7</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>94.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of workstations with Internet access in media libraries</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Unless noted below, all statistics come from the 2003–04 Schools and Staffing Survey and were drawn from National Center for Education Statistics, “Characteristics of Schools, Districts, Teachers, Principals, and School Libraries in the United States, 2003–04, Schools and Staffing Survey,” Report 2006–313 (U.S. Department of Education, 2006). The data in column 1 include all public schools; columns 2 and 3 refer, respectively, to schools in central cities and schools on the urban fringes of central cities (including large towns). Blank cells indicate that the relevant statistic was not available.

Data from the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) are for 2003 and were obtained from the DataExplorer tool on the website of the National Center for Education Statistics, www.nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/nde/. Column 1 includes data for all public schools; columns 2 and 3 refer, respectively, to schools in central cities and schools on the urban fringes of central cities.

Crime rate data are for 2004 and were drawn from the Uniform Crime Reports produced by the Federal Bureau of Investigation, as contained in the table found at www.fbi.gov/ucr/cius_04/offenses_reported/offense_tabulations/table_02.html. The data in column 1 refer to the entire United States; columns 2 and 3 refer, respectively, to rates for metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs) and cities outside MSAs. Per pupil expenditure data come from the Condition of Education report published by the Department of Education, accessed at http://nces.ed.gov/programs/coe/2004/section4/table.asp?tableID=91. (August 22, 2006).

Poverty and employment rates come from the 2000 Census, accessed using the American FactFinder data tool on the U.S. Census Bureau website. The figures in column 1 refer to the entire United States; figures in columns 2 and 3 refer, respectively, to central city areas in MSAs and non-central-city areas in MSAs.
of 2003–04, a nationally representative survey administered by the Department of Education. The top panel confirms that urban districts do indeed have high shares of poor and minority students. Roughly 64 percent of students in central cities are minority, as against only 32 percent in areas on the urban fringe or large towns (hereafter I will refer to these areas as suburbs). Similarly, 56 percent of students in central cities participate in free lunch programs and 40 percent receive services under Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (federal funds earmarked for poor children), compared with 32 and 20 percent, respectively, in suburbs. On average, urban students score lower on standardized achievement exams than their suburban counterparts. For example, only 17 percent of fourth graders in central cities scored at the proficient level on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) math exam, compared with 27 percent in suburban schools.

Poverty, as noted, is a feature of rural districts as well as urban districts. So is low student achievement. And urban schools resemble rural schools—and differ from suburban schools—in two other respects. First, like some of the nation’s rural schools (see the article by David Monk in this volume), urban schools educate many of the nation’s immigrant children, for whom English is a second language. The share of students classified as limited English proficient is twice as high in central cities as it is in suburbs (17.3 versus 8.2 percent). Indeed, many large U.S. cities educate children from dozens (or even hundreds) of different nations. In New York City schools, for example, students speak more than 120 languages. This rich array of languages makes it harder for schools to communicate with parents and also limits districts’ ability to offer any home language instruction (whether full-blown bilingual education or simply periodic assistance in the home language) to many of their students. Again like students in rural schools in some areas of the nation, students in urban schools tend to have extremely high rates of mobility. And when teachers are forced to adjust to accommodate an ever-changing set of students, this high mobility becomes disruptive not only for the “movers” but also for stable students.

The portrait of central cities drawn by the table is rather bleak: rates of unemployment, poverty, and crime are all high. The jobless rate in urban areas, for example, averaged 7.5 percent, as against 4.6 percent in the suburbs. And the rate of violent crime per 100,000 inhabitants was 506 in urban areas, compared with 377 in the suburbs (and only 202 in non-metropolitan counties). Beyond tangible measures of disadvantage such as poverty or crime, some researchers have also argued that many inner-city neighborhoods suffer from poor “social capital”—the informal connections between people that help a community monitor its children, provide positive role models, and give support to those in need.
Urban and suburban schools also differ from each other in terms of the resources available to students and teachers, although the many compensatory state and federal programs reduce the size of the disparities. Indeed, per pupil expenditures were higher in cities than in the suburbs—$7,812 compared with $7,542, according to the 2004 SASS data. Such aggregate statistics, however, likely mask the extent of the disparities because they do not account for regional differences in the cost of living. They also fail to distinguish between the most and least underresourced urban schools.

Many urban districts must contend with an eroding tax base, which makes them unusually dependent on state and federal funding. That reliance on outside actors further constrains urban districts. With the cost of living often higher in urban than in suburban and rural areas, urban school districts may have a harder time attracting workers, whether teachers or maintenance workers, than would private sector employers, who may be better able to adjust wages accordingly.

Differences in other “tangible” resources are small. For example, roughly 38 percent of urban schools were using temporary buildings, compared with 34 percent of suburban schools, and fewer teachers in urban schools reported that they did not have their own classrooms because of lack of space. More than 90 percent of schools in both types of districts reported having a library media center and computer workstations with Internet access.

Finally, urban districts are much larger than their suburban or rural counterparts. In some respects, that large size may be an advantage. For example, large urban districts might be able to negotiate better rates with suppliers (of computers or telephones, for example) and can mount large-scale recruiting efforts that would be impossible for districts that hire only a handful of teachers each year. Districts like New York City and Chicago, for example, recruit not only nationwide but from foreign countries as well. But the large size of many urban districts may also entail disadvantages. Large districts are more likely to have complicated bureaucratic systems that prevent them from acting quickly and decisively. They also tend to face strong and well-organized teacher unions, which limit the authority of district leaders.

The size difference also affects competition between schools. The economist Caroline Hoxby has argued that competition between school districts (generally suburban districts) leads schools in these districts to become more efficient, since they must satisfy demanding parents or risk falling enrollments. As Hoxby sees it, the key to such competition is that families in many suburban areas can easily move from one suburban district to another. Although other researchers have criticized Hoxby’s analysis, it is certainly true that, at least in theory, there may be important benefits of competition between schools. Hence, it is important to understand the type and extent of competition that urban districts face. Urban districts do not face serious competition from each other (though they do face competition from suburban districts). But urban school districts face considerably more competition from private schools than do suburban or rural districts. Statistics from the SASS indicate that roughly 13 percent of children in central cities attend private schools, compared with only 9 percent in suburbs. Of course, one reason for that discrepancy may be that parents are dissatisfied with urban school education. But the high population density in cities
makes private schools more cost-effective to operate, thus increasing the potential supply of private schools.

The Nature and Extent of Staffing Difficulties in Urban Schools

The problem that urban districts face in staffing their schools is often couched in terms of a teacher “shortage.” But exactly what kind of shortage is it when virtually all classes eventually end up with some sort of teacher? It is helpful to consider the problem in terms an economist would use: a shortage occurs when demand exceeds supply. In the case of an urban school district, a teacher shortage means that the number of effective teachers the district wants to employ is greater than the number of effective teachers who are willing and able to work at a given salary. Districts respond to such shortages in a variety of ways: by hiring teachers with no certification or experience, by using long-term substitutes, or by increasing class sizes.

In practice, therefore, a teacher shortage in urban districts makes it hard to hire qualified teachers—so that the teachers who are hired are often less qualified than teachers in suburban districts. Table 2 presents some statistics from the 2004 SASS that illustrate the particular kind of hiring difficulties faced by urban districts. Roughly the same share of urban and suburban schools had at least one teaching vacancy, but urban schools were much more likely to have vacancies in critical areas such as math and science. Moreover, urban schools were substantially more likely to fill these vacancies by hiring a substitute (42.4 percent versus 30.0 percent) or hiring a less than fully qualified teacher (19.2 percent versus 14.4 percent).9

Table 2. Staffing Difficulties in Urban and Suburban Districts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Difficulty</th>
<th>Urban</th>
<th>Suburban</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Share of schools with teacher vacancy in any area</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>76.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of schools with vacancy in given area, share with difficulty hiring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General elementary</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special education</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>26.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>25.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology or life sciences</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>17.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESL</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of schools with vacancy, share that filled position in different ways</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short- or long-term substitute</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than fully qualified teacher</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


For example, shortages are greater in certain subjects and grades—most notably, secondary math and science and bilingual and special education at all levels. And the supply of teacher applicants in urban districts often differs dramatically from one school to another. The Chicago public schools, for example, regularly receive roughly ten applicants for each teaching position.10 But many of these applicants are interested in particular, highly desirable schools, and district officials must struggle to find good candidates for some highly impoverished or dysfunctional schools. Similarly, in 2004–05 the New York City Teaching Fellows Program, an alternative certification program that places mid-career professionals into teaching jobs, received more than 17,500 applicants for 2,000 positions.11 And a case study of four urban districts by the New Teacher Project found bureaucratic hurdles to be at least as significant as a shortage of people who show initial interest in working there.12

Teacher shortages in urban districts, however, are not uniform in nature and extent.
Given urban districts’ difficulty in hiring, it is not surprising that urban teachers tend to be less experienced and to have fewer of certain conventional credentials than those in suburban districts. According to the SASS, 20.3 percent of teachers in urban districts had three or fewer years of experience, compared with 17.6 percent in suburban districts. Urban teachers also are less likely to stay at the same school for an extended period, with 52.4 percent (compared with 57.1 percent of suburban teachers) reporting having taught at the same school for four or more years. In addition, the 2003–04 SASS reports that urban teachers are slightly less likely than suburban teachers to have an MA degree (40.3 percent, compared with 42.9 percent).13

Indeed, many studies have found that teachers in schools serving poor and minority children in large cities are more likely to be inexperienced, less likely to be certified, and less likely to have graduated from competitive colleges than are suburban teachers. They also score lower on standardized exams and are more likely to be teaching subjects for which they are not certified.14 A recent study of schools in New York State using exceptionally rich data concludes that teacher qualifications vary considerably across schools and are strongly correlated with student race and income.15 For example, in some schools more than 30 percent of teachers failed the certification exam, while at other schools no teachers failed.16 Some 21 percent of nonwhite students’ teachers failed the certification exam compared with 7 percent of white students’ teachers.

The authors found similar patterns even within New York City public schools. Teachers of poor and minority children were more likely to be less experienced, less likely to have graduated from competitive colleges, and more likely to have failed the certification exam than teachers in other public schools in the same district. Researchers analyzing a detailed administrative data set of teachers in North Carolina came to similar conclusions. One report found that African American students are more likely to be taught by novice teachers.17 Another found that even within schools, more highly qualified teachers (as measured by the competitiveness of their undergraduate institution, by advanced degrees, by experience, and by scores on the state licensure test) tend to teach more advantaged children.18 Within the same school, for example, prior achievement test scores of students whose teacher scored in the bottom third on the state licensure exam were roughly 0.1 standard deviation lower than those of students whose teachers scored in the top third of the exam.

Another useful metric of quality, particularly for secondary schools, is the share of teachers who are teaching subjects for which they are not certified, a practice known as “out-of-field” teaching. According to data from the SASS, roughly one-third of all seventh- to twelfth-grade teachers had neither a major nor a minor in the field in which they taught.19 Shares were considerably larger for math, life sciences, and physical sciences, where 36, 43, and 59 percent of teachers, respectively, were teaching out of field. Patterns were even more pronounced in high-poverty schools, where the share teaching out of field was 51 percent in math and 64 percent in physical sciences.

**Recruitment or Retention?**
Clearly teachers in urban schools are less qualified than those in more affluent areas, at least along many easily observable dimensions. But is the lower quality of urban teachers primarily a result of problems in recruit-
ment or in retention? It could be that highly qualified teachers are equally likely to start out at urban and suburban schools, but that high-quality urban teachers are more likely to change schools or leave the profession.

In fact, problems in both recruitment and retention contribute to disparities in teacher characteristics. Recent studies of teachers in New York State found that first-year teachers in suburban and more advantaged urban schools were more highly qualified (that is, from more competitive colleges and less likely to fail the certification exam) than those in urban schools more generally. At the same time, attrition was considerably higher in schools and districts with higher rates of poverty and shares of minority students. In 2000, for example, teacher turnover was 15 percent in all public schools, compared with 22 percent in high-poverty urban schools. But a recent study of a large Texas district found that teachers who changed schools or left the district, or both, did not have lower measures of “value added” (improvements in student test scores attributable to a particular teacher) than those who remained in their school, although the departing teachers were less qualified on some other dimensions. Although no single study should be considered definitive, this finding reinforces the need for caution in relying on teacher characteristics as a proxy for teacher effectiveness. While teachers who themselves have stronger academic backgrounds are more likely to leave the lowest-performing schools, it is not clear that these are actually the better teachers. It is possible to say definitively only that teacher attrition rates are higher in these schools.

Teacher attrition imposes costs not only on the students of the novice teacher who replaces the outgoing teacher but also on the school as a whole. For example, administrators and perhaps even other teachers must take time to orient and train new teachers, particularly if the school uses a particular curriculum. To the extent that principals adjust class sizes or the student composition of classes to provide new teachers with a somewhat easier load, other teachers in the school will necessarily shoulder a heavier burden. More generally, a staff with high turnover loses the institutional memory that could help it avoid “reinventing the wheel” or making costly mistakes.

Has NCLB Changed Anything?

The federal No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act of 2001 established a series of accounta-
bility measures for schools. One, aimed at improving teacher quality nationwide, required each school district to certify, by the 2005–06 school year, that all core subject matter teachers are highly qualified—that is, that they hold a BA degree, are certified or licensed by the state, and demonstrate subject matter competence. Has NCLB influenced teacher quality in urban school districts?

Although the final verdict is not yet in, the preliminary answer appears to be no. To demonstrate subject matter competence, for example, the law requires new teachers to pass a set of exams. But it allows states to create other means by which experienced teachers can demonstrate competence. And according to some observers, states have used these alternative pathways, referred to as high objective uniform state standards of evaluation (HOUSSE), largely to circumvent the intent of the law. In many states the HOUSSE system allows experienced teachers to become highly qualified by taking short professional development courses or participating in other activities of questionable value. In Florida, for instance, veteran teachers can meet HOUSSE content requirements and become “highly qualified” merely by receiving a satisfactory rating on their annual performance evaluation. Under New Hampshire’s HOUSSE rules, teachers can substitute a “self-evaluation” process for the required objective assessment of subject knowledge to be deemed “highly qualified.”

At the same time, the teacher quality provisions in NCLB may have led to the introduction or expansion of alternative certification routes in some states. It is likely that the expansion of alternative certification opportunities has brought some highly effective teachers into urban districts, although it is difficult to quantify the benefits of such changes.

Are More Qualified Teachers More Effective Teachers?
It is clear that teachers in urban schools, particularly urban schools serving poor and minority children, are less qualified than their suburban colleagues in terms of such conventional measures as experience and educational background. But are they less effective teachers; that is, are they less able to promote the learning and development of their students? As discussed in the article by Richard Murnane and Jennifer Steele in this volume, a growing body of research is linking individual teachers to student achievement scores to provide a direct measure of teacher effectiveness. These studies attempt to control for student background characteristics (including past achievement scores), as well as classroom and school characteristics that likely influence a student’s performance but should not be “counted” for or against the particular teacher. These “value-added” studies thus try to isolate the learning that a teacher adds to his or her students. Because the most rigorous and convincing such studies have been conducted in large districts such as Los Angeles, New York, and Chicago, the findings are particularly informative for policymakers and practitioners concerned with urban schools.

Two main research findings stand out. First, teacher effectiveness varies substantially as measured by a teacher’s value added. Simply put, not all teachers are the same. For example, recent estimates suggest that moving a student from an average teacher to one at the 85th percentile would raise that student’s achievement test scores as much as reducing his class size by 33 percent. The cumulative effect of teachers is even more striking. Researchers using Tennessee data, for example, find that a student who has three consecutive very high-quality teachers will gain 50 per-
percentile points more on an achievement test than a student who has three consecutive average teachers.28

Second, many teacher characteristics bear surprisingly little relationship to student outcomes.29 For example, according to a substantial body of research, certified teachers are not consistently more effective than uncertified teachers, older teachers are not more effective than younger teachers, and teachers with advanced degrees are not more effective than those without such degrees.

According to a substantial body of research, certified teachers are not consistently more effective than uncertified teachers, older teachers are not more effective than younger teachers, and teachers with advanced degrees are not more effective than those without such degrees.

are not consistently more effective than uncertified teachers, older teachers are not more effective than younger teachers, and teachers with advanced degrees are not more effective than those without such degrees. Two recent studies of teacher certification in New York City find that teachers with no certification or with alternative certification are slightly less effective than traditionally certified teachers in their first year, but that they catch up with their peers within one to three years.30

Two teacher characteristics appear to be exceptions to the rule. The first is having one to three years of experience. Students of first- or second-year teachers, for example, consistently do worse than those of more experienced teachers.31 But beyond the first few years, experience does not appear to be particularly important. The second characteristic is high cognitive ability.32 For example, some teachers who score higher on certification exams and some who attend more competitive undergraduate institutions produce larger performance gains for their children.33 The body of research that examines this issue is limited, so this finding should only be considered suggestive.34

Another finding of particular importance for urban districts involves the interaction between teacher and student race. Teachers appear to be more effective with students of their own race or ethnicity.35 Exactly why this is so is unclear, but observers suggest that both passive teacher effects, such as the teacher’s simply serving as a role model, and active teacher effects, such as communication styles, pedagogy, and curriculum design, may play a role.

A recent study examined this issue using data from the Tennessee class-size reduction experiment, which randomly assigned teachers and students to classrooms. (The random assignment eliminates the possibility that teachers and students are assigned in ways that would confound analysis—for example, if more motivated and supportive black parents sought out black teachers for their children or if an older white teacher were assigned to teach a higher-performing class with many white children because of a seniority transfer.) In this setting, an additional year with a teacher of the same race increased student performance by 2–4 percentile points.36 Another recent study of teacher effectiveness in a large urban Texas district finds that black students gain roughly 0.1 standard deviation
more when they have a black teacher than when they have a white teacher.\textsuperscript{37}

However compelling these studies seem, they should not be considered definitive. Perhaps most important, insofar as teacher quality varies systematically with the student racial composition in the school, it is difficult to separate teacher quality from teacher race. Consider, for example, a scenario whereby the least competent white teachers end up in schools with a high share of black students because these schools are disproportionately poor, and the “best” white candidates are able to find jobs in more affluent schools. In this case, these studies may end up comparing the “average” black teacher with a set of “below-average” white teachers, leading one to overstate the benefit of having a same-race teacher.\textsuperscript{38}

In fact, this situation illustrates a more general limitation of value-added measures. To control fully for unmeasured student characteristics that might influence teacher performance, value-added studies often compare teachers within the same school, thus limiting their ability to measure accurately the relative effectiveness of teachers in different schools. The difficulty is further increased in comparing teachers across districts.

What are the implications of value-added research for staffing urban schools? On one hand, the relative inexperience of urban teachers, as well as their often lower cognitive ability, suggests that they may be less effective at raising student achievement. (The benefits of experience found in research, however, are relatively small and exist only for teachers in their first few years.) On the other hand, urban teachers’ relative lack of traditional certification probably does not make them less effective.

Hence, at the most general level, the value-added studies offer two insights. First, a qualified teacher is not necessarily an effective teacher. Second, policies to enhance teacher quality must be evaluated in terms of their effect on student achievement. Both insights have implications for designing and assessing strategies to enhance teacher quality in urban districts. For example, given the negative link between teacher race and certification test scores, schools that recruit teachers with higher certification scores might hire fewer African American and Hispanic teachers, which could be exactly the wrong policy if the evidence on same-race teachers holds true.

Why Is It Hard to Recruit and Retain Teachers in Urban Districts? I draw once again on economics to provide a framework within which to consider the challenges of staffing urban schools. An urban district might experience a shortage of effective teachers for two reasons. One is supply; that is, schools are not able to attract enough high-quality teachers. The other is demand; that is, schools do not hire the right types of teachers. Several key supply and demand factors contribute to teacher shortages in urban districts.

Supply Factors
The most commonly discussed reasons for urban teacher shortages focus on supply—the number of teachers who are willing to work in an urban district at given salary levels at any given time. Not surprisingly, wages are important both in recruiting and in retaining qualified teachers. People are more likely to enter teaching when starting teacher salaries are high relative to salaries in other occupations. And they are more likely to leave teaching when outside wage options are higher.\textsuperscript{39}
Working conditions appear to be even more important than wages, particularly for teachers in urban schools. Research in this area typically compares the salaries and student characteristics in the schools (or districts) that teachers leave with those in the schools (or districts) that teachers enter. A study of Texas, for example, found that mobility patterns among public school teachers were more strongly correlated with student characteristics than with salary levels. Young teachers who switched districts gained only 0.4 percent in salary (about $100), but their new districts had student achievement levels roughly 0.07 standard deviations higher than those of the districts they left. And their new schools had substantially smaller shares of poor and minority children. Indeed, the study found that teachers prefer a school with higher achievement levels, above and beyond its racial composition. It also found that African American and Hispanic teachers are less sensitive to student racial composition than are white teachers. In fact, conditional on student achievement and poverty levels, black teachers were more likely to remain in their districts as the share of black children in their schools rose, whereas white teachers were significantly more likely to leave.

A study of teachers in Georgia reached similar conclusions. Elementary teachers left low-performing, high-minority schools, but black teachers responded less to the racial composition of the school than did white teachers. A recent study of New York City found that teachers with high scores on the state certification exam are much more likely to leave low-performing schools than their colleagues, even after controlling for factors such as student and teacher race. This finding suggests that teacher and student ability—rather than race per se—may be responsible for the teacher mobility patterns observed in such studies.

Although these studies shed light on teacher mobility, they cannot distinguish between supply factors and demand factors, making it difficult to interpret some of the findings. For example, most teacher mobility studies cannot say whether black teachers are less likely to leave high-minority schools for reasons of supply—because they simply prefer to remain in these environments (perhaps because they are more effective than their white colleagues)—or for reasons of demand—because they do not have the other opportunities available to their white colleagues. Another limitation of these studies is that if they do not fully account for all the working conditions relevant to teachers, they may understate the importance of salary.

A less commonly discussed reason for the limited supply of high-quality teachers in urban areas involves geography. Unlike many other professions, elementary and secondary education operates in a predominantly local labor market. Researchers from Stanford and the State University of New York conducting extensive studies in New York State find that teachers prefer to teach close to where they grew up and in areas demographically similar to their hometown. The high turnover in low-achieving urban schools, particularly among more highly qualified teachers, may thus in part reflect a preference for living close to home rather than a desire to avoid low-achieving or minority children. To the extent that teacher qualification and effectiveness are correlated, this phenomenon will contribute to a damaging cycle, whereby poorly educated graduates from disadvantaged districts return to teach in those same districts.
Demand Factors
A growing body of evidence suggests that demand is also at work in urban teacher shortages. Specifically, principals and administrators in high-poverty urban schools may not recognize or value high-quality teachers either in hiring or in retention decisions. A study based on national data from the early 1990s finds that teacher candidates from the most selective colleges and universities (candidates who research suggests may be effective teachers) are not as likely to be hired as those from less selective institutions, even after taking into account the number and type of schools to which the applicants applied.46

Why might this be the case? One explanation is that principals simply have different objectives or opinions about what constitutes a “high-quality” teacher. For example, principals may be looking for a teacher who can provide students with a good role model or enforce strict discipline rather than one who can best teach math or reading. Or principals may believe that college selectivity is not a good indicator of teacher performance. Another explanation is that principals cannot accurately assess teacher quality in the hiring process, either because they lack information or because it is simply difficult to judge future performance.

In fact, principals seem to have some difficulty identifying the relative effectiveness even of their own teachers—those with whom they interact and whom they observe—and not just those whom they see briefly in a job interview. Principals do seem to be able to identify the best and worst teachers in their schools—but not to distinguish between teachers in the middle of the ability distribution, roughly between the 20th and 80th percentiles.47 The most common mistakes that principals tend to make are to give too much weight to the teacher’s most recent experience and not to account properly for the ability level of incoming students in the teacher’s class.48

Finally, dysfunctional bureaucracy can contribute to teacher shortages in urban districts. A case study of four urban districts by the New Teacher Project, for example, found that these districts lost good candidates because of late hiring.49 Among the causes for late hiring were policies that allowed exiting teachers to provide late notification to the district, policies that allowed experienced teachers to transfer between schools at the last minute, late state budget deadlines, and antiquated and dysfunctional human resource departments. Together, such bureaucratic problems kept these districts from making many offers until July or August, months after surrounding districts had made offers and long after many highly qualified candidates had accepted other jobs. Another study argues that high levels of out-of-field teaching in urban schools can be explained in large part by the inefficient assignment of teachers rather than actual shortages.50

How Can Urban School Districts Improve the Quality of Their Teachers?
Urban districts have tried various initiatives, ranging from recruitment to retention to professional development, to improve the quality of their workforce. Some programs take a free-market approach to encourage more teachers to enter the profession; others rely on more prescriptive regulations or guidelines. Many policies target specific types of teacher candidates (for example, those from elite colleges, or with particular language skills, subjects, or grade levels), while others are broad in scope. Despite the many reform initiatives, however, researchers have gath-
ered little evidence on the effectiveness of these programs.

**Supply-Oriented Strategies**

Many of the most common strategies focus on increasing the supply of teacher candidates. Examples of such policies include salary increases, improved working conditions, and alternative paths into teaching and mentoring.

**Higher Salaries.** One way to improve teaching quality is to increase salaries—either by uniform increases for all teachers or by targeted salary increases or bonuses. Although higher salaries do boost retention rates, uniform salary increases seem unlikely to pass a cost-benefit test. The difficulty of recruiting and retaining teachers varies dramatically across schools, education levels, and subject areas. Even in highly disadvantaged urban districts, for example, some elementary schools have little trouble hiring for general teacher positions. Uniform salary increases will inevitably provide additional compensation to many teachers who would have taught in the same position anyway.

A potentially more cost-effective approach is to offer targeted bonuses or higher salaries to attract and retain teachers in hard-to-staff schools and subject areas. Indeed, many states and districts have experimented with such programs. In 1998, for example, Massachusetts combined a national recruitment campaign, $20,000 signing bonuses, and a seven-week “fast track” certification process to attract highly qualified new teachers to high-need districts. But the program had limited success in placing bonus recipients in high-need schools (many ended up teaching in affluent, high-achieving districts), and many of the bonus teachers left teaching within several years. In 2001 North Carolina began giving $1,800 annual bonuses to teachers of math, science, and special education in middle and high schools serving low-income or low-performing students. Despite some confusion regarding eligibility requirements, researchers have found that the introduction of this bonus payment reduced turnover of the targeted teachers by roughly 12 percent, relative to what it would have been in the absence of the program. Interestingly, the policy seemed to have the strongest effect for experienced teachers. Although the evidence to date is limited, state and district officials might consider a targeted salary enhancement program with clear eligibility rules and substantial dollar amounts.

**Improved Working Conditions.** A second way to enhance the quality of the workforce is to improve working conditions. But research offers little practical guidance here. Most studies focus on student characteristics such as race, ability, and behavior, all of which are hard to change. Generally, studies suggest that most teachers are attracted to high-functioning schools with competent administrators, dedicated colleagues, and reasonably well-behaved children, who are “teachable” even if they may come from poor families and have low skills. These are schools where teachers feel they can make a difference. But from a policy perspective, the problem is that such a school is exactly what most school reform efforts are trying to create. Thus trying to improve working conditions in isolation involves a Catch-22: to improve working conditions to attract effective teachers, it is necessary to reform the whole school, but whole school reform will not work without effective teachers.

Yet another way to attract and, especially, to retain teachers is to change the structure of the teaching career. Much has been written...
about career ladders, which would allow teachers to pursue in-depth professional development and take on responsibilities outside the classroom, such as mentoring other teachers or developing curriculum. Indeed, international comparisons show that teaching and learning is organized quite differently in other countries. In Japan, for example, teachers spend only half their time in the classroom and the other half on extensive professional development activities.\textsuperscript{53} Although 20 percent of teachers leaving high-poverty urban schools report that more opportunities for advancement might induce them to stay,\textsuperscript{54} there is little systematic evidence on whether such programs increase teacher retention.\textsuperscript{55} Hence, the career ladder strategy may be worth pursuing more carefully, combining well-designed policy changes with rigorous evaluation studies.

**Alternative Paths into Teaching.** In recent years, debate has been brewing within the academic and policy communities over the relative effectiveness of regularly certified versus alternatively certified or uncertified teachers. This issue, unlike some others, has generated relatively good research evidence. The most rigorous and well-designed evaluations to date indicate that, at least for elementary school math and reading teachers, teachers with traditional certification and those with alternative certification differ little in average effectiveness. With the exception of Teach for America (TFA), where attrition rates are high, the attrition rates of the two groups do not seem to differ substantially, either. And in the case of TFA, taking attrition and effectiveness together over the long run, there is still little advantage to hiring a traditionally certified teacher over a TFA candidate, or vice versa.

This finding suggests that urban districts should not require all candidates to obtain traditional certification, but should rather encourage the development of a variety of high-quality alternatives. More generally, research underscores the importance of identifying and encouraging effective teachers regardless of their certification status. Individual districts generally have some flexibility when it comes to hiring alternatively certified teachers, although teacher certification policy is most often decided by the state.

**Specific Recruitment Strategies.** Districts have pursued various strategies to recruit people, particularly minorities, into teaching. Some have created partnerships between K–12 school districts and local colleges to encourage students to enter teaching. Others have offered scholarships or loan forgiveness for candidates who commit to teaching for a certain period. The Urban Teacher Academy Project (UTAP) in the Broward County Public Schools in Florida combines a high school program with college scholarships and a guaranteed teaching job.\textsuperscript{56} The high school program includes mentoring and training, field trips, teaching and tutoring at local elementary schools, and other special programs. But evidence on how well such programs work is virtually nonexistent. A recent review of the research by analysts at RAND and the Education Commission of

\textbf{In Japan, for example, teachers spend only half their time in the classroom and the other half on extensive professional development activities.}
the States (ECS) concludes that “there were simply no adequate studies available on the great majority of the specific recruitment strategies that have been employed by states and districts.”

Teacher Mentoring Programs. Many districts have tried to reduce attrition through induction and mentoring programs for new teachers. Induction programs typically involve meetings, informal classes for new teachers, and peer-support groups. Mentoring programs generally pair novice teachers with experienced teachers, although the type and extent of interaction between the teachers vary considerably. Educators claim that such programs are critical for retaining high-quality teachers, and surveys find that a lack of support is a key reason why teachers change schools or leave the profession. A recent review found 150 published empirical studies of mentoring and induction programs, but only twelve included a comparison group and were judged minimally rigorous, and only three met the highest research standards. Of these three, only one examined teacher or student outcomes. It found that 141 teachers in New Mexico who participated in a mentoring program had only a 4 percent annual attrition rate compared with the statewide average of 9 percent. Mathematica Policy Research is now rigorously evaluating two high-intensity, well-respected induction programs—one designed by the New Teacher Center at the University of California–Santa Cruz and the other developed by the Educational Testing Service. Both rely heavily on mentor teachers who receive extensive training and are released from teaching for an entire year. Each mentor works with twelve teachers on a wide range of issues important to new teachers.

Hiring practices have received relatively little attention from educators and policymakers, even though their improvement may offer districts considerable opportunities to improve the workforce.

Demand-Oriented Strategies
Likewise, urban schools have also tried various strategies to affect demand for teachers.

Improve Hiring Practices. Hiring practices have received relatively little attention from educators and policymakers, even though their improvement may offer districts considerable opportunities to improve the workforce. As noted, Chicago’s public schools get roughly twenty certified applicants for every general education elementary teaching position. There are three ways in which hiring practices might be improved to enhance the quality of the teacher workforce in urban districts.

First, urban districts could streamline the administrative procedures associated with hiring so that they can make job offers more quickly. Although the ability to make timely offers depends in part on collective bargaining agreements and state budgeting issues, districts could make considerable improvements through mundane bureaucratic reforms.

Second, districts could improve their ability to identify effective teachers from the pool of
candidates. Many districts do not hire the best available candidates, and principals even have trouble differentiating between teachers with whom they have worked for years. All districts and principals now use some type of screening in hiring—most commonly, interviews by district staff and school personnel. Many districts also use personnel assessments to identify effective teachers. One of the most frequently used assessments, the Gallup Teacher Insight Assessment, consists of multiple-choice items and open response questions that assess each candidate’s pedagogical knowledge and personality traits. But how districts use these assessments or whether they can identify effective teachers is not clear. Better screening of applicants could help them improve their workforce considerably.

A third, related issue is whether teachers are hired by the district or by the school. In large districts, teachers have traditionally been hired by the central office and then placed into schools with little careful consideration. To the extent that schools have unique needs, principals have specific preferences, and teachers have unique strengths and weaknesses, a more decentralized process would likely result in better matches between teachers and schools. Indeed, many large urban districts have recently switched to decentralized hiring. Chicago, for example, hosts several job fairs each year, where teacher candidates can interview school representatives, who can then make independent decisions about whom they would like to hire. But although decentralized hiring could improve the match between teachers and schools, it might also lead to more inequities if more effective schools are better at identifying effective teachers or if these schools are more attractive to effective teachers.

Selectively Dismiss Ineffective Teachers. One option that has received little attention in discussions of teacher quality is to dismiss underperforming teachers. Although most educators would agree that grossly incompetent teachers should be removed from the classroom, dismissals are rare. In urban districts in 2003–04, the share of teachers dismissed or not renewed was 1.4 percent—a figure that likely overstates the share of teachers dismissed for cause, since poor performance is only one of many factors that can lead to nonrenewal. Indeed, according to an informal survey of the human resource departments in several large urban districts, less than 1 percent of the teaching force is dismissed each year, with slightly more tenured than untenured teachers dismissed.

What might explain the apparent reluctance of administrators to dismiss teachers? One often-cited explanation is administrative hurdles involving firing outlined in collective bargaining agreements, including a documentation and appeal process that principals describe as extremely burdensome. Although this explanation certainly holds true for tenured teachers, dismissing untenured teachers is considerably less difficult. Yet dismissals of probationary teachers are still rare. One reason might be that dismissing a teacher imposes considerable costs on a principal or school, or both. Administrators must take the time and energy to hire a replacement and integrate the new teacher into the school. And because new teachers are less effective, on average, than experienced teachers, replacing an older teacher with a novice, all else equal, is likely to worsen student performance in the short run.

Thus it will make sense for a principal to dismiss a teacher only if she is certain that the teacher is less effective than the replacement
will be and if the benefits associated with the new “more effective” teacher outweigh the costs associated with firing and hiring. In theory, it is not clear how often these conditions will be met.

In an intriguing new study, several researchers have tried to estimate the costs and benefits of the teacher dismissal decision using data from New York City. They show that data on student achievement gains during a teacher’s first two years in the classroom make it possible to predict reasonably well how effective that teacher will be later. In other words, a teacher whose students make larger than average gains in her first two years is likely to produce larger than average student gains thereafter. Conversely, a teacher who performs poorly in the first two years is unlikely to undergo a radical transformation in year three. Moreover, the researchers find extremely large differences between teachers during their first years of teaching in terms of raising student performance. That is, not all teachers are the same—or close to the same—even as they begin teaching. Then the researchers calculate how much teachers improve on average in the first few years of teaching. As do other studies, they find that second- and third-year teachers are more effective than first-year teachers, but the difference is relatively modest. Putting all these pieces together, the authors are able to estimate the relative benefit of dismissing an ineffective (that is, below-average) untenured teacher, assuming that one would be able to replace the teacher with an average novice teacher.

Their findings are surprising. Using quite conservative assumptions about the costs of replacing teachers, they conclude that denying tenure to the bottom quarter of new teachers would substantially improve student achievement. In comparison with the current dismissal rate of roughly 1 percent, a proposal that calls for denying tenure to 25 percent of new teachers seems shocking. Yet the intuition behind the conclusion is quite plausible. Given the tremendous variation in effectiveness documented even among first-year teachers, in conjunction with a relatively modest benefit to an additional year of experience, replacing an ineffective teacher with the “average” new teacher will almost certainly be a net gain for a school.

Does this mean that urban districts should start firing a quarter of their new teachers each year? At least two issues would have to be addressed before implementing such a policy. First, the system would have to be reasonably fair to individual teachers. Even if the system described above would improve student outcomes on average, it would certainly make “mistakes” in some cases. For example, a potentially effective teacher might produce very low student achievement gains during her first two years for idiosyncratic reasons. Conversely, a poor teacher might, by chance, have students during his first two years that make reasonable gains. Second, care would have to be taken about how such a policy would affect the supply of people who choose to enter teaching. A college stu-
dent considering a teaching career who knows that she has a one-in-four chance of being dismissed within three years may be less willing to enter the profession. If the individuals who are discouraged from entering teaching by such a policy are indeed less competent than others, then this type of strategy might be helpful. But if the policy discouraged potentially effective teachers, it could be detrimental in the long run.

A final point is worth noting. Even if the preceding analysis were absolutely correct, and it were possible to address the caveats described above, this policy would apply only to the relatively limited set of teachers for whom it is possible to calculate value-added measures—namely, reading and math teachers in grades three to eight and a handful of high school teachers whose students take consistent standardized exams across grades. Hence, even in an ideal setting, this type of dismissal policy would be only a partial solution to the issue of ineffective teachers. A comprehensive human resources approach will necessarily include other strategies, such as professional development, mentoring, and improved hiring practices.

Conclusions
Staffing urban schools with effective teachers poses a formidable challenge for superintendents and state officials. The response to the teacher quality provisions in NCLB illustrates that it can be much easier to relabel the problem rather than address it directly. Evidence on teacher recruitment and retention suggests several important lessons.

First, there is no silver bullet. The problem is too large and too complex to be solved easily. Policymakers and educators must resist falling into unproductive battles over issues, such as certification, that tend to pit the free-market camp against the professionalism camp in the same way as the “reading wars” of the 1980s and 1990s pitted phonics advocates against whole-language advocates.

Second, local responses to this problem are limited in important ways. The importance of geography and working conditions in teacher decisions suggests that it may be difficult or extremely expensive to solve the problem through recruitment and retention alone. Professional development, performance incentives, or other policies to improve the effectiveness of the existing workforce are important complements to recruitment and retention policies.

Third, at least part of the problem may be operational. The inability of many urban districts to make offers to teacher candidates until July or August could be addressed, at least in part, by improving human resource systems and renegotiating certain contract provisions with local unions.

Finally, researchers and policymakers should focus more energy on demand-oriented strategies that would improve the ability of district administrators to identify and hire the most qualified applicants. The tremendous variation in teacher quality—even within schools and among teachers who have the same certification and experience—highlights the importance of understanding what makes an effective teacher and of helping administrators better predict who will be successful in the classroom. It is imperative that teacher screening tools such as the Gallup Insight Assessment or the Haberman Interview Protocol, which are used by hundreds of school districts nationwide, be rigorously validated.

Because even districts that are extremely efficient in hiring will invariably hire some...
teachers who do not perform well in the classroom, it is also important to consider teacher tenure policy. Although it is politically and financially costly to dismiss existing teachers, it is easier to distinguish between effective and ineffective teachers once they start teaching than to predict which teachers will be effective. The recent proposal to deny tenure to one-quarter of new teachers has met with some strong opposition. The lesson the proposal offers, however, is not that 25 percent, or any other specific share, of teachers is incompetent. Instead, it is that focusing on recruitment and retention alone may be a mistake. Although dismissal policies are complicated and controversial, it is imperative that researchers and policymakers begin to address this issue.
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Recruiting and Retaining High-Quality Teachers in Rural Areas

David H. Monk

Summary

In examining recruitment and retention of teachers in rural areas, David Monk begins by noting the numerous possible characteristics of rural communities—small size, sparse settlement, distance from population concentrations, and an economic reliance on agricultural industries that are increasingly using seasonal and immigrant workers to minimize labor costs. Many, though not all, rural areas, he says, are seriously impoverished.

Classes in rural schools are relatively small, and teachers tend to report satisfaction with their work environments and relatively few problems with discipline. But teacher turnover is often high, and hiring can be difficult. Monk observes that rural schools have a below-average share of highly trained teachers. Compensation in rural schools tends to be low, perhaps because of a lower fiscal capacity in rural areas, thus complicating efforts to attract and retain teachers.

Several student characteristics, including relatively large shares of students with special needs and with limited English skills and lower shares of students attending college, can also make it difficult to recruit and retain high-quality teachers. Other challenges include meeting the needs of highly mobile children of low-income migrant farm workers.

With respect to public policy, Monk asserts a need to focus on a subcategory of what might be called hard-to-staff rural schools rather than to develop a blanket set of policies for all rural schools. In particular, he recommends a focus on such indicators as low teacher qualifications, teaching in fields far removed from the area of training, difficulty in hiring, high turnover, a lack of diversity among teachers in the school, and the presence of migrant farm workers’ children. Successful efforts to stimulate economic growth in these areas would be highly beneficial. He also calls attention to the potential for modern telecommunication and computing technologies to offset some of the drawbacks associated with teaching in rural areas.
In many discussions of rural schools and school districts, rural is simply a catchword denoting everything that is not urban or metropolitan. Such usage overlooks the complexity of rural communities and school districts, as well as the considerable variation within them. In examining recruitment and retention of teachers in rural areas, I begin with the premise that rural is an important analytic category. I examine rural communities in detail and then survey the organizational structure of their schools and the demographics and educational needs of their students to see how each affects the ability of rural schools to attract and retain high-quality teachers. I conclude with an assessment of implications for policy.

Attributes of Rural Communities
As the noted rural sociologist Daryl Hobbs has observed, one of the problems with past generalizations about rural America is that rural America defies generalization. But it is possible to describe in some detail the features of a rural community. Some of these features can be considered fundamental to or inherent in a rural community; others are simply associated with such a community.

Among the inherent characteristics are small size, sparse settlement, narrowness of choice (with regard, for example, to shopping, schools, and medical services), distance from population concentrations, and an economic reliance on agricultural industries, sometimes in tandem with tourism. In keeping with Hobbs’s assertion, not all of these essential characteristics necessarily apply to each rural community. For example, a community might be small but densely settled. The term rural, then, might imply small, but small need not imply rural. Even assuming uncritically that rural implies small can be problematic: sometimes large-enrollment centralized school districts serve geographically large rural settings. Likewise, certain regions, such as the newly coined “micropolitan statistical area,” can be simultaneously urban and rural. As defined by the U.S. Census Bureau, each of these relatively sparsely settled regions must have at least one urban cluster with a population of at least 10,000 but less than 50,000.

The economic base of rural communities tends to be place-bound. Enterprises like agriculture engage seasonal workers, and other place-bound industries like meatpacking are increasingly using immigrant workers to minimize labor costs. Indeed, the rural economic base may be shifting to include more industries that are place-bound and that can make use of low-skill workers. Such shifting has far-reaching effects for the schools in general, and for their ability to recruit and retain high-quality teachers in particular.

Other attributes are not inherent in rural communities but nevertheless tend to be closely associated with them. For example, many rural areas are seriously impoverished. Indeed, the incidence of poverty in conventionally defined nonmetropolitan areas is higher (14.6 percent) than it is in metropolitan areas (11.4 percent), although poverty rates are highest (16.6 percent) in metropolitan central cities. Among the 250 poorest counties in the United States, 244 are rural, and out of the more than 8 million children attending public schools in rural areas, 2.5 million live in poverty.

Rural communities are also associated with aging populations and with population and job loss. For example, populations have dropped in rural areas in response to declines in traditional rural industries like wood prod-
ucts, textiles, apparel, and leather, coupled with agribusiness consolidations and the decline of family farms. These trends have created one of the most pressing challenges facing many rural communities—namely, retaining younger populations.

But rural communities are also associated with positive attributes, such as beauty and serenity. And economies in rural areas grew briskly after the 1990–91 recession and grew more rapidly than those in urban areas in the first part of the 1990s. One study attributes the more rapid growth to technological innovations of the information age, new forms of work organization that permit workers to reside away from population centers, and the expansion of jobs that do not require college degrees. The study sees the largest share of jobs in the near-term rural economy as requiring more than a high school degree, but not as much as a college degree.

Finally, rural communities vary widely both within themselves and across regions of the nation. Some rural areas, particularly resorts, for example, feature extremely valuable real estate, whose high property taxes have implications for funding rural schools. Yet poverty can exist in these same resort settings. Highly valued properties are typically held by part-time residents who engage permanent residents in low-wage service jobs like waiting on tables and caretaking. Real estate prices can become so high that permanent residents are forced to live elsewhere and to commute into the resort communities. In states where property owners vote on school budget referenda, it can be hard to secure the support of the absentee landowners for maintaining the schools even if the property wealth base is high.

Rural school districts in the western United States also differ from those in the east, partly because of geography and partly because of history. In years past, many small country schoolhouses dotted the nation’s eastern, particularly northeastern, states. As school district consolidation has proceeded over the years, the number of districts has declined substantially, but many small districts continue to exist, particularly in New York and Pennsylvania. Elsewhere, particu-
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A legacy of consolidation can have important internal implications for schooling. Consolidation can join separately organized communities that vary widely in terms of their culture, values, and worldview. Teachers and other school officials in consolidated districts must then find ways to bring together the differing perspectives into a common and coherent schooling endeavor. When consolidations are contentious, teachers and administrators must do what they can to forge a new community identity. As the prevalence of hyphenated school district names in the aftermath of school consolidations suggests, the task is not easy. The presence of multiple community identities within a school district is a common hallmark of a rural school setting.
One final twist is that sometimes rural attributes can be taken on voluntarily. Some schools and school districts, for example, are small out of choice rather than out of necessity. To the degree that added costs are associated with small scales of operation, policymakers have been more sympathetic to providing relief for places that have no choice but to be small. Of course, in practice, the choice-necessity distinction can be a vexing one to draw.

Assessing the Scope of the Rural Sector

Estimates of the number of rural districts and schools in the United States vary according to how they are defined. According to the Common Core of Data collected by the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), 7,824 school districts were classified as rural in 2002–03—close to half (49 percent) of the school districts in the nation.12 These rural districts operated 24,350 schools, served more than 7.6 million students, and employed more than 523,000 full-time equivalent (FTE) teachers.13 And these estimates may be undercounts because many rural areas are embedded within school districts in other categories, including urban districts.

Table 1 reports data collected as part of the NCES’s 2003–04 School and Staffing Survey (SASS). The table acknowledges the complexity of the definition question by providing separate breakdowns according to the characteristics of the community served and the size of the school. Clearly, rural schools, which are defined in different ways in the table, represent a significant share of schools in the nation.

Organizational Features of Rural Schools

Several organizational features of rural schools directly affect teacher recruitment and retention. Among the most important are demographic characteristics of the teachers, teachers’ workloads, and teachers’ salaries.

Characteristics of Teachers in Rural Schools

Table 2 shows how several key teacher attributes—experience, advanced schooling, and race—are distributed among schools of different types and sizes. It suggests, in particular, a discrepancy between rural and small schools in the average level of teacher experience. The share of inexperienced teachers, though relatively low in rural areas, is high in the smallest
schools, perhaps suggesting the smallest schools face the greatest hiring and retention challenges. These data are consistent with the findings of a study using a sophisticated research methodology that controlled for the influence of other background characteristics.\textsuperscript{14} The table shows that both rural schools and the smallest schools have a below-average share of more highly trained teachers, and that rural schools have an above-average share of non-Hispanic white teachers.

The data in table 2 are consistent with Robert Gibbs’s findings in 2000 that teachers in rural areas are only about half as likely to have graduated from top-ranked colleges or universities as their peers in urban areas (7 percent for rural teachers and 15 percent for urban teachers).\textsuperscript{15} Researchers also consistently find that teachers in rural areas have comparatively low educational attainment, which suggests one reason why rural areas may be less likely to offer college-preparation programs. Elizabeth Greenberg and Ruy Teixeira report, for example, that 93 percent of twelfth graders in urban areas were enrolled in schools that offered calculus, as against 64 percent of rural twelfth graders. They found similar gaps in other content areas.\textsuperscript{16} William Carlsen and I also found that rural science teachers were less likely to have graduate degrees and more likely to have majored in education with less course work in science and mathematics than their urban counterparts.\textsuperscript{17}

Table 3 provides insights into the hiring practices of small and rural districts. For example, it shows that the share of rural districts requiring full standard state certification for the field to be taught is larger than the share of all public school districts with that requirement. Here again, rural districts and small districts differ, with a somewhat smaller share of the very smallest districts—those with fewer than 250 students—requiring full certification. The share is even lower for the largest districts. The table also shows that rural and small districts are less likely to require passing scores on state tests as well as standardized tests such as the Praxis examinations required by some states for certification (though passing scores on the Praxis examination vary from state to state).

\textbf{Table 2. Share of Teachers with Selected Attributes, by School Type and Student Enrollment, 2003–04}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School type and enrollment</th>
<th>Share with three or fewer years of full-time experience</th>
<th>Share with master’s degree or higher</th>
<th>Share white, non-Hispanic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All public schools</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>83.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural/small town</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>90.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fewer than 100</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>81.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100–199</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>88.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200–499</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>86.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500–749</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>82.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750–999</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>47.4</td>
<td>79.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000 or more</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>51.9</td>
<td>80.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: See table 1.
Table 4 makes clear the difficulty that schools of different types and sizes encounter in filling various teaching positions. Relatively small shares of schools report difficulty hiring general elementary teachers, although the smallest schools have more difficulty than most. In classic shortage areas like special education, mathematics, and the sciences, however, the share tends to be higher in the rural and the smallest schools, again suggesting that these schools face special challenges in recruiting teachers.

Working Conditions for Teachers in Rural Areas
Studies comparing working conditions for teachers in rural and other kinds of school settings have found differences in average class size and in the mix of courses taught, particularly at the secondary level.

Pupil-teacher ratios are relatively low in both elementary and secondary schools that enroll few students. According to the NCES, elementary schools with fewer than 300 students report pupil-teacher ratios of 13.3, compared with 20.3 for schools with more than 1,500 students. Figures for secondary schools are comparable, although they tend to be lower. The lower pupil-teacher ratios in smaller schools affect different aspects of teacher workloads. On the positive side, smaller schools tend to have smaller class sizes, although cost sensitivities can prompt measures like combining grade levels. Smaller class sizes, all else equal, are an attractive feature of working in small or rural schools.

Other advantages can stem from a small school or small classroom environment. Rural teachers, for example, report more satisfaction with their work environments and feel they have greater autonomy and more direct influence over school policy. Evidence also suggests fewer problems with discipline in rural areas.

On the negative side, smaller numbers of students limit the ability of teachers to specialize and may require them to deal with wider ranges of pupil needs. This drawback is perhaps most obvious at the secondary level, where a single high school science teacher...
may teach all the science subfields, but even in elementary schools teachers can find themselves dealing with a wider age span than is customary elsewhere because grade levels have been combined.

Smaller student enrollment can also make it hard for schools to offer more specialized courses. In earlier research using data from New York, I found that increasing enrollment up to 100 in a grade level in secondary schools predictably broadened the curriculum. Increasing enrollment beyond 100, however, often resulted in increased sections of existing courses rather than in more varied courses.21

The smaller numbers of students in rural schools can also affect school stability from one year to the next. Schools with larger numbers of students tend to enjoy a cushion against change. But when students are few, the school or district can change substantially from one year to the next in ways that affect the work of teachers. Recent federal legislation, most particularly the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) law, raises the stakes for fluctuations from one year to the next, notably in calculating the adequate yearly progress (AYP) accountability yardsticks. Failures to meet AYP standards because of fluctuations stemming from small numbers make small schools vulnerable to sanctions even when teaching performance is exemplary. The small number problem is exacerbated when the performance levels of subpopulations are assessed, making the already small numbers even smaller. The Bush administration has begun to provide increased flexibility to small and rural districts as part of its refinement of NCLB, but making accountability measures sensitive to the realities of small and rural schools and districts remains a challenge.

Salaries of Teachers in Rural Schools

Table 5, which compares average salaries across school and district types and sizes for 2003-04, shows that compensation tends to be low in both rural and small school settings. Salaries for teachers in the smallest schools are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject area with vacancy</th>
<th>General elementary</th>
<th>Special education</th>
<th>English language arts</th>
<th>Social studies</th>
<th>Mathematics</th>
<th>Biology</th>
<th>Physics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All public schools</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>27.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural/small town</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>29.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student enrollment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fewer than 100</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>23.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100–199</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>40.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200–499</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>25.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500–749</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>27.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750–999</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>25.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000 or more</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>28.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

16.5 percent lower than the national average. The share of teachers in the smallest schools who report having an extra job is higher than the national average (19.5 percent compared with 15.9 percent for the sample as a whole). Teachers in the smallest settings are less likely than those in public schools nationwide to be receiving supplemental compensation for extracurricular work or from other school sources, though no such difference appears to exist for teachers in rural districts.

In a separate study Gibbs found that urban salaries are approximately 21 percent higher than rural salaries for starting teachers and 35 percent higher for teachers with master’s degrees and twenty or more years of experience.22

Why Are Rural Teachers’ Salaries Lower? Researchers have offered various reasons to explain why teacher salaries are lower on average in rural and small school districts than in other areas.

Neoclassical economic theory holds that people’s willingness to accept a particular wage is related in part to the attractiveness of the location where the work will be done. In highly attractive places, workers will be willing to accept a lower wage, so perhaps wages are low in rural areas because the attractiveness of the areas to teachers, on average, induces them to accept lower wages. The opposite, however, might be true if teachers, on average, are not receptive to rural living. In such a case, rural school districts would have to offer higher wages to attract a comparable pool of applicants. In such a case, again, the lower prevailing wages in rural areas could suggest that rural school districts make do with less qualified pools of candidates and are more likely to face retention problems.

Closely related to the mix of attractive and unattractive features in the locale is the mix of features of the job itself. On the one hand, the smaller pupil-teacher ratios and the relative absence of disciplinary problems and greater social cohesion (to the extent that it exists) could prompt teacher candidates to accept lower wages, all else equal. On the other hand, the inability to specialize and the need to teach wide ranges of students could

---

**Table 5. Average Base Salary for Regular Full-Time Teachers and Share of Teachers with Supplemental Income, by School Type and Student Enrollment, 2003–04**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School type and enrollment</th>
<th>Average base salary (dollars)</th>
<th>With extracurricular compensation</th>
<th>With compensation from other school sources</th>
<th>With an outside job</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All public schools</td>
<td>44,400</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural/small town</td>
<td>38,000</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fewer than 100</td>
<td>38,100</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100–199</td>
<td>38,200</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200–499</td>
<td>43,200</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500–749</td>
<td>44,100</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750–999</td>
<td>45,000</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000 or more</td>
<td>46,700</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: See table 1.
be dispiriting to teachers and mean that higher wages would be necessary to attract and retain comparable candidates.

One aspect of teachers’ work in rural areas that has not received much attention is the availability of services for students with special needs. Rural schools are likely to have to struggle to provide these specialized services because of combinations of poverty and higher costs owing to small scales of operation, and shortages of such services will tend to make teaching less attractive.

Differences in the underlying costs of living also explain some of the nominal differences in teacher wages. Housing costs, for example, tend to be higher in urban areas. But people in rural areas may depend more on automobiles than their counterparts in urban settings, a difference that has a bearing on the cost of living.

The lower wages in rural schools may also simply reflect a lower fiscal capacity in rural areas, coupled with only limited efforts by states to offset the effects of poverty through equalizing grant-in-aid programs.

Rural schools arguably face higher costs of operation because of their smaller size and sparsely settled locations. More concretely, small schools may have to hire and pay for more teachers on a per pupil basis because certain courses must be offered, if only to a few students. One way to absorb these extra costs is to pay lower salaries. As noted, schools are sometimes small by necessity; when school officials and voters choose to have small schools, it complicates the policy implications of size-related costs.

Such rural attributes as sparse settlement or geographic isolation can also raise transporta-

tion costs and draw resources away from the core instructional program in general, and teacher salaries in particular.

Rural districts in micropolitan areas will be under pressure to offer wages and working conditions comparable to those of nearby urbanized areas. An inability or unwillingness to compete will lead to applicant pools with lower qualifications, all else equal. Districts in more isolated rural areas will feel less pressure to compete with neighboring districts, though isolation itself may adversely affect the available pool of candidates for teaching positions.

Teacher labor markets, in general, tend to be highly localized. A study by Donald Boyd and several colleagues shows that teachers want to teach in schools near where they grew up and prefer areas like their hometowns. For example, 61 percent of teachers entering public school teaching in New York State from 1999 to 2002 started teaching within fifteen miles of their hometown; 85 percent began teaching within forty miles of their hometown. Several studies stress the hardship the localized teacher market poses for
urban areas, which tend to produce lower shares of college graduates than do suburban areas. And similar challenges exist for rural areas, which also produce relatively low shares of college graduates. Indeed, one study finds that the share of rural youth getting some college education is lower than that of urban youth, so teacher supply problems are even more serious in rural areas. It is hard to escape the conclusion that the real beneficiaries of the localized teacher market are the wealthy suburban districts that turn out high shares of college graduates and have attractive working conditions.

In a study of hiring in Pennsylvania, Robert Strauss found a dysfunctional penchant for hiring candidates with local ties, which he traced in part to the minimal limits in the school code on indirect conflicts of interest in hiring relatives or friends. Strauss faulted the willingness of school authorities to sacrifice academic credentials in favor of ties to the local area and even called into question the nation’s commitment to local school board authority for school governance. More recently, a study of hiring in a large Florida school district suggests that school principals factor academic credentials into a broader array of considerations in what appears to be a rational assessment of the prospective teacher’s fit with the organizational context of the school. For example, if teachers with better academic credentials leave a rural school after very short periods of employment, it could be rational for the hiring authorities at that school to prefer other candidates whom they believe will stay in place longer. This could then translate into a preference for candidates who grew up in the vicinity of the school, even at the risk of introducing elements of provincialism into school operations.

Retention rates also influence teacher salaries. High turnover and an inclination to hire inexperienced people will lower average salaries. The data in table 2 suggesting that rural areas have lower shares of inexperienced teachers, while the smallest schools have a relatively high share of such teachers, are confirmed in work of Richard Ingersoll that finds teacher retention to be greater in rural than in other schools. He also finds that teachers leave smaller schools at higher rates.

Anecdotal evidence suggests a sharp split in district experiences with respect to teacher retention. On the one hand, some teachers settle into small and rural districts and stay for extraordinarily long periods. Indeed, some teachers who grew up in or near a rural community spend their entire career in the same school—a boon or a horror, depending on your perspective. On the other hand, some teachers in these schools leave shortly after arriving in the classroom. Among the possible reasons for this revolving-door phenomenon are the disadvantages associated with rural living, the low salaries, and a tendency to assign greater weight to the draw-
backs of rural school teaching (that is, seeing the wider range of students and subjects being taught as undesirable and more important than positive features such as smaller class sizes and fewer discipline problems). Teachers remaining in rural settings do so either by choice or because they cannot get work elsewhere. Presumably school authorities in rural areas seek teachers who are highly talented and genuinely interested in teaching in rural schools. It remains unclear how many teachers and prospective teachers fall into this category.

Features of Rural Student Populations
Several characteristics of students in rural schools, especially the share with special needs, the share with limited English skills, the share of highly mobile students, and the share of students who do not go to college, may impair the ability of rural schools to recruit and retain teachers.

One measure of the prevalence of students with specialized needs by school size and type is the share of students with Individualized Educational Programs (IEPs), which are required by federal law to establish eligibility for federally funded special education services. The share of students with IEPs is at best a crude measure of the incidence of needs because not all students with disabilities are recognized as such. Concerns also exist about the “overidentification” of students having special needs and receiving IEPs, perhaps as a regrettable way of removing them from regular instructional settings or of qualifying a district for additional federal and state financial aid, which may or may not reach the intended students. Another consideration, in small and rural settings, is that parents (particularly well-to-do parents) can respond to deficiencies in services by moving to more highly populated areas with better services, thus reducing pressure on the rural districts to provide services.

A further possible difficulty with an IEP indicator is that IEPs themselves vary enormously in how demanding they are regarding the treatments and services identified. An IEP in a small, rural school could look quite different from one for a similar student in a large, urban school, though no relevant evidence seems to exist.

According to the NCES, rural schools look quite similar to the national average with respect to both the share of schools enrolling students with IEPs (on average, about 98 percent) and the share of enrolled students who received an IEP (on average, about 13 percent). A lower share of the smallest schools has any students with IEPs (perhaps reflecting the tendency for parents to leave to find better offerings), but those with IEP students have a higher share of such students.

Other students with unusual needs are also putting pressures on rural schools. Efforts by meatpacking and other place-bound industries to cut costs by hiring recent immigrants are forcing schools to teach more students with limited English language skills. A study by Mark Grey finds enrollments of non-English-speaking students climbing in rural schools with little experience with such students. Grey also calls attention to the consequences for schools of high employee turnover in meatpacking. Other researchers also cite the disruptive effects of high student turnover on schools. Such problems run counter to the image of bucolic and tranquil rural schools and may over time affect the satisfaction that teachers in rural areas report with their working conditions.
Rural districts in agricultural regions work with children of very low-income migrant farm workers, whose frequent comings and goings pose challenges for schools. Paul Green’s review of research on migrant workers’ living conditions uncovered crushing poverty and some of the harshest housing and labor conditions the United States has ever known. Edward R. Murrow’s documentary, Harvest of Shame, broadcast on Thanksgiving Day in 1960, called the nation’s attention to the plight of farm workers. In 1971 Robert Coles’s Children of Crisis also provided a detailed look at the conditions of migrant farm workers. A more recent assessment suggests that these conditions have remained disturbingly unchanged.

Green points out that life expectancy in migratory farm families is quite low, about forty-nine years, and that infant mortality rates are quite high. He reports that stresses on migrant families are enormous and also cites maltreatment, malnutrition, and intermittent school attendance among their children.

Reports that native children as well as teachers refuse to accept migrant children into the school culture do not reflect well on the schools that serve these students. One cannot help but wonder what the increased accountability provisions for schools in No Child Left Behind could inadvertently do to the willingness of schools to accept and provide appropriate education for these children. They could become marginalized and invisible, passed on from one set of largely indifferent institutional caregivers to the next with little sense of collective responsibility.

Instability in the student population of rural areas, however, is not limited to the comings and goings of migrant farm workers. It can also stem from poverty and the tendency of impoverished families to move from community to community to escape creditors and abusive spouses and to try to find work in economies where jobs are not stable. Indeed, parallels exist with inner-city schools, where the comings and goings of students also pose significant educational challenges. As accountability measures are strengthened in response to NCLB and related state efforts, decisions need to be made and clarified about how to account for the progress of such highly mobile students. There is some risk that districts will be increasingly reluctant to incorporate mobile students into their programs out of a fear of being held accountable for what will presumably be low test scores.

One final characteristic of students in rural schools that may complicate teacher hiring and retention involves the likelihood of college attendance. As Gibbs argues, rural families have lower incomes and less wealth than urban families and are therefore less able to afford to send their children to college. Moreover, rural students who do go to college are more likely to attend less expensive and less prestigious public colleges. The parents of children in rural areas are themselves less likely to have a college education, one of the well-established predictors of college attendance in the next generation. As a con-
sequence, college preparation courses are less well established in rural high schools than in others, thereby setting up something of a vicious cycle: college preparation programs are less prevalent in rural areas because demand is less well developed, and demand for such programs is less well developed because the programs do not exist.39 The educational aspirations of rural youngsters will almost surely be low compared with those in other areas of the nation.

Implications for Policy

Some rural schools succeed admirably at attracting and retaining teachers whose qualifications are comparable to those of teachers at other kinds of schools. But for many rural schools, the quality of life in the community is lacking, working conditions are problematic, student needs are great, support services are limited, and professional support networks are inadequate. Salaries are lower for teachers in rural schools for many interconnected reasons, and certain types of rural schools struggle to appoint qualified teachers or make do with teachers who have fewer qualifications and face higher turnover rates. Moreover, teacher experience is also more limited in the smallest schools—a disturbing finding, given that teacher experience is emerging as one of the most important predictors of teaching effectiveness in the research literature.40 And there is some reason to fear that inequalities in rural schools are becoming larger, particularly in light of the changing demographics of rural areas and the increases in the prevalence of bilingual students from impoverished backgrounds.

When it comes to public policy, this record suggests the need for a strategy focusing on a subcategory of what might be called hard-to-staff rural schools, rather than a blanket set of policies for all rural schools. In particular, the focus should be directly on such indicators as low teacher qualifications, teaching in fields far removed from the area of training, difficulty in hiring, high turnover, and a lack of diversity among teachers in the school, to name just a few. Efforts to identify hard-to-staff rural schools could parallel a similar effort focused on urban and suburban schools.

Assuming it is possible to identify hard-to-staff rural schools, what steps might be taken? Several interconnected approaches warrant further attention.

General Policy Options

One option would be to offer higher wages and benefits to teachers who are willing to work in hard-to-staff schools. The drawbacks associated with rural school teaching could, in theory, be offset by higher wages or improved benefits, or both, thereby improving the ability of officials in these areas to recruit and retain teachers comparable to their peers in other schools. For example, Mississippi offers an Employer-Assisted Housing Teacher Program that provides interest-free loans to licensed teachers in areas of critical shortage, along with a loan repayment program for student teachers who teach in rural areas of the state.41

The drawbacks to this approach are many. First, it could be prohibitively expensive to try to “buy your way around” a deeply problematic feature of rural life or schools. To the degree people dislike being isolated, for example, paying them to put up with isolation could be expensive. Moreover, no one knows how large the offsets would need to be or who should bear the burden of the cost. Perhaps the biggest problem of all is that a willingness to work in a hard-to-staff school for an agreed-upon bonus is no guarantee of effectiveness.
More promising, perhaps, are efforts to remove or modify the underlying conditions that are making the school difficult to staff. For example, policies in other government sectors affect the growth of bilingual populations in certain areas, and changes in these policies could have implications for schools. Presumably, steps can be taken to avoid sudden influxes of impoverished students with little English in certain schools. Or, if such population changes do take place, steps can be taken to better meet the needs of these students.

Within the schools themselves, steps could be taken to offset some of the currently discouraging conditions. For example, modern telecommunications and computing technologies can reduce schools’ need to rely on teachers in the classroom. A landmark NCES study of distance education technologies in the K–12 sector found that 36 percent of all school districts have students enrolled in distance education courses. Moreover, half the districts with students taking such courses reported that their students are in advanced placement or college courses, suggesting that districts are using these emerging technologies to enhance course offerings.

The NCES study also found that rural districts were expanding their use of computing and telecommunication technologies, particularly in areas like advanced placement and college course offerings. Technology has long been seen as a way to overcome some of the drawbacks to rural settings, and districts are embracing these new opportunities at an accelerating pace. Steps that allow professional school personnel on site to tap into content knowledge will help solve a thorny and longstanding problem for schools in rural settings.

School and district reorganization could also help remove the root causes of distress. The reorganization logic on its face is compelling. If the difficulties can be traced to small scales of operation, why not remove the problem by reorganizing schools (and districts) into larger units? Quite a rich history surrounds reorganization, and efforts continue to this day. Most if not all of the easily accomplished reorganizations, however, have already taken place; the remaining small units...
fall into the category of hard cases. It also seems a bit incongruous to be advocating reorganization in the face of prevailing thinking about the value of small high schools as a learning environment.\textsuperscript{45}

In a number of areas, relatively simple improvements in basic human resource processes could yield improvements. For example, Dana Balter and William Duncombe, finding that districts in New York State make only limited use of the Internet to attract applicants, recommended significantly expanding use of the web.\textsuperscript{46} Alaska has created statewide clearinghouses to help teachers find positions in rural areas. Timely posting and personalized follow-ups to inquiries can foster positive feelings about opportunities in rural areas. Parallel efforts to provide better support for those who accept job offers can have similarly positive effects on retention. Effective mentoring can break the tendency of new teachers to quickly leave rural settings.\textsuperscript{47} Modern technology is also being used to build more effective professional communities of practice for teachers far from population centers. Carla McClure and Cynthia Reeves describe an array of initiatives, including online professional development, e-mentoring networks, and provision of student services such as speech therapy, psychological testing, and assessment using two-way, interactive telecommunications technology.\textsuperscript{48}

When a school or district is small by choice rather than by necessity, and to the degree that its difficulties can be traced to the small size, the cost is logically borne by those electing to remain small, not passed along to others such as the taxpayers of an entire state. This reasonable position has, however, proven hard to put into place, and the failure of the political system to impose costs properly has complicated states’ efforts to provide financial relief to schools and districts that face extra costs because of unavoidable small size.

Accountability issues also arise in the context of mobile student populations. Mark Grey notes the potential for windfalls to districts that lose students—and for corresponding burdens on districts that receive students at times when those students are not counted for aid purposes.\textsuperscript{49} NCLB has significantly raised the accountability stakes for schools and districts and poses numerous questions about tracking and counting pupils, particularly mobile pupils.

One way to help solve the “problem” of the localized teacher market is a grow-your-own strategy. The idea is to take advantage of aspiring teachers’ tendency to prefer to return “home” to teach, by working harder to cultivate interest and skill in teaching in areas with hard-to-staff schools. There are urban as well as rural variants of this strategy, and various writers have discussed the possibilities, although more typically from an urban perspective.\textsuperscript{50}

Many states are pursuing grow-your-own strategies with a rural focus.\textsuperscript{51} One promising approach involves working with paraprofessional aides already employed in rural schools to develop the requisite teaching skills. States are also finding that partnerships with colleges and universities that place aspiring teachers in rural areas can help break down negative stereotypes about teaching in rural schools.

Finally, a better understanding of the causes of staffing difficulties—in rural, urban, or suburban schools and districts—will allow policymakers to develop more effective and presumably less costly policy interventions. The United States invests phenomenal re-
sources in developing and maintaining teachers, and research to improve the quality of teaching in hard-to-staff schools, regardless of where they may be located, can be expected to pay handsome dividends.

The No Child Left Behind Policy Context
Many analysts have examined the effects of NCLB on small and rural schools.52 One interesting feature of this legislation is the Rural Education Achievement Program (REAP). The program is modest in size, with some 6,000 schools meeting the eligibility requirements and awards averaging about $20,000.53

But compliance issues abound with respect to how the law applies to rural settings. For example, the federal government’s definition of a highly qualified teacher, including a requirement for full certification, a bachelor’s degree, and demonstrated competence in all subject areas being taught, can create substantial problems for small rural schools, where teachers must teach in many different subject areas. Similarly, measures of student performance, particularly when the focus is on subgroup performance, create special challenges when there are few students in each of the various categories. As noted, small student numbers can cause volatile changes from year to year, and the challenge is to hold rural schools accountable to the spirit of the law even in the face of structural and measurement problems that can be quite troubling.

The U.S. Department of Education has made many modifications of NCLB to address the concerns coming from rural states, and former Secretary Rodney Paige created a special task force to help the department be responsive to its rural constituencies.54 It is too soon to know whether the adjustments have been appropriate.

The attention NCLB is drawing to the importance of having highly qualified teachers in every classroom could help to move forward a serious policy agenda to improve the ability of rural schools to attract and retain teachers who function effectively.
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Teachers Unions and Student Performance: Help or Hindrance?

Randall W. Eberts

Summary
Randall Eberts explores the role of teachers unions in public education. He focuses particularly on how collective bargaining agreements shape the delivery of educational services, how unions affect both student achievement and the cost of providing quality education, and how they support educational reform efforts.

Eberts’s synthesis of the empirical research concludes that union bargaining raises teachers’ compensation, improves their working conditions, and enhances their employment security—while also raising the cost of providing public education by upwards of 15 percent. The effect of unions on student performance is mixed. Students of average ability who attend school in union districts perform better on standardized tests, whereas low-achieving and high-achieving students perform worse. However, the overall gain in achievement does not make up for the higher cost.

Of late, unions have begun to be more supportive of school reform, moving from an adversarial bargaining model to a more collaborative one in which teachers and administrators share common goals and hold joint responsibility. Yet unions’ desire to participate in reform does not match their fervor to organize in the 1960s and 1970s. While national union leadership has talked about reform, local affiliates have initiated most of the reform efforts, pioneering reforms such as accountability and incentive pay. In Eberts’s view, one reason that unions have been slow to embrace reform efforts is the lack of consensus on their effectiveness. He argues that many reforms have been too narrowly focused; rather, effective schools result from well-designed systems and processes. In principle, adopting standards that help teachers focus on lessons they want students to learn, aligning their teaching to the lessons, and devising measurements that demonstrate that students are responding to these lessons can improve teaching as long as the public, policymakers, and school administrators acknowledge the complexity of the learning process and the broad outcomes that society desires.
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America’s need to provide high-quality education to its children has never been greater. In today’s knowledge-based economy, education—and public education in particular—is at the center of U.S. efforts to maintain a competitive international edge. But many observers fear that those efforts are failing. In international tests, U.S. students rank only in the mid-range of nations in the critical areas of math and science. Public surveys reveal grave concern about the quality of public education—and also about efforts to improve it. Over the past several decades federal, state, and local policymakers have adopted one education reform after another, with little systemwide success. Some reforms focus on improving the existing system—for example, by adopting incentive pay and encouraging accountability. Others aim to create new systems—for example, by promoting vouchers and charter schools. So far, the public appears to prefer reforming the current system, not abandoning it.¹

Some observers blame specific groups linked with public education for the slow pace of improvement. Some of the strongest attacks have been reserved for teachers unions, which are said to have captured schools to advance their own interests, not those of the students. Many critics of unions believe that collective bargaining has created a tangled web of rules that keep public schools from being able to respond to the changing needs of students and that the bargaining process has influenced public education more than any other factor.² As a result, they say, public education is both more costly and less effective than it should be. Such criticisms are not new. In 1983 the landmark study A Nation at Risk, by the congressionally mandated National Commission on Excellence in Education, alerted Americans to a crisis in education.³ The study, which challenged educators, policymakers, and parents to rethink the way students are educated, set in motion a wave of educational reform that continues to this day. Teachers, who had hitherto attracted little public notice, suddenly found themselves at center stage in the controversy over school quality. The nation’s immediate response to the report was to set up systems to improve teacher and school accountability. Because the new focus—on monitoring and assessing teacher practices and on tying compensation to teachers’ performance—was antithetical to two decades of work by teachers unions to decouple salaries from performance and to increase the autonomy of teachers in the classroom, teachers came to be perceived as reluctant participants in reform. Meanwhile, reform efforts gained little traction and yielded few, if any, sustained attempts at merit pay or systems of accountability. Today these same reforms remain under discussion and teachers unions continue to find themselves in the fray.

Aware of charges that they are resistant to change, teachers unions have voiced concern about school quality and urged the need for reform. Robert Chase, past president of the National Education Association (NEA), the nation’s largest teachers union, called for a new unionism based on collaborative bargaining with school districts to help improve school performance. In an address at the National Press Club in 1997, he reminded his nearly 2.7 million members of the need for unions to take an active role in planning and implementing educational reforms.⁴

In this article I explore both the extent to which teachers’ collective bargaining affects the quality of education and the role of bargaining in the educational reform movement. Beyond the rhetoric of union advocates and
opponents, what do researchers know about how unions affect student achievement and the cost of providing quality education? Are unions a help or a hindrance? To what extent are they promoting constructive change to improve public education and to what extent are they thwarting such efforts?

Collective Bargaining by Teachers

Collective bargaining is the process by which teachers and administrators agree on a set of regulations that govern working conditions and determine compensation and fringe benefits. Dubbed a “web of rules,” it can affect every dimension of the workplace and can subsequently influence educational outcomes. It defines the rights and duties of teachers to particular assignments, guarantees teachers’ participation in school governance and educational policymaking, establishes grievance procedures, and at times creates disciplinary sanctions for teachers’ failure to achieve certain standards. It also provides for teacher participation in restructuring the workplace. More specifically, the far-reaching web of rules may include working conditions, such as the length of the school day, hours of instruction and preparation time, and interaction time with parents; class size; the number and responsibility of supplemental classroom personnel, such as aides; employment protection; assignment to schools and grade levels; criteria for promotion; reductions in force; professional services; in-service and professional development; instructional policy committees; student grading and promotion; teacher evaluation; performance indicators; grievance procedures; student discipline and teacher safety; and the exclusion of pupils from the classroom. The list goes on. Suffice it to say that collective bargaining agreements, through negotiated rules and regulations, establish school policy and govern how teachers, administrators, parents, and students interact in the delivery of educational services.

Suffice it to say that collective bargaining agreements, through negotiated rules and regulations, establish school policy and govern how teachers, administrators, parents, and students interact in the delivery of educational services.

Laws governing public sector collective bargaining have come almost exclusively from state governments. Although the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) of 1935, as amended in 1947, required employers to meet and confer in good faith with respect to wages, hours, and other terms and conditions of employment, it did not include public sector employers. Congress has considered legislation to govern negotiations of public employees, but states have assumed leadership. Meaningful state legislation giving public employees a voice in determining the conditions of their employment was first enacted in the 1960s. Before then, two states, Alaska and New Hampshire, had allowed local governments to negotiate with groups representing public employees, but neither state extended to public employees the same rights.
as granted to private employees. Alaska’s law (in 1935) and New Hampshire’s law (in 1955) did not require or ensure bargaining; they only allowed local governments to negotiate under specified conditions. Permitting public employees to bargain, nonetheless, was a big step in treating private and public employees equally in the bargaining arena. Before passage of the two state collective bargaining laws, contracts between school boards and teachers unions were seen as an illegal delegation to school boards of local citizens’ sovereign constitutional powers. Granting teachers and other public employees the power to bargain collectively was believed to give them clout over and above their private sector counterparts because they were already able, through the political process, to elect the public officials who would govern and manage the workplace.

In 1962 Wisconsin became the first state to pass legislation governing public employee bargaining that resembled the language found in the NLRA. The Wisconsin statute required local governments to bargain in good faith with employee groups and also created administrative enforcement measures. It charged the Wisconsin Public Employee Relations Board with determining appropriate bargaining units, enforcing the prevention of prohibited practices, fact finding, and mediating disputes. The law also marked the beginning of widespread recognition of the rights of public employees to bargain collectively. Within the next five years, New York and Michigan passed similar laws, and by 1974 thirty-seven states had passed legislation permitting public employee bargaining—a number that remains unchanged to this day.

After public sector collective bargaining was legally recognized, teacher representation grew significantly. In 1974 roughly 22 percent of public school teachers were covered by collective bargaining. That share doubled in six years and grew to more than 60 percent by the mid-1980s. Today unions represent 67 percent of the nation’s 3 million active public elementary and secondary school teachers. The coverage rate for teachers is much higher than the average of 40 percent for all public sector employees. Representation varies geographically, with some teachers in all regions and all states reporting that they belong to a labor union or a similar association or else are nevertheless covered under a collective bargaining contract. The highest proportion of representation is in the Middle Atlantic region (88 percent), with the New England (82 percent), East North Central (81 percent), and Pacific (82 percent) regions close behind. Coverage is lowest in the West South Central region, at 40 percent, and slightly higher in the South Atlantic (47 percent) and East South Central (52 percent) regions.

Teachers were not always anxious to be a part of organized labor. In the early years of the NEA, members saw its role as promoting the professional side of teaching. Although NEA members were sensitive to their financial needs, the union’s official posture was one of discourse, not collective action. The American Federation of Teachers (AFT), by con-
contrary, tried from its inception to bring teachers into the mainstream of organized labor. Unlike the larger and more powerful NEA, the AFT advocated collective action as the best way to promote the interest of teachers.

Researchers generally cite four reasons for the growth of collective bargaining for teachers.10 The first, as noted, was the passage of state laws protecting teachers’ rights to seek bargaining recognition. Second, declining enrollment and skyrocketing inflation in the 1970s eroded teachers’ financial well-being, and general discontent with access to and influence over educational decisionmaking diminished teachers’ sense of professionalism. Third, changing social conditions and workforce demographics and an increasing militancy and social awareness provided fertile ground for the union movement. Finally, as unionism in the private sector continually declined, union organizers came to see teachers and the public sector as ripe for organizing. And rivalry between the AFT and the NEA increased their fervor.11

During their formative years of collective bargaining, teachers unions patterned themselves after their private sector counterparts, which followed what has been called an industrial bargaining model.12 According to the NEA’s Chase, “When we reinvented our association in the 1960s, we modeled it after traditional, industrial unions. Likewise, we accepted the industrial premise: namely, that labor and management have distinct, conflicting roles and interests . . . that we are destined to clash . . . that the union-management relationship is inherently adversarial.”13 The industrial model is based on an adversarial, not collaborative role, with management controlling the workplace and workers filling narrowly defined tasks. Such a model values standardized practice and views similarly skilled workers as interchangeable, each to be treated alike. From the viewpoint of teachers in the classroom, administrators unilaterally set educational policy and teachers comply. Instruction is delivered uniformly to large groups of students, and the teaching force is undifferentiated. The primary role of unions is to protect workers from unrealistic demands of management, ensure a safe working environment, and extract the maximum compensation possible. Bargaining focuses more on teachers’ interests and less on their performance and how that performance affects student outcomes. While perhaps more applicable to private sector production workers, such a stance places teachers at odds with their desire to be treated as professionals as they bargain in their self-interest.

The extent to which teachers unions affect school quality and ultimately student achievement depends on many factors. First, how successful are unions in negotiating higher salaries and fringe benefits? Second, how successful are they in negotiating provisions that affect workplace conditions, such as class size and transfers, which in turn may affect students’ school-based learning environment? Third, how successful are unions in negotiating rules that govern teachers’ interaction with students, parents, and other teachers? Fourth, how successful are they in shielding teachers from accountability for their own performance? All these factors and others must be considered to determine the bottom line of collective bargaining: what effect, if any, it has on student achievement.

Outcomes of Collective Bargaining Negotiations
I begin by examining the ability of teachers unions to affect their compensation, working conditions, employment security, and workplace governance through collective bargain-
ing and then look at the evidence of the overall effect of union bargaining on student achievement. I note at the outset that researchers at times draw a distinction between unionization and collective bargaining. Unionization is seen as the influence teachers exert on their school district through the bargaining power of their membership; collective bargaining, by contrast, has more to do with the establishment of rules governing the workplace and compensation through negotiated collective bargaining agreements. It is a subtle distinction, because the effects of bargaining power are seen in the ability of unions to negotiate higher compensation and to include key provisions in their contracts. Furthermore, bargaining power determines the strength with which contract provisions influence administrative decisions.

A necessary foundation for bargaining power is the extent to which state laws permit and require collective bargaining. A recent review of state collective bargaining laws for the public sector found that the presence or absence of state laws governing union security and laws defining collective bargaining rights affects the wages of public sector employees. For example, earnings of union workers are between 4 and 11 percent higher where an agency or union shop is either compulsory or negotiable than where it is not. Consequently, given the legal right to bargain collectively, public sector unions are able to increase the wages of their members, which in turn affects the allocation of resources in the public sector.

Teachers unions may wield power at the polls and through the political process, as well as around the bargaining table. As noted, one argument against allowing public sector bargaining was that public employees have the ability to elect the government officials who would govern and manage the workplace and allocate resources that directly affect the teachers’ working conditions and compensation. In addition to their individual votes, in many local jurisdictions, teachers and other public employees have the opportunity to form a strong voting bloc that can disproportionately affect the outcomes of school board elections, school bond elections, and other referendum ballots directly affecting public schools. Teachers unions can, and have, come out strongly against state referenda to allow charter schools and voucher systems, which they believe could divert students away from traditional public schools and thus reduce public school resources, their union ranks, and their bargaining and political power. A state teachers union typically has a strong lobbying arm that finances media campaigns, supports political action committees, and contributes to specific campaigns through voluntary contributions from its members.

**Contract Provisions**

Bargaining power may be reflected simply in the number of significant provisions found in contracts. One study of the collective bargaining contracts of New York State school districts, which are represented by either the NEA or AFT, found that these agreements are hierarchical, in that some provisions are more easily negotiated, while others, presumably more restrictive to management, are harder to include. Thus contracts with more restrictive provisions, such as no reduction in the teacher workforce during the length of the contract, would seem to indicate greater bargaining power on the part of teachers unions. In fact, the study finds that the sheer number of contract provisions positively affects the negotiation of teacher salaries. Teachers in districts with fifty contract provisions (of a possible fifty-three predetermined categories) received $1,900
more, on average, than those in districts with the minimum number of items. Budget allocations are also affected by the inclusion or removal of specific contract provisions through the negotiating process, providing further evidence of the link between bargaining power and contract provisions.

Teacher Pay and Benefits
Two detailed studies, one by William Baugh and Joe Stone and the other by Caroline Hoxby, using different techniques and data samples, find that teachers covered by collective bargaining tend to earn 5 to 12 percent more than those who are not covered.21 This is consistent with the typical range found for union pay premiums in other sectors.22 Evidence on the fringe benefit premium is not as extensive. One study, based on contracts for New York State public schools, finds that bargaining has a larger effect on fringe benefits than it does on pay.23 This finding corresponds to evidence from other sectors, where the effect of bargaining on fringe benefits is typically larger than the effect on pay. As noted, higher pay and fringe benefits, although they increase educational costs, may also increase the quality of education if they attract better teachers.

Working Conditions
The working conditions about which teachers appear to be most concerned are class size, time for preparation and other activities away from students, and autonomy in the classroom.24 Three studies, each relying on different data sets, find that student-teacher ratios are 7–12 percent lower for union teachers than for nonunion teachers.25 Teachers have also successfully negotiated provisions that regulate instructional and preparation time and limit the time they must devote to administrative duties and meeting with parents. A study by Eberts and Joe Stone found that elementary teachers in union districts spend 4 percent more time in class preparation and administrative duties but 3 percent less time in instruction than their nonunion counterparts.

Another aspect of working conditions is teachers’ mode of instruction. The Eberts and Stone study finds that teachers unions tend to “standardize” the workplace, by relying more on traditional classroom organization than on other instructional methods. In national data for fourth-grade students, it also finds that union schools are less likely to rely on specialized, less standard instructional methods in mathematics. Students in union schools spend 42 percent less time with a specialist, 62 percent less time with a specialized aide, 26 percent less time with a tutor, and 68 percent less time in independent, programmed study.26 Such standardization, common to unionized workplaces, may affect average and atypical students in different ways.

Employment Security
Unions and their members also seek job protection from temporary downturns in enrollment and from reductions in employment as the costs of union pay and fringe benefits rise. Many public school teachers, both union and nonunion, are granted tenure after a few years of regular employment, which protects them from dismissal except for specific causes, few of which are related to performance. But in addition, unions protect employment by negotiating lower class size and reduction-in-force provisions. As noted, student-teacher ratios tend to be lower in union schools, even in the face of higher pay and fringe benefits. Reduction-in-force provisions are also prevalent in many district contracts. Their effectiveness in protecting employment can be seen in
their positive effects on wages and their mitigating effects on terminations in districts with declining enrollments.27

Cost of Instruction

In other unionized sectors, the increased pay, better fringe benefits, improved working conditions, more standardized and regulated workplace, and protections against job loss common in union contracts typically come at the expense of a higher cost of production.28 The same is true for public education. Although a few early studies found little or no difference in the costs of operating unionized schools, the two most detailed studies provide consistent evidence of higher operating costs.29 One finds that the operating cost of unionized elementary schools is about 15 percent higher; of unionized high schools, about 8 percent higher.30 The other, relying on different, more recent data, finds that the costs of operating unionized high schools are about 12 percent higher.31

By negotiating higher salaries and smaller class size, teachers unions may influence the way schools allocate their resources. It is possible that higher payroll costs could be covered by raising taxes, leaving the same money available for other educational spending unrelated to teacher compensation. But studies show that teachers unions distort the way educational spending is allocated because the higher compensation typically reduces funds available for other instructional purposes.

Administrative Flexibility

By their very nature, contracts restrict the discretion of administrators. They can dictate class size and teacher assignments, impose restrictions on teacher dismissal and reduction in force, and determine the extent to which teachers participate in key decisions. Codifying strict rules into a contract, which may be in place for up to three years, could be problematic for administrators seeking to adapt to change. But although these provisions reduce the discretion of administrators, they need not completely impede their effectiveness. As one study reports, “truly effective principals usually accept collective bargaining and use the contract both to manage their building more systematically and to increase teacher participation in school decisionmaking. Less effective principals may view the contract as an obstacle to a well-run school and then use it as an excuse for poor management.”32 Superintendents may use union rules to strengthen their control over principals and centralize decisionmaking within the district. Such efforts may lead to more effective schools if they are aligned with the desired outcomes and if teachers and principals share similar views. Whether this takes place is an empirical issue that few analysts have examined with any rigor. The Eberts and Stone study finds from a national survey that the gap in perceptions between elementary school teachers and principals about a principal’s active leadership is larger in union than in nonunion schools. The same is true for perceptions about teachers and principals working well together. By contrast, it finds no difference in perceptions regarding staff being well informed or identifying conflict. It also finds that time spent by principals in instructional leadership leads to higher test scores in union districts but lower scores in nonunion districts. These findings are only suggestive of the differences in attitudes and their effect on student achievement that stem from the greater structure introduced by collective bargaining contracts.33

Student Achievement

The question that causes the most public concern, of course, is whether teachers unions affect student achievement. Evidence
on “productivity” from other (nonteacher) unionized sectors is mixed. In some sectors, union workers appear to be more productive; in others, less. In most cases, though, the differences are small, especially in the most rigorous studies. For teachers the critical finding seems to be not whether teachers unions raise or lower student achievement, but how they influence the effectiveness of schools.

What is the evidence on student achievement? The evidence that is available is not ideal. One would like to assign students randomly to schools that are also randomly assigned to union or nonunion status and then observe student achievement over time. The best approximations to this ideal experiment use extensive statistical controls for both student and school attributes, as well as for the nonrandom assignment of students and schools. But even good approximations to the ideal have been difficult to achieve. Another approach has been to look at the effects of unions on schools’ ability to attract and retain more qualified teachers, through higher pay and fringe benefits, better working conditions, and a greater voice in decisionmaking and teacher transfers. One study, by Susanna Loeb and Marianne Page, finds that higher wages attract a better pool of teacher applicants. But another, by Susan Moore Johnson and Morgaen Donaldson, finds no consistent evidence that the quality of teachers has increased or decreased as a result of collective bargaining. Although other studies have shown that teachers contribute to student achievement, they have difficulty identifying which teacher attributes are responsible. Therefore, I review studies that link collective bargaining directly to student achievement, instead of trying to piece together the effect of unions on the various factors affecting student achievement.

Often, the most widely reported evidence is based on state data for SAT or ACT scores. Three prominent state studies find roughly similar positive effects for teachers unions on average scores on either the SAT or the ACT—between 4.5 and 8 percent. One of these also finds a similar positive effect (4.4 percent) on high school graduation rates. These studies are problematic, however, because they have few controls for student and district effects and aggregate the student outcomes of vastly different school districts into one measure of student outcomes for each state.

A few studies have looked at student achievement using individual student data with relatively detailed controls for both student and school attributes. Across four different samples of students (the Sustaining Effects Survey, High School and Beyond, the National Assessment of Economic Education, and the National Educational Longitudinal Survey) and three different grade levels (fourth, tenth, and twelfth), these studies yield remarkably consistent results. Collectively, they find that teachers unions raise average student scores on various standardized exams between 1 and 2 percent. Some also estimate the effect of unions on gains in test scores from the beginning to the end of the school year.
Disparities in the way unions affect students of varying ability can be explained in part by the standardizing effect of unions on schools.

Disparities in the way unions affect students of varying ability can be explained in part by the standardizing effect of unions on schools. Low- and high-performing students fare worse in union schools.\textsuperscript{41}

Caroline Hoxby uses a different measure of student outcomes: high school dropout rates. Using district-level data, she finds that teachers unions are associated with a 2.3 percent increase in dropout rates and infers that unionization reduces student achievement.\textsuperscript{42} Hoxby also finds that union effects on dropout rates are larger in areas with little interdistrict competition.

Hoxby’s findings raise the question of how teachers unions can raise average student achievement on standardized exams (based on the four studies mentioned), yet also increase high school dropout rates. Given that her analysis is based on district data, one answer might be that low-scoring students are more likely to drop out, so that relatively higher-scoring students remain in the district to take the tests. But that does not explain the positive achievement found in early grades (in the case of Eberts and Stone, fourth grade), where the dropout rates are much lower and the achievement results are still similar to those for high school.

Another explanation may lie in the methodologies used and the ability to control for factors affecting student achievement that are unrelated to unionization, as well as unobservable variables that may have caused teachers to unionize. A closer look at the two groups of studies—those based on individual student data and Hoxby’s, based on district data—shows more similarities than differences in their methodologies.\textsuperscript{43} Without considering the problems inherent in using student dropout rates to proxy student achievement, it is not apparent that one methodology is superior to another, because each has its advantage in controlling for important factors related to student achievement.\textsuperscript{44}

A more satisfactory answer may lie in the evidence on the effect of unions on the distribution of student achievement, rather than on average student achievement. The finding by Eberts and Stone and others of an inverted-U-shaped effect of teachers unions on student achievement may help to reconcile the evidence of positive effects on achievement for average students with negative effects on high school dropout rates. Dropout rates are highly correlated with student success in schools, and low-performing students are much more likely to drop out. If teachers unions tend to reduce the academic success of weak students, one would tend to expect the dropout rate to increase, because it is the weakest students who are the most likely to drop out.

Disparities in the way unions affect students of varying ability can be explained in part by...
the standardizing effect of unions on schools. As noted, unionized schools rely to a greater extent on traditional classroom instruction and less on specialized modes of instruction. Because standard methods are likely to work best for the average student and specialized modes to work best for atypical students, one might expect the effects to differ by student ability. This explanation is reinforced by Argys and Rees, who find that effects no longer differ after they take into account the type and size of the instructional setting and other related classroom factors.

The evidence on how unions affect student achievement leads to the general conclusion that there is no simple answer and that generalization is difficult. The average-achieving student does not appear to be harmed by attending union schools and may even fare slightly better, whereas low-achieving, at-risk students and high-achieving students tend to do better in nonunion schools. Even though some threads of evidence are promising, researchers have much to learn about how unions affect student outcomes. What is known with some certainty is that the productivity gains of unionization, if any, do not match the increase in cost, upward of 15 percent, that unions place on education through higher compensation and their influence on resource allocation within schools.

Reform Initiatives
In recent years, both the NEA and the AFT have advocated a new model for collective bargaining known as reform bargaining. Reform bargaining recognizes that management and labor are not adversaries but share common interests, are jointly responsible for the outcomes of their organization, and should find it useful to collaborate to pursue those common goals. Instead of a standardized workplace in which duties are rigidly defined and compartmentalized, both management and labor strive for flexibility, and workers participate in site-based decisionmaking. For teacher collective bargaining, the new model calls for teachers and administrators to hold joint responsibility for schooling, share common goals, and collaborate in determining governance, instructional, and personnel issues.

The first waves of reform initiatives, prompted in 1983 by A Nation at Risk, were not widely embraced by teachers unions. In many respects, the reform movement collided head-on with the union movement, which by the early 1980s included nearly two-thirds of the nation’s public school teachers. As described by Lorraine McDonnell and Anthony Pascal in their study of the role of unions in implementing reform, the bargaining process continued to place material gain, such as higher salaries and benefits and better working conditions, over efforts to increase teacher professionalism and accountability. Johnson and Kardos also conclude that many unions tried to stall reform in the belief that the public would soon lose interest. But they discovered that far from losing interest, the public instead began to call for sweeping changes, such as vouchers and charter schools, which could threaten the very existence of public schools and of the unions themselves.
cooperatively rather than contentiously with management.\textsuperscript{50} The NEA, most recently with the public proclamations of President Chase, has echoed these sentiments while insisting on the urgent need for action.

Charles Kerchner and Julia Koppich note that union-sponsored reform does not have the momentum that collective bargaining had during the 1960s and 1970s.\textsuperscript{51} They see three internal challenges to union reform. The first is a lack of clarity about goals. While union leaders do not lack vision, say the authors, the complexity of the task of improving school quality makes it hard for them to discuss the issue without raising teachers’ fears of how reform will affect their work life and compensation. The second challenge is organizational undercapacity, because union leaders and members have not embraced the urgency of reform. Many teachers do not believe that public schools need to be reformed. Third, without the vision and commitment of teachers and leaders, it is difficult to build a strong political coalition that would legitimate reform roles. Furthermore, the lack of agreement about the effectiveness of many reform initiatives makes it difficult to convince teachers to implement the changes.

While national union organizations have talked about reform, much of the effort has been initiated by local affiliates, sometimes with resistance from their parent organizations. In 1996, a group of reform-minded NEA and AFT local affiliates formed the Teachers Union Reform Network (TURN). The brainchild of two local union presidents, TURN is funded primarily by grants from private foundations, not from the parent organizations. Its twenty-plus members meet regularly to exchange ideas and promote reform initiatives. Its goals include “improving the quality of teaching” and “seeking to expand the scope of collective bargaining to include instructional and professional issues.”\textsuperscript{52} Kerchner and Koppich have analyzed the collective bargaining contracts of twenty-one TURN members to see which types of provisions they find important for reform.\textsuperscript{53} The provisions include (with the number of contracts in parentheses): shared decisionmaking and budgeting (21), uses of time (19), professional development (15), peer assistance and review (14), school-based staff and budget (14), intervention strategy for low-performing schools (10), alternative compensation, such as pay-for-performance (8), parent engagement (4), charter and pilot schools (4), and learning standards (2).

In many cases, success in including these provisions in collective bargaining agreements came about not from a broad acceptance of the new unionism at the national level, but from stances taken by local union leaders and school administrators. Several local unions and their districts stand out for pioneering initiatives addressing accountability and incentive pay. Both initiatives have gained considerable support among policymakers and have been implemented to varying degrees across the country; performance standards were most recently embodied in
the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) of 2001. After briefly describing these initiatives, I will focus on evidence of their effectiveness in improving student outcomes, in particular, test scores.

Accountability
Reforms to improve the accountability of schools have sought either to improve or replace the existing public education system. Improvements within the system involve changes that directly affect the internal operations of schools. Chief among these are standards for student performance, measurement tools to track student progress, and prescribed consequences for students, teachers, and schools if standards are not met. Reforms that go outside the system put competitive pressure on schools to improve, by enhancing parental choice. This latter wave of reform has created a number of different voucher programs that enable parents to use public dollars to send their children to private schools. It has also created publicly supported “charter” schools, outside the direct control of local school boards, as alternatives to conventional public schools.

Both types of reforms were proposed and adopted by local teachers unions before they were instituted as state or national policy. Toledo, Ohio, is generally credited with paving the way among teachers unions in holding its members more accountable for performance. Throughout the 1970s, the union pressed to expand its role in evaluating teachers. It finally codified a plan in its collective bargaining agreement in 1981. Known as the Toledo Plan, it included two separate programs—an intern program for first-year teachers and an intervention program for experienced teachers who need substantial remediation. Both use consulting teachers, who take a three-year leave from the classroom to serve as both mentor and evaluator. A nine-member Intern Board of Review, including five teachers, makes the final decision to renew or dismiss an intern. The board also determines whether a tenured teacher who is seen by the principal or the union’s building committee as underperforming needs to undergo a performance review and get assistance. If performance does not improve sufficiently, the teacher may be let go.

Incentive Pay
Other school districts adopted the peer evaluation system initiated by Toledo and expanded it to link pay to performance. For example, the Columbus, Ohio, Education Association adopted a peer evaluation system in 1986 but later agreed to school-based salary incentives and limits on the impact of seniority. The Cincinnati Federation of Teachers recently expanded its peer review process and professional development academy by implementing a compensation system based on professional development instead of seniority. Teachers are assessed on predetermined quality standards and paid accordingly when they have achieved them. Seattle has taken pay for performance one step further by including student achievement as a quality standard.

Denver, probably more than any other school district to date, has pursued an ambitious pay-for-performance experiment. Ironically, in 1921 Denver became the first school district to replace a merit pay approach with a single salary schedule based on seniority. Seventy-eight years later the district administration and teachers association agreed on a two-year pilot that would base teachers’ pay in part directly on the achievement of their students. As described by Donald Gratz, who was in charge of evaluating the Denver Incentive Program, the pilot provided small
bonuses for teachers who met either one or two student achievement objectives that they themselves chose. These objectives had to be approved by their principals. For each objective met, teachers received $750. For a school to join the pilot, 85 percent of its faculty had to vote for participation. Thirteen schools signed up.

The Denver Teachers Association had opposed the new compensation system as initially proposed but, wishing to avoid continued confrontation with the administration, agreed after winning three important concessions. One was that teachers’ performance would be based on objectives of their own choice, with approval of their principals. Another was that an outside, objective party would evaluate the effectiveness of the pilot. The third was that the final plan would be subject to a general vote of the association’s members. By the time the system was brought to a vote and approved in 2004, it had been modified extensively. The approved system included four components. Compensation was based on student growth objectives; on earned professional development units, including advanced degrees; and on two bonuses, one for serving in hard-to-staff assignments and the other for serving in hard-to-serve schools.

At first blush, it would seem that teachers unions should find standards-based systems attractive, because they promote standardization of the workplace. With clearly defined goals and objectives and mandates to adhere to these standards, teachers understand what is expected of them, are protected from capricious directives from administrators that may distract them from these goals, and can relate negotiated contract provisions, such as class size reduction, to the achievement of these standards. But teachers believe that standards-based accountability intrudes into their autonomy in the classroom. It dictates curriculum and the tests that the teacher should administer, and it establishes the outcomes that are expected. The first two items—curriculum and testing—have normally been outside the immediate discretion of teachers, although teachers do participate in their design and implementation. The third—being held accountable for student outcomes—is the major point of contention. Teachers believe that such accountability can expose them to arbitrary treatment by administrators and make them responsible for things outside their immediate control. They also believe it can base compensation on ambiguous criteria. The few teachers associations that have adopted accountability systems linked to pay have opted to maintain some control over determining objectives and how outcomes are measured.

The Effectiveness of Accountability and Incentive Pay

Between the mid-1990s, when Denver first pursued a performance-based compensation system, and 2004, when it approved it, nearly every state implemented a school accountability program with the help and encouragement of the federal government, although most have not been linked directly to teachers’ pay. For the most part, then, the question of whether teachers unions will agree to such accountability systems is moot, because they are imposed by state and federal laws. The question is how effective these programs are, particularly when they are imposed and not necessarily agreed to by teachers.

According to a recent study by Julian Betts and Anne Danenberg, these programs are based on three elements: content standards that mandate what students should know and when they should know it; an assessment system that tracks the progress of students in
meeting the state standards; and a set of responses by the state that may include financial incentives, penalties, sanctions, or additional resources. As the authors point out, supporters of such a system argue that making school performance more transparent to the public, including parents, can put needed pressure on schools to perform better. Proponents claim that schools will be forced to improve their operations and that teachers will be more productive when presented with well-defined goals and held accountable through close scrutiny of their adherence to these goals and a carefully designed system of consequences.

But critics point out that state standards may be unfair both to affluent districts with high expectations for their students and to low-income districts that lack adequate school- and home-based resources to meet student needs. For instance, they argue that imposing one standard on all students and penalizing districts that do not meet the standard while rewarding districts that do may divert resources from poor districts, which need the additional resources, to affluent districts, which do not. A related concern is that the state will be slow in adjusting these standards in response to changing times or the specific needs of selected school districts.

Critics are also concerned about the assessment system. Measuring a teacher’s contribution to a student’s progress is difficult because classrooms are not, as Gratz puts it, “scientifically controlled environments,” but are subject to outside influences beyond the control of teachers. Furthermore, critics worry about adverse incentives such as teaching to the test and focusing instruction on the narrower content covered by tests, rather than offering broader topics and more in-depth treatment of the material.

States have established standards-based accountability systems more on principle and their promise than on any evidence of their effectiveness. Evidence of the success of earlier accountability and incentive systems—those implemented before the recent adoption of high-stakes testing and accompanying incentive systems by states and the federal government—does not offer strong support. Even though most observers agree that it is human nature to respond to incentives, there may be several other factors that work against the effectiveness of performance measures in individual incentive-based compensation schemes—just as they often do in the private sector.

Four characteristics of teaching and learning in schools may reduce the effectiveness of incentive-based compensation: the reliance on subjectively measured outcomes; the need to perform multiple tasks during the day; the use of team teaching, where more than one teacher is responsible for the outcome of the student or the classroom; and the existence of multiple stakeholders with diverse objectives. In addition, most school districts have little control over their revenue streams and cannot offer the sizable increases in compensation necessary to entice teachers to put forth the extra effort and to
assume the added risk inherent in a merit pay system.

The net result of all these forces remains an empirical issue. Yet little empirical evidence has been collected on the effects of merit pay on student achievement. Most of the early experiences with merit pay systems in school districts were rather short-lived and usually negative. For example, one major study found that 75 percent of merit pay programs that had been in existence in 1983 were no longer operational in 1993. An interesting self-described limitation of this study is that it did not examine student achievement. Its authors note: “We would especially have liked to have performed an in-depth analysis of the impact of incentive programs on student achievement. However, very few of the participating districts had attempted any systematic evaluation of the effects of their incentive plans on student achievement, even though a basic assumption behind incentive plans is that teachers can indeed significantly affect learning.”

A study of a Pennsylvania district found no gains in student achievement from a bonus system. An analysis of Dallas’s performance-based system found an increase of 10 to 12 percent in the pass rate on selected statewide tests.

A recent evaluation of California’s school accountability program, carried out by Betts and Danenberg, offers a more positive assessment of the effects of incentives. The program, enacted in 1999, was based on highly specific and comprehensive standards, a new norm-referenced statewide test and high school exit exam, and a complex series of rewards and punishments for school staff and students. Betts and Danenberg analyze recent trends in test scores and school resources and find two particularly important trends: test scores have risen significantly since implementation of the accountability program, whereas instructional resources have declined. Both trends are particularly evident for the lowest-performing schools. In their view, the accountability reforms and public scrutiny have spurred genuine growth in achievement. They recognize that the patterns are consistent with teaching to the test or a growing familiarity with the tests and testing process, possibilities that detract from the success of the program. Nonetheless, they find that testing and related aspects of accountability have neither diluted the high school curriculum nor widened inequality between top- and bottom-performing schools.

Donald Gratz, the evaluator of the Denver Incentive Program, concludes that a “system that attempts to closely measure and regulate instruction provides negative, rather than positive incentives,” and that a complex system that tries to capture results in a single test score fails to meet its objective of improving education. Gratz does not dismiss standards. On the contrary, he contends that clearly identified goals with which all parties are familiar and lessons and assessments designed to achieve these goals are a major advance over previous methods used by the district. Adopting standards that help teachers focus on lessons they want students to learn, aligning their teaching to these lessons, and devising measurements that demonstrate that students are responding to them can improve teaching. The message of the Denver experiment, as echoed in the private sector, is that a system of accountability needs to capture the contribution of employees to the entire bottom line. For schools, such a system must acknowledge the complexity of the learning process and the broad outcomes that society desires.
Katharine Boudett, Elizabeth City, and Richard Murnane set out similar standards for effective schools. Effective schools have “a coherent instructional program well-aligned with strong standards,” and in these schools “a community of adults committed to working together to develop the skills and knowledge of all students . . . have figured out how to find time to do this work and are acquiring the skills to do it well.”

There is a clear consensus that public education must be reformed. What is less clear is how to reform it. Evaluations of two reform efforts—accountability and incentive pay—show some signs of promise, but do not provide sufficiently convincing evidence of their effectiveness to elicit a groundswell of support from either union or nonunion school districts. In many instances, school reform initiatives have merely nibbled at the edges of the broader issues confronting improvements in school quality. The lessons learned from several attempts at accountability warn against adopting the narrow approach of linking teacher incentive pay directly to student test scores. They point instead to the ability to define and articulate the goals of education and align resources to accomplish those goals. Under current collective bargaining laws, for teachers and administrators to move toward more comprehensive reform, negotiations must allow for more shared responsibilities and greater flexibility in trying new approaches and responding to the students’ needs. Restrictive provisions, such as class assignment based on a teacher’s seniority and the rigid allocation of time among daily activities, must be replaced with provisions that allow for shared decisionmaking and budgeting between teachers and administrators, flexibility in the use of time, professional development, and peer assistance and review. Some teachers unions—but only a few—have negotiated these items into their contracts. Some states, however, do not allow certain items, such as class size restrictions or class assignment based on seniority, to go unmentioned in the contract, and some do not allow teachers to evaluate their own peers and share in decisions reserved for management. Therefore, state laws may also need to be changed before teachers unions and administrators can negotiate more reform-minded contracts.

The Future of the New Unionism and School Reform

Returning to the question posed in the title—have unions been a help or a hindrance to student achievement?—average students appear not to have been harmed by attending union schools. If anything, the performance of average students on standardized tests is slightly higher, but below- and above-average students fare worse. Still, the overall increase in productivity does not offset the higher costs of unionized districts. Furthermore, teachers unions reduce the discretion of administrators, impose rigid standards, and re-allocate school expenditures toward higher compensation and greater employment and away from resources for specialized and enhanced instruction.

A broader question is whether unions will help or hinder school reform. And to that question, the answer remains unclear and speculative. Ask the public, and the response is divided evenly. The last time the Phi Delta Kappa/Gallup poll posed that question, 27 percent responded that unions helped, 26 percent said that they hurt, and 37 percent said they made no difference. Ask the experts, and one receives strong arguments on either side. Proponents argue that only by bringing teachers fully into the process can reform succeed; opponents claim that once
shared decisionmaking makes its way into collective bargaining contracts, flexibility is lost, reform initiatives are stifled, and attention soon shifts from what is right for the students to whether school administrators have adhered to the contract.69

Yet ask the teachers and administrators of school districts—union or not—who have pursued reform to improve the quality of education, and one finds stakeholders who understand the complexity of the educational process and recognize the need to build an organization that can deliver high-quality education. Too often school reform takes a simple and naïve approach—if only teachers were held accountable, if only teachers were paid for their performance, if only students and parents were given a choice in schools, if only unions were disbanded, then the quality of the educational system would vastly improve. Obviously, there are teachers who are not accountable, not working to their full potential, and hiding behind the protection of unions. There are unions that put teachers before students and stand in the way of improving the quality of education. The truth is that we know little about what works and what does not in the current reform movement. What we do know, however, is that education is a complex process that defies simple approaches. Effective schools are not honeycombs of individual autonomous classrooms, but rather well-designed and well-executed systems and processes.

Can unions fit into that type of environment? Can administrations and school boards? To both questions, the answer is that some can and have but many have not. The problem lies in the inability of many to identify their purpose, set goals and objectives, align resources and policies with them, and find the expertise and leadership to carry them out. Attempts at reform have come and gone with little progress in school improvement. In recent years, the leadership of both major teachers unions has shared the concern about the deteriorating quality of education and has called for more teacher participation and collaboration. But only a few local teachers unions have initiated true reforms—at times in the face of resistance from their national parent organizations. Policymakers have called for more accountability from teachers and administrators but have enacted an accountability system that makes little, if any, connection between the actions of teachers and the outcomes of their students.

While there are no quick fixes for improving school quality, with respect to unions and collective bargaining a few steps could be taken that focus on building a high-performance organization. First, school districts need organizational role models, leadership, and resources. Second, union leadership and the teacher membership need to realign their focus and attitudes by assuming more responsibility for the outcomes of their students. Third, administrators and school boards must affirm the importance of teachers as stakeholders in the educational process and recognize, as high-performance school districts have, that a high-performing work-
force requires a culture of teamwork and an understanding of what it takes to retain quality teachers. Fourth, teachers and administrators must work together to determine goals and objectives, and once established, align resources and activities to achieve them. Fifth, once resources and activities are aligned, a set of measures must be devised and used by the management team (which would include teachers and union leaders) to measure the performance of students and the level of satisfaction and professional growth of teachers and other staff. If properly implemented and followed, the goals and objectives and the monitoring system could serve teachers much as collective bargaining provisions do now.

Finally, teachers unions must embrace the tenets of the new unionism and actively pursue them in their collaboration with districts. This means that teachers must be willing to move away from the security of their contracts and assume, with the administration, a joint responsibility for schooling. With empowerment must come responsibility, and only through systems of accountability in which risk is recognized and accepted can real progress be made in improving the education of the nation’s children.
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Teacher Labor Markets in Developed Countries

Helen F. Ladd

Summary
Helen Ladd takes a comparative look at policies that the world’s industrialized countries are using to assure a supply of high-quality teachers. Her survey puts U.S. educational policies and practices into international perspective.

Ladd begins by examining teacher salaries—an obvious, but costly, policy tool. She finds, perhaps surprisingly, that students in countries with high teacher salaries do not in general perform better on international tests than those in countries with lower salaries. Ladd does find, however, that the share of underqualified teachers in a country is closely related to salary. In high-salary countries like Germany, Japan, and Korea, for example, only 4 percent of teachers are underqualified, as against more than 10 percent in the United States, where teacher salaries, Ladd notes, are low relative to those in other industrialized countries.

Teacher shortages also appear to stem from policies that make salaries uniform across academic subject areas and across geographic regions. Shortages are especially common in math and science, in large cities, and in rural areas. Among the policy strategies proposed to deal with such shortages is to pay teachers different salaries according to their subject area. Many countries are also experimenting with financial incentive packages, including bonuses and loans, for teachers in specific subjects or geographic areas.

Ladd notes that many developed countries are trying to attract teachers by providing alternative routes into teaching, often through special programs in traditional teacher training institutions and through adult education or distance learning programs. To reduce attrition among new teachers, many developed countries have also been using formal induction or mentoring programs as a way to improve new teachers’ chances of success.

Ladd highlights the need to look beyond a single policy, such as higher salaries, in favor of broad packages that address teacher preparation and certification, working conditions, the challenges facing new teachers, and the distribution of teachers across geographic areas.
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Despite differences in their histories, cultures, and economies, all industrialized countries face the challenge of how to ensure a supply of high-quality teachers sufficient to meet demand. The demand for teachers differs from one country to the next primarily because of differences in the number of school-age children and in politically determined pupil-teacher ratios. Demand also varies with the ambitiousness of a country’s educational aspirations. My focus in this article, however, is not on differences in demand but rather on the policies that countries use to affect the supply of teachers—namely, the level and structure of teacher salaries, financial incentives to recruit teachers to areas of shortage, and entry requirements into the teaching profession. For simplicity I define industrialized countries as the thirty member nations of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and draw heavily on a recent major OECD study of teacher recruitment and development. ¹ Although this analysis generates no simple policy lessons for the United States, it does provide perspective on a variety of matters, including the fact that the United States pays its teachers less generously than many other industrialized countries.

Teacher Salaries and Teacher Shortages

Salaries are one of the most obvious, but costly, policy tools available to governments in their quest to ensure a supply of high-quality teachers. Because teacher salaries are such a large share of the education budget—a bout 64 percent in the OECD countries—any across-the-board increase in teacher salaries can translate into significant increases in education spending. But when a country does not pay salaries high enough to attract high-quality teachers, it must either face vacancies or rely on teachers who, based on the stated standards, are underqualified.

Comparing Teacher Salaries across Countries

In many countries, teacher salaries are determined by a national bargaining process between the government and one or more unions. In the United States, in contrast, salary setting is far more decentralized. Therefore any simple comparison of salaries in other countries with those in the United States does not take into account the large variation in U.S. salaries from one school district to another. ²

By almost any measure, Germany, Japan, and Korea pay generous salaries to their teachers relative to other countries, including the United States. But the relative ranking of U.S. salaries varies with the measure used. For example, a comparison of absolute salaries (adjusted for differences in purchasing power across countries) finds the United States in the top third of OECD countries. In 2003 its average salary for mid-career teachers in lower secondary schools was $43,999—exceeded only by Luxembourg at $80,520, Switzerland at $58,520, Germany at $48,804, Korea at $46,516, and Japan at $45,515. Also in the top ten by this absolute measure are Scotland, the Netherlands, Australia, and England. ³

But measuring teacher salaries relative to a country’s gross domestic product (GDP) per capita puts the United States in the bottom third (see table 1). By that measure, at 117 percent of GDP per capita, the average salary paid to U.S. teachers is on a par with those in Italy and Austria and far below those of Korea (242 percent), Germany (180 percent), and Japan (160 percent). Countries such as
The Netherlands, England, and Finland fall in the middle third.

Though not perfect, this relative measure provides a more accurate picture of whether salaries are generous enough to attract a quality teaching force than does the absolute measure and is thus the measure I use throughout this article. Even better would be a measure of how teacher salaries compare with salaries paid for specific competing occupations, such as computer operators or librarians, but relevant data are not available on a systematic basis across countries. Presumably, though, the richer a country is as measured by its GDP, the higher competing salaries are. Thus, the fact that average U.S. teacher salaries are low relative to GDP per capita indicates both that the United States has the capacity to pay higher salaries and that current salaries may not be high enough to attract a quality teaching force.

Of course, working conditions for teachers may also differ across countries. Hence, a third way of comparing salaries is to express them relative to an important measure of working conditions, such as hours of net teaching time. By this metric, U.S. salaries rank in the lowest third of twenty-seven OECD countries for high school and in the middle third for primary school. Once again, Germany, Japan, and Korea are consistently in the top third.

### Table 1. OECD Countries Ranked by Ratio of Teacher Salaries to GDP per Capita, 2003

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>Czech Rep.</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>Belgium (Fl.)</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>Belgium (Fr.)</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>Slovak Rep.</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Maintaining Teacher Supply

Of particular relevance to policymakers is whether salaries are high enough to avoid widespread teacher shortages. Though such shortages are sometimes measured in terms of vacancies, schools typically find some way to fill most positions. A better measure is the share of positions filled by teachers without full qualifications. In high-salary OECD countries such as Germany, Japan, and Korea, the share of such teachers in primary and secondary schools is low: less than 4 percent, as against more than 10 percent in countries such as Sweden and the United States, where salaries (relative to GDP per capita) are low. Though Hungary and Italy are exceptions (both have low salaries and less than 4 percent underqualified teachers), higher salaries are generally...
linked with a lower share of underqualified teachers.

Several studies in England and Switzerland offer more detailed analysis of how teacher salaries affect teacher supply. A careful empirical study, based on a large sample of U.K. university graduates, of the decision to become a teacher found that expected earnings

There is little doubt that uniform salaries across academic subject areas and across geographic regions can lead to shortages in certain subjects and in certain regions.

in teaching relative to earnings in other occupations clearly affects the supply of new teachers, and hence that increases in teacher salaries may be a potent tool for increasing the supply of teachers. A subsequent analysis of the U.K. market for teachers between 1960 and 2002 confirmed that conclusion but emphasized that the power of relative wages to affect the supply varies with the state of the labor market. In particular a policy-driven increase in teacher salaries relative to those in competing professions raises the supply of teachers more when teacher salaries are relatively low than when they are high. This insight may explain an empirical finding from Switzerland that the supply of teachers is not very responsive to salaries. The weaker salary effect in Switzerland could simply reflect the fact that teacher salaries are much higher relative to other occupations there than they are in the United Kingdom.

Regardless of the average relationship between teacher salaries and teacher shortages, there is little doubt that uniform salaries across academic subject areas and across geographic regions can lead to shortages in certain subjects and in certain regions. The subjects most susceptible to teacher shortages are math and science, fields in which salaries are relatively higher in occupations outside teaching. The regions most susceptible to shortages are large cities, where the costs of living are higher, where other job opportunities are plentiful for educated workers, and where teaching conditions associated with concentrations of immigrant children from impoverished families can be difficult, and rural areas, where it can be hard to attract teachers. Both types of shortages emerge in most developed countries.

Various policy strategies have been proposed, both in the United States and in other developed countries, to address these shortages. One strategy commonly proposed by economists is to pay teachers different salaries according to their subject area. Analysis for England, however, implies that although higher pay could reduce the shortage of teachers in certain subjects, the salary differences might need to be substantial, because graduates in engineering, science, and social sciences are likely to respond to an increase in wages at only half the rate of graduates of other programs.

Some OECD countries use higher salaries to attract teachers to certain geographic areas. Higher salaries, for example, are offered in London both to offset the high cost of living and to compensate for the challenges of educating disadvantaged urban students. Salaries in London now exceed those in the rest of England by £2,000–£2,500, or about 12 percent. Even this difference, though, has not
lowered teacher vacancy rates and the share of teacher slots filled by substitute teachers in London enough to match rates elsewhere in England.\textsuperscript{11}

Sweden, a country with a tradition of strong teacher unionism, also uses differential salaries.\textsuperscript{12} In 1995, as part of its broader effort to decentralize its schooling system, Sweden modified its centrally bargained fixed-pay scheme and gave municipalities greater flexibility to tailor salaries for individual teachers. As a result, salaries are now negotiated according to teacher characteristics (for example, secondary versus primary), the labor market situation (with teachers in shortage areas able to garner higher salaries), the performance of the teacher, and the range of the teacher’s responsibilities. Salaries thus now vary far more than they once did. Although evidence is still limited, the new system appears to have helped some schools overcome some teacher shortages, though the ability of a municipality to make salary adjustments depends on its own economic situation. Notably, poor municipalities can compete effectively for teachers only with the help of grants from the central government.

Teacher Salaries and Teacher Quality

Exactly how teacher salaries affect the quality, in contrast to the quantity, of teachers is not yet clear, though one careful study based on fifteen years of variation in teacher salaries across states in Australia sheds some light on the matter.\textsuperscript{13} Using sophisticated statistical techniques, the author concludes that increases in teacher salaries relative to salaries in other occupations raise the quality of potential teachers, as measured by the test scores of students pursuing education courses at Australian universities. (Unlike U.S. university students, those in Australia and in most other OECD countries choose their career paths before they enroll in college.) One of the study’s findings is that increasing relative salaries by 10 percent raises the quality of students choosing to pursue an education degree by 8 percentile ranks on their test scores. Much less clear, however, is the potential effect of a differential increase in salaries for new teachers, with higher salaries going to those at the top of the aptitude distribution.

Financial Incentive Packages to Recruit New Teachers

Some countries such as Korea and Japan, both of which feature high teacher salaries, have little difficulty recruiting teachers. In 2001 in Japan, for example, only 6–11 percent of qualified applicants, depending on the grade, were appointed as teachers. In Korea, only about 20 percent of the qualified teachers are appointed.\textsuperscript{14} Too great a supply, however, is not necessarily a blessing. Some countries with teacher surpluses find it hard to ensure that talented young people choose to enter teaching. And surveys find that school principals in countries with a teacher surplus worry more about teacher morale and enthusiasm than do those in countries without such a surplus.\textsuperscript{15}

Although the number of university students entering as teachers has been growing in several OECD countries, that number fell 10 percent or more between 1997 and 2001 in others, including Belgium (the French community), France, Germany, Mexico, and Scotland.\textsuperscript{16} In efforts to attract new teachers, to improve the quality of the teachers who apply, and to recruit teachers for specific subjects or geographic areas, various countries have experimented with financial incentive packages.

The incentives available in England are illustrative. A training bursary offers a tuition
waiver and a £6,000 training grant to encourage students to enter a teacher education program. The Golden Hello provides a £4,000 bonus (more than 20 percent of a starting salary) for teachers in shortage subject areas who complete an induction program within a specified period. Student loans are also available for newly qualified teachers who voluntarily take classes in a designated shortage subject area. And Fast Track offers trainees participating in an accelerated program for highly talented graduates a grant of £5,000—£3,000 at the start of the program and £2,000 when they take up their first Fast Track teaching post. The Teach First program, which I discuss below, is specifically designed to induce graduates to enter teaching in London.

Little research is as yet available on the effectiveness of these programs. Although the number of entrants to teacher education programs has risen in England over the past few years, it is difficult to attribute the increase to any specific recruitment initiative. And some surveys have found a downside to such programs: some existing teachers and teacher candidates find it unfair that teachers newly entering the profession should be eligible for benefits that they did not get.17

Australia provides incentive packages primarily to attract teachers to rural areas. Because its education system is decentralized, packages vary from one state to another. For example, South Australia provides teaching scholarships of $10,000 to students from rural locations who are offered permanent employment in a rural school for a minimum of two years. In Queensland the rural area incentive scheme offers such benefits as cash, extended leave provisions, and induction programs for new teachers who commit to teach in rural areas. New South Wales has piloted a retention benefit program to attract and retain teachers in difficult-to-staff positions and schools. Starting in 2002, teachers who complete their initial service requirement of two or three years in a hard-to-staff area are paid an annual retention bonus of $5,000. Eligible teachers continue to receive the benefit for a maximum of five years. New South Wales also offers rent subsidies of up to 90 percent in certain rural areas.18

The salary adjustments in London and in the Australian provinces suggest the importance of providing financial benefits over an extended period. If certain geographic areas are indeed far less appealing to teachers and if the goal is not only to attract but also to retain quality teachers in those areas, the most logical incentive program is a long-term financial package rather than a one-time bonus.

**Salary Structures, Working Conditions, and Teacher Attrition**

A teacher’s decision to enter or remain in teaching depends not only on his or her initial salary but also on the expected growth in that salary over time. A key question is what a potential teacher could expect to earn over his or her lifetime as a teacher compared with other occupations. To the extent that the potential for salaries to increase with experience in teaching is lower than it is in competing occupations, teachers might be tempted to switch jobs or to retire earlier than their counterparts in other occupations.

Salary structures vary widely across OECD countries. For teachers at the lower secondary level, the top salary exceeds the entering salary by only 10 to 20 percent in Denmark, Finland, and Norway but by more than 130 percent in Japan, Portugal, and Korea. Germany, which along with Japan and Korea has high average salaries, has a relatively narrow
salary range of only 38 percent. The high starting salaries thus grow relatively little as teachers gain experience. By comparison, top salaries in the United States exceed entry-level salaries, on average, by about 73 percent. National policies also vary with respect to how long it takes a teacher to reach the top salary. In England and Scotland it takes only six years, compared with more than thirty years in eight countries, including France, Korea, and Spain.

One model of teacher salary progression, as exemplified by Germany, is high starting salaries with relatively rapid growth to a salary plateau. That model is presumably most attractive to those who are willing to make a substantial initial commitment to teaching, as is required by the German system of initial teacher preparation (see below), but may not succeed in keeping teachers in the profession until the normal retirement age. Not surprisingly, the average retirement age for teachers in Germany is only 59, far below 65, the age for retirement with full benefits. In 2001, only 6 percent of German teachers worked until age 65. Korea exemplifies a second model, in which salaries start low but climb steadily over a long period. That model is presumably less attractive to teachers who are unsure about whether they wish to become a lifetime teacher, but it may succeed in retaining teachers as they age. In yet a third model, exemplified by England, salaries start relatively low but then rise quite rapidly to a plateau. That model is associated with the most severe challenges of retaining teachers.

A prospective teacher’s decision to enter, or the decision later to stay in, the teaching profession also depends on how a country’s salary structure for teachers compares with those in competing occupations—and thus how lifetime earnings compare across professions. Careful analysis of salaries over time in England, for example, finds that the expected lifetime earnings of both men and women in teaching have been declining relative to lifetime earnings of professionals in other occupations. For women in England, teaching nevertheless remains a relatively attractive career, while for men the lifetime return from teaching relative to other occupations is negative. That negative return could well explain why men have increasingly been leaving teaching in England. The departure of male teachers is of particular concern because men are overrepresented both in high schools, which are more subject to teacher shortages than primary schools, and in the shortage areas of science and math.

To counter the effects of having relatively low top salaries (only 46 percent higher than the entry salaries) that are reached at a relatively young age, England has introduced two new salary-related programs within the past ten years to retain effective teachers.

Since 2000, England and Wales have had a program that resembles National Board Cer-
tification in the United States. The program gives teachers the option of being assessed against national criteria for teaching effectiveness when they reach the top of the standard pay scale. Those who pass the assessment gain access to significantly higher pay. Unlike the more restrictive U.S. program, more than 230,000 U.K. teachers, or 80 percent of those who were eligible, applied in the first year, and 97 percent of them passed. Critics argue that the process is too time-consuming, both for the applicants and for the head teachers (that is, school principals) who do the evaluation. And no evidence to date shows that the program improves teacher quality and student achievement, though that fact is not surprising because passing the threshold requires evidence of successful past, rather than current, performance. The program does, however, indicate a strong interest among teachers in higher pay and gives successful teachers access to an “upper pay scale” that offers performance pay.

Teachers in England can also increase their pay by becoming an Advanced Skills Teacher (AST). This option, introduced in 1998, keeps teachers in the classroom by allowing them to augment the top salary by up to 40 percent. Teachers can apply at any stage in their career and must pass an AST assessment based on an externally evaluated portfolio. They then typically spend up to 20 percent of their time providing support to other teachers. The hope is that ultimately ASTs will make up about 5 percent of the workforce.

Such programs are not unique to England. Other OECD countries have also searched for ways to diversify a “flat” career structure that offers only limited options outside the classroom as well as limited opportunities for promotion and career diversification. A common approach is to provide opportunities for established teachers to mentor young teachers. In addition, many countries are shifting more management authority to the school level and creating new roles for teachers, including a variety of “middle management” positions such as departmental heads, team leaders, or management or curriculum development personnel. Typically these positions bring with them higher pay and reduced classroom teaching hours. Nonetheless, opportunities for roles outside the classroom remain quite limited. In 2001, on average, only about 5 percent of staff positions in upper secondary schools across fourteen OECD countries were classified as management and 4 percent as professional development.

**Attrition and Nonsalary Considerations**

Teachers in England leave the profession at far higher rates than those in many other developed countries, including the United States, where teacher attrition rates increased from 5.1 percent in the early 1990s to 7.4 percent in the late 1990s. In England the rate of attrition rose from 8 percent to 10 percent between 1999–2000 and 2001–02. By contrast, in Italy, Japan, and Korea departure rates are less than 3 percent. Part of the explanation for England’s higher attrition rates is undoubtedly the salary structure, but concerns about salary are not the sole explanation.

Indeed, in a 2002 survey of more than 1,000 departing teachers in England, 45 percent of respondents cited the heavy workload, 36 percent cited government initiatives, and 35 percent cited stress as the most important reasons for leaving the profession. Only 11 percent cited low salaries. Concerns about workloads and government initiatives were particularly prevalent among those leaving primary schools, where low ratios of teachers to pupils and the government’s drive to pro-
mote literacy and numeracy have put a significant burden on teachers. Many teachers, especially older ones, appeared to be increasingly frustrated with the administrative duties associated with new government initiatives, including school testing reports and the stress of meeting performance thresholds. Although some teachers said that higher salaries might have compensated them for these heavier workloads, more than 40 percent said that nothing could induce them to stay.32

Concern about work-related stress is also evident in a recent study of teacher supply in Sweden, where the share of teachers suffering mental stress rose from 5.3 percent in 1991 to 21.1 percent in 2002, an increase far exceeding that for all Swedish employees or for white-collar workers. One plausible explanation for the rising stress among teachers is the deterioration in working conditions associated with a continuous fall in the ratio of teachers to pupils during the 1990s.33

The lesson for the United States is that government policies that put significant new pressure on teachers could increase departures from the profession. Further, both in the United States and internationally, it is likely to be the more qualified teachers who leave.34

Strategies to Retain Teachers

Nonsalary policies used by various OECD countries to try to retain effective teachers include providing additional support staff for teachers, recognizing and celebrating effective teachers, improving school leadership, and reducing teacher burnout through part-time work, sabbaticals, and extended leaves.35 Some of these efforts appear to be useful, at least for some teachers and in some countries.

Figure 1. Program in International Student Assessment Test Scores versus Teacher Salaries
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Teacher Salaries and Student Achievement

If high teacher salaries relative to GDP generate a teaching force of high-quality teachers, one might expect students in countries with high teacher salaries to perform better on international tests than those in countries with lower salaries. Although the high test scores of students in Korea and Japan appear to support the link between high salaries and high student performance, a closer look at the data gives a different picture. For example, in the combined mathematics literacy results of fifteen-year-olds from the Program in International Student Assessment (PISA) in 2003, U.S. students scored an average of 483, compared with the OECD average of 500, leaving the United States ranked twenty-fourth among the twenty-nine participating OECD countries.36 Figure 1 shows no clear relationship between teacher salaries and PISA test scores for the twenty-five OECD countries for which data are available on both measures.37
picture. The average score of U.S. eighth graders on that test in 2003 was 504, well above the international average of 466, but far below the scores of Korea (589), Japan (570), Belgium–Flemish community (537), Netherlands (536), and Hungary (529). Among those five countries, the first two have high salaries; the next two, middle-range salaries; and the fifth has low salaries. Again, no clear positive link emerges between teacher salaries and student performance.38

The absence of a simple link between teacher salaries (relative to GDP per capita) and student achievement should come as no surprise given the many differences among these countries, including culture, the education level of the adult population, the quality of the teacher training programs, and the presence or absence of national standards. Even if a relationship had emerged from the data, the complexity of the interrelationships between all these variables would make it difficult, if not impossible, to tease out causal linkages between teacher salaries and student achievement.39

**Length of Education Programs**

As in the United States, the typical postsecondary education program for teachers is uniformly four years in Australia, Canada (Quebec), England, and Korea. In many other countries, the length differs for teachers at the primary and secondary levels, but programs tend to be longer than in the United States, particularly for high school teachers. The average across the OECD countries is 3.9 years for primary school teachers, 4.4 years for lower secondary school teachers, and 4.9 years for upper secondary teachers.40 The general OECD trend has been to lengthen teacher education programs and to raise standards, for example by requiring graduate training for secondary school teachers.41

In Europe, Germany has one of the longest, most rigorous, and most inflexible programs of teacher preparation. Initial teacher education takes five years for primary teachers and at least six years for secondary teachers.42 The first phase of the training, which lasts three to four years, takes place in universities and ends with a thesis and written and oral examinations. Upon successful completion of these examinations, students are eligible to move to the second, or preparatory service, phase, which lasts between one and a half and two years. In this phase, students work at schools at a reduced salary and participate in training seminars run by various ministries of education countrywide. Immediate enrollment in the second phase is not guaranteed, because it is subject to the availability of vacancies at the relevant training institute. At the end of this phase, candidates take an-

---

**Teacher Preparation, Including Qualifications and Induction Programs**

Though expectations about relative salaries are important to the decision to become or remain a teacher, the expected monetary rewards for teaching must be traded off against other costs or benefits of entering the profession. The main costs are two: training and the possibility of having a poor experience in the early years of teaching.

Teachers are almost always required to have a university degree. Some countries, including the United States, require an additional teaching credential. OECD countries differ not only in how many years of education they require, but also in whether they require a pre-service exam and practical classroom teaching experience. The wide variation across countries suggests a lack of consensus about how best to prepare teachers.
other state examination, which consists of another written thesis, an oral examination, and an evaluation of classroom teaching.

Only then are graduates able to enter the profession as probationary teachers. At the end of a two-year probation period, they are appointed for life, provided they are at least twenty-seven years old. Because of the long training program, the average age of teachers entering tenured employment was thirty-two in 1998. And because the training is oriented toward particular levels of schooling (primary, lower secondary, or upper secondary) and types of schools (general or vocational), teachers are not easily able to transfer from one type of teaching position to another. Although reasonable people may disagree about the appropriate length and form of teacher preparation programs, one thing is quite clear. Potential teachers are likely to be willing to make such an investment only if the payoffs in terms of future salary make the effort worthwhile. Thus it is not surprising to find that the long and rigorous teacher preparation program in Germany is associated with high initial salaries.

Practical Field Experience
The general trend across OECD countries is to increase opportunities for practical classroom experience, to start the practical training earlier in the education program, to connect teacher education institutions more closely with the schools where their graduates will teach, and to broaden the scope of the experience beyond classroom teaching. These changes come in response to growing dissatisfaction with having prospective teachers do their practice teaching only at the end of their education.

Teacher education in Sweden, for example, now includes a twenty- to thirty-week program in which a student works with a teacher team within a school on a wide range of professional skills and pursues a research project linked to his or her academic program. Student teachers then stay in touch with “their school” throughout their teacher education. In Ireland, practical experience at the secondary level no longer focuses just on teaching but now extends to planning, supervision, and extracurricular activities. In Israel, practical field experiences now account for 15 percent of the total program time. Also, much of the fourth year of college work is devoted to work in school as regular teachers, combined with reflection with a mentor at the school and with a tutor in the college.

The lessons emerging from the OECD countries are that practicum experience works best when there is close cooperation between the teacher training program and the schools, including some shared training of teacher educators and supervising teachers; when trainees are given opportunities to conduct research in the classroom; and when the course-based and fieldwork components are integrated.

Certification of New Teachers
Some countries, such as Finland, impose no requirements on prospective teachers beyond completion of a teacher education pro-
gram. Finland can afford such a simple approach because its teacher education programs are standardized, the demand for teaching education opportunities is high, and connections between training institutions and the education profession are close. About half the OECD countries, however, have additional requirements in the form of competitive examinations and mandatory teaching experience or both, as criteria for entrance to the teaching profession.47

Competitive examinations are used in France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Japan, Korea, Mexico (in some states), and Spain. In some cases the exam scores determine whether one gets a teaching license; in others, scores determine who gets positions in particular schools. Both Italy and Spain also require one year of teaching. Interestingly, only one in three OECD countries, including the United States, requires teaching experience in order to receive a regular teaching license. Further, the typical U.S. three-year teaching requirement is longer than that in all other countries. Several other countries, though, call for a probationary period before a teacher can get tenure in the form of a permanent teaching post.48

**Alternative Routes into Teaching**

Faced with teacher shortages in some areas, many countries now provide alternative routes into teaching. Of twenty-five OECD countries for which information is available, seventeen make it possible for side entrants—that is, people who have pursued nonteaching careers—to enter the teaching profession. These programs last from one to three years and vary in form. The most common form, used in twelve countries, provides special programs in traditional teacher training institutions, but some offer adult education or distance learning programs. In most countries, side entrants are permitted to start teaching before they are fully qualified.

An interesting version of this program, which resembles the Teach for America Program in the United States, is England’s Teach First program, which specifically addresses teacher shortages in London. A two-year program for graduates who had intended to pursue business careers, it provides intensive employment-based teacher training during the summer after graduation and additional support and training during the first year of teaching, culminating with a teaching qualification.

Among the countries that provide no alternative routes into teaching are Japan, Korea, and Scotland, all of which have relatively high teacher salaries.49 Germany appears to be a counterexample, in that even though it pays high salaries it does have a side entrant program. But the program is quite limited, with only 3 percent of new appointees entering through that route in 2003. Moreover, though some side entrants in Germany teach in shortage areas in the general education system, such as physics and mathematics, most work in vocational areas.

Not much information is available on the extent to which these programs are used in various countries or on how successful they are at attracting and retaining teachers. In general, the side entrant programs appear to be more a response to the need for teachers than a general movement toward greater flexibility in the teaching profession.

**Induction and Mentoring Programs**

Beginning teachers in all countries tend to be overwhelmed and to struggle with classroom management and other problems.50 Increasingly, developed countries have been using formal induction or mentoring programs as a
way to improve beginning teachers’ chances of success and thereby to reduce the rate of teacher attrition. This trend is consistent with research literature that shows positive benefits not only for the novice teachers but also for the mentors.51 Nonetheless not all countries have such programs. Of the OECD countries listed in table 2, ten have national mandatory induction programs, the majority of which last a year. Six countries have such programs in some schools or, in the case of the United States, some districts. In the United States only twenty-three states require some form of mentorship or induction program, and those programs are generally designed and controlled at the local level.52 Eight countries have no formal induction program. Note, though, that while Germany is included in this group, it does include an induction program in its basic teacher preparation program.

Scotland appears to have one of the more generous induction programs. It guarantees a one-year teaching post to any eligible student who has graduated with a teaching qualification from a Scottish institution of higher education and sets a maximum teaching load of 70 percent, with the rest of the time set aside for personal development. When new teachers apply for a teaching position, they are asked to rank the five local authorities in which they would most like to work. If they are assigned to and accept a position outside their top five authorities, they are eligible for a location bonus of £6,000. Thus, the program is being used not only to make beginning teachers more successful but also to reduce teacher shortages.53 Beginning in 1999, England introduced a statutory induction period of one year for newly qualified teachers. In contrast to the Scottish program, however, the English program frees up only 10 percent of the teaching time for personal development.

Conclusion
Because of their divergent histories, cultures, values, and economic situations, industrialized countries have developed a wide range of policies related to the supply of teachers. Although it is not possible to derive any simple policy lessons for the United States from

Table 2. Formal Induction Programs for Beginning Teachers, Selected OECD Countries, 2004

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mandatory (1 year)</th>
<th>Varies (by school)</th>
<th>Not offered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>England and Wales</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Belgium (Fl.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece (8 months)</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Belgium (Fr.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Chile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Finland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>United States (by district)</td>
<td>Germany*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea (7 months)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Ireland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland (2 or 4 weeks over 2 years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OECD, Teachers Matter: Attracting, Developing and Retaining Effective Teachers (Paris, 2005). *In Germany, the induction program is part of the final year of initial teacher education.
this complicated mix, the international experience is useful for providing perspective on the U.S. situation and for generating potential strategies to deal with specific issues. These strategies, however, require more study and formal evaluation.

The clearest finding of this review is that salaries are quite low in the United States relative to those in other developed countries. Although this may well mean that higher salaries would be desirable, the evidence also shows no clear relationship across countries between teacher salaries and student achievement. Moreover, the review highlights the importance of looking beyond single policy levers in favor of broader policy packages. Higher salaries alone, for example, without attention to the nature of teacher preparation and certification, working conditions, the challenges facing new teachers, and the distribution of teachers across geographic areas, are unlikely to elicit the desired widespread improvements in student achievement.
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Teacher Labor Markets in Developing Countries

Emiliana Vegas

Summary
Emiliana Vegas surveys strategies used by the world’s developing countries to fill their classrooms with qualified teachers. With their low quality of education and wide gaps in student outcomes, schools in developing countries strongly resemble hard-to-staff urban U.S. schools. Their experience with reform may thus provide insights for U.S. policymakers.

Severe budget constraints and a lack of teacher training capacity have pushed developing nations to try a wide variety of reforms, including using part-time or assistant teachers, experimenting with pay incentives, and using school-based management.

The strategy of hiring teachers with less than full credentials has had mixed results. One successful program in India hired young women who lacked teaching certificates to teach basic literacy and numeracy skills to children whose skills were seriously lagging. After two years, student learning increased, with the highest gains among the least able students.

As in the United States, says Vegas, teaching quality and student achievement in the developing world are sensitive to teacher compensation. As average teacher salaries in Chile more than doubled over the past decade, higher-quality students entered teacher education programs. And when Brazil increased educational funding and distributed resources more equitably, school enrollment increased and the gap in student test scores narrowed. Experiments with performance-based pay have had mixed results. In Bolivia a bonus for teaching in rural areas failed to produce higher-quality teachers. And in Mexico a system to reward teachers for improved student outcomes failed to change teacher performance. But Vegas explains that the design of teacher incentives is critical. Effective incentive schemes must be tightly coupled with desired behaviors and generous enough to give teachers a reason to make the extra effort.

School-based management reforms give decisionmaking authority to the schools. Such reforms in Central America have reduced teacher absenteeism, increased teacher work hours, increased homework assignments, and improved parent-teacher relationships. These changes, says Vegas, are especially promising in schools where educational quality is low.
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Developing countries in Africa, Asia, and Latin America are struggling, just as the world’s industrialized countries are, to fill classrooms with qualified teachers. But the challenges they face are even more complicated. Demographers have projected that developing countries have the fastest-growing populations of people aged six to twenty-four in the world. The swelling ranks of school-age populations are driving up demand for teachers. In accordance with the Millennium Development Goals set forth by the United Nations, every country must ensure universal primary education by 2015. Although the majority of children in all regions of the world except Sub-Saharan Africa attend primary school, the quality of education is low and disparities in student learning outcomes are large. Children in developing countries have the lowest mean test scores in international assessments of student learning, and they often show the largest variation in test scores as well. The severe challenges facing the developing world are not unique, however. In many ways, in fact, they resemble those facing the U.S. schools with the lowest-income student populations. Could strategies used by developing countries offer lessons to policymakers in the United States seeking to improve their nation’s lowest-performing schools?

Budget constraints and a lack of teacher training capacity have led developing nations to try a wide variety of reforms. Some are hiring part-time, contractual, or assistant teachers. Others are using pay incentives to attract and retain qualified teachers. Still others are trying to attract more teachers and raise the quality of teaching by experimenting with school-based management or the devolution of decisionmaking authority, including teacher hiring and firing, directly to schools. The results in terms of student achievement vary widely, depending on the context and the country.

Teacher Labor Markets

The supply of teachers in developing countries, as in developed countries, depends on working conditions and teacher salaries, as well as on how salaries and entry requirements in the teacher labor market compare with other labor markets. Many teachers work in schools that lack adequate teaching materials or basic infrastructure. Pupil-teacher ratios, as shown in table 1, can be large: an average of 43:1, for example, in Sub-Saharan Africa, though in some countries the ratio is even larger. Many teachers in developing countries cite lack of resources, such as adequate facilities, textbooks, and teaching materials, as a primary obstacle to effective teaching.

Location also affects teacher supply. In most developing countries, unlike in the United States, working conditions tend to be better in urban schools and teachers prefer to work there. Large cities in the United States have only recently begun using housing subsidies to recruit teachers to difficult-to-staff urban schools, but developing countries have long made use of housing incentives, especially for teachers in rural schools. In many poor countries, however, these subsidies have not been effective, in part because most teachers are women and most single women choose not to live alone or to transfer to rural areas for safety-related reasons.

Recent research in Pakistan, however, suggests that placing secondary schools in rural areas—rather than the urban areas where they are now concentrated—may attract some teachers, as many female secondary graduates...
who aspire to teach higher grades can then teach in their native villages instead of moving to the cities. The strategy of recruiting local teachers and assigning them to schools close to home may also be effective in the United States, where, as researchers have shown, teacher labor markets are mostly local.

Turning to compensation, in Latin America, at least, teachers do not appear to be severely underpaid compared with similar workers in other occupations. Lucrecia Santibañez examined urban professional salaries in Mexico during the late 1990s. Controlling for education, experience, and hours worked, she estimated that the hourly wage premium in 1998 was 13 percent for male secondary teachers and 30 percent for female teachers. She also analyzed salary differences among states in Mexico and found that, on average, teachers in more developed northern states earned relatively less compared with other professions than did teachers in the rest of the country.

In Chile, teachers’ wages were higher, on average, than those of nonagricultural employees, but much of this difference could be attributed to the teachers’ higher levels of schooling. One study demonstrated that although entry-level wages for teachers are low, teachers are compensated as well as other professionals who work in similar locations or have similar levels of education and experience. And in Bolivia, a study found that the concentration of teachers in the public sector and the influence of union-negotiated contracts on teacher wages for the entire country reduced geographic variation in teacher salaries, which meant that teachers in rural areas, in particular, were better compensated than other professional workers in similar locations. In addition, union influence set teachers’ wages in a way that minimized the salary differences by gender, ethnicity, and marital status that are apparent for some private sector professionals subject to market wages.

In many developing countries, teacher salaries make up a large share of total public education spending—as much as 95 percent of total education costs. Governments in countries such as Uganda, Kenya, and Tanzania...

### Table 1. Teacher Characteristics, by Region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Pupil-teacher ratio</th>
<th>Trained teachers (percent)</th>
<th>Teacher salary (percent of GDP per capita)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>Primary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>43:1</td>
<td>24:1</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East/North Africa</td>
<td>23:1</td>
<td>18:1</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America and the Caribbean</td>
<td>26:1</td>
<td>19:1</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia</td>
<td>42:1</td>
<td>33:1</td>
<td>62&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Asia</td>
<td>22:1</td>
<td>19:1</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Europe and Central Asia</td>
<td>17:1</td>
<td>12:1</td>
<td>93&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>16:1</td>
<td>14:1</td>
<td>. . .</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: UNESCO Institute for Statistics, Global Education Digest 2003—Comparing Education Statistics across the World (Montreal, Canada: 2002). Countries with populations of less than 1 million are excluded.

<sup>a</sup> Data are based on 10–25 percent of the total population of the country group or region.

<sup>b</sup> Data are based on 25–50 percent of the total population of the country group or region.
nia, which have recently expanded access to primary schools, cite high spending on teacher salaries as the biggest constraint on improving the supply and quality of teacher recruits. Education advocates have suggested a variety of strategies to minimize this constraint, such as de-linking teacher salaries from civil service salaries or changing the pace at which teachers progress along the salary scale. But research has centered primarily on subsidies and incentives, such as merit-based pay and supplementary allowances (housing, transport), as discussed below.

Alternatives to Hiring Regular Teachers

Many developing countries are upgrading the training credentials required of teachers at the same time as their governments are resorting to hiring part-time, uncredentialed, or contract teachers to meet demand or cut costs. For example, in the Kyrgyz Republic, policymakers emphasized teacher training requirements even as teacher training colleges were being closed for lack of funding. One approach, which Tajikistan has tried, has been to shorten the length of teacher training programs.14 To limit expenses while responding to increased demand in the 1990s, India hired more than 200,000 “para-teachers,” while Pakistan hired contract teachers who were excluded from training and other benefits.

As in the United States, research findings on how teacher training programs affect the quality of education are, at best, inconclusive. A survey of case studies in Latin America found that several different methods of teacher preparation and training—for example, stopgap training that covers only missing skills and competences—achieved consistently poor results, thus sounding a cautionary note for U.S. education programs. The study also found that professionalizing teacher training by elevating its status to a university degree had the paradoxical effect of causing qualified teachers to move to more remunerative professions.15

In addition, a UNICEF strategy paper warns of the cost consequences of expanding alternative teacher hiring. Even if alternative hires start at lower salaries or with fewer benefits, the study finds, they will eventually demand or qualify for higher salaries. Salary increases for a large pool of teachers can financially strain the system over the long term as much as hiring regular teachers would.16

Contract Teachers

Many developing countries are addressing shortages by turning to contract teachers—graduates of regular teacher training institutes who receive lower wages than do regular teachers (just 40 percent of civil salaries) and no benefits. Togo recently reported that as much as 55 percent of its teaching force was contractual. The strategy, though, does not appear to have been successful, as the advent of contractual hiring in Togo reduced the supply of high-quality candidates, while also raising absenteeism and creating resentment over unfair pay. A retrospective evaluation found that the performance of students taught by contractual teachers lagged behind that of students taught by regular teachers, even after controlling for prior achievement, household characteristics, and school, classroom, and teacher variables.17 Not surprisingly, schools whose limited budgets forced them to hire contractual teachers also had less pedagogic supervision and poor facilities.

Assistant Teachers

Some countries are also experimenting with hiring assistant teachers, who often have
fewer qualifications than do regular teachers and are paid at substantially lower rates. In rural areas in India, a remedial education program reached more than 15,000 students who had not attained basic literacy and numeracy skills by third grade by hiring as teachers young women from the community who lacked teaching certificates. A randomized evaluation found that after two years, the program had increased student learning by 0.39 standard deviation, with the highest gains among the least able students. This finding suggests that it is possible not only to keep poorly performing students in school but also to ensure that they do not fall behind. It is conceivable that a similar catch-up program could help U.S. cities maintain high net enrollment rates in the grades when students are most likely to drop out. Because the program in India hires local high-school-educated girls to teach classes of approximately twenty students, the average cost is less than $5 a year for each child—far less than the average cost of outfitting classrooms with regular teachers. While these findings are compelling, the validity of the evaluation has been called into question on several points and it was also found that the children’s gains began to fade out within one year of leaving the program.

Teacher Pay

Although some disagreement exists about the importance of the absolute level of teacher salaries in attracting qualified people to and retaining them in the profession, there is broad consensus that teacher salaries influence the type of people who enter the field and how long they remain in it. At the same time, research indicates that working conditions and regulations can counteract or amplify the influence of wages on teachers. In this section I describe how salary levels, salary structures, and scholarship programs have influenced teacher recruitment, quality, and retention in developing countries.

Salary Levels

During the 1990s in Chile, teachers’ real wages increased and the quality of applicants to the teaching profession improved. Between 1990 and 2002 real salaries grew 156 percent, while the government launched a publicity campaign to encourage college students to become teachers and also created a scholarship program for outstanding students to study pedagogy. Simultaneously, the government allocated substantial additional resources to schools, in the process improving overall working conditions for teachers. Although the individual effect of each of these reforms on student outcomes remains unclear, during the period the number of teacher education applicants increased 39 percent, and the average university entrance exam score of applicants to teacher education programs increased 16 percent. Even though the number of applicants to other degree programs, such as engineering, also increased, the average exam scores of these applicants remained more or less constant. These patterns suggest that changes in salary level can affect an individual’s choice to become a teacher.

Even if alternative hires start at lower salaries or with fewer benefits, the study finds, they will eventually demand or qualify for higher salaries.
Some evidence also suggests that salary levels and salary equalization for teachers can improve student outcomes. In Brazil, a finance equalization reform that targeted redistributed funds to teachers resulted in smaller class sizes, fewer overaged children in primary and secondary schools, and a diminishing gap between high- and low-performing students. Brazil, like the United States, is a vast country characterized by large inequalities in educational spending and educational outcomes not only among states but also among different municipalities within each state. The Fundo de Manutenção e Desenvolvimento do Ensino Fundamental e de Valorização do Magistério (Fund for the Maintenance and Development of Basic Education and Teacher Appreciation, or FUNDEF) is a federal fund that addresses spending inequalities within states. State and municipal governments contribute a share of their tax and transfer revenues to the fund, which then redistributes revenues to the state and municipal governments in each state on the basis of the number of students enrolled in their basic education systems. The federal government also promotes funding adequacy across all states by providing supplemental funding in states where FUNDEF revenues per student are below a yearly established spending floor. These “top-ups,” which have benefited the poorer states of Brazil, located primarily in the Northeast, point to the importance of additional federal financing when state and local revenues fall short.

Unlike teacher incentive programs in several states in the United States, FUNDEF earmarks 60 percent of funds specifically for teachers, with funds going to hire new teachers, train underqualified teachers, and increase teachers’ salaries. A 2005 study found that governments that increased mandated per-pupil spending lowered average teacher-pupil ratios; the study inferred, because there was no decrease in enrollment, that the governments hired new teachers. The share of teachers who had completed only primary education also fell dramatically, most noticeably in Brazil’s poorer regions and in the earlier primary school grades, where higher shares of teachers had previously been underqualified. That the reform was introduced at about the same time as legislation requiring teachers to have at least a secondary education degree complicates any assessment of the results. But the 2005 study found that funds received from FUNDEF were not significantly linked with the steep decline in underqualified teachers, though FUNDEF revenue was used to train and educate teachers.

The FUNDEF-related changes in educational inputs have, in turn, generated changes in student outcomes. More students are now attending school in the poorer states of Brazil, particularly in the higher grades of basic education. The reform is also linked with lower levels of overaged students in the classroom. Having qualified teachers thus appears to help students stay on track in school, repeat grades less often, drop out and reenter less often, and perhaps also enter first grade on time. Because low-performing students suffer most from inequalities in per-pupil spending, finance equalization reforms that decrease these spending inequalities may also narrow the performance gap between high-performing and low-performing students and between white and nonwhite students. Studies of school finance reform in the United States, however, have not shown consistent effects on student outcomes.

Salary Structure

Although teacher pay in developing countries is seldom linked to teacher performance, a few countries have recently experimented
with performance-based pay to raise teaching quality and student outcomes (see the article in this volume on performance-based pay by Victor Lavy). Because few large-scale pay-for-performance programs have been implemented in the United States, programs in developing countries provide particularly valuable evidence of the extent to which incentives affect performance.

The effect of performance-based pay depends critically on how it is designed and linked to teacher performance. Chile and Mexico, for example, have instituted different types of performance-based incentives for teachers. In Chile’s Sistema Nacional de Evaluación de Desempeño de los Establecimientos Educativos (National System of School Performance Assessment, or SNED), top-performing schools within predetermined groups earn a financial bonus for student performance; the bonus is distributed among the teachers in the winning schools. Initially Chile’s school-based bonus had no effect on student performance, but a recent study found that in schools that have some likelihood of receiving the prize in each of the three years they apply, average student test scores increase slightly.23

Mexico’s Carrera Magisterial (Master Training, or CM) program, instituted in 1993, allows teachers to move up consecutive pay levels based on year-long assessments of their professional development and education, years of experience, a peer review, and, importantly, their students’ performance. The awards are substantial—they can represent between 25 and 200 percent of the teacher’s annual wage—and last throughout a teacher’s career, just as a salary increase does. Since 1993, more than 600,000 teachers have received the lowest level of award. The Carrera Magisterial reform resembles an across-the-board wage increase for “good” teachers and may thus be expected to have led to an increase in the quality of entering cohorts of teachers in the past decade.

A study by Patrick McEwan and Lucrecia Santibáñez examined how effective the Carrera Magisterial incentives were in improving students’ test scores.24 The study compared a

Although teacher pay in developing countries is seldom linked to teacher performance, a few countries have recently experimented with performance-based pay to raise teaching quality and student outcomes.
rera Magisterial) or a bonus (in the case of SNED) each time they apply. 25 Thus, most teachers who apply have no real incentive to improve performance. To be effective, as Victor Lavy explains in his article in this volume, an incentive scheme must give all or most teachers a reason to exert extra effort.

The size of the reward relative to a teacher’s base pay also matters. When a teacher’s base salary accounts for a large share of total compensation, incentives for specific behaviors, such as working in rural schools or serving children with special needs, will be relatively less powerful. Figure 1 portrays the share of teacher pay that comes from education and training, years of service, and performance in two Latin American countries, Chile and Bolivia. In Bolivia’s pay structure—one common in both developing and developed countries—by far the largest part of a teacher’s salary depends on experience and education. Chile has tried to increase the share of teacher pay that is related to performance, but even there more than 60 percent of pay continues to depend on characteristics, such as years of service and education, that are unrelated to performance. The mixed findings on the effectiveness of performance-based pay in Mexico and Chile echo findings from the United States (again, see the article by Victor Lavy in this volume) that make clear the difficulty of designing an effective performance-based pay policy.

Some incentive programs, however, have shown some success. A nongovernmental organization (NGO) project in India used a simple financial incentive program to reduce teacher absenteeism and to stimulate teaching and better learning. The NGO initiated the program in 60 informal one-teacher schools in rural India, randomly chosen out of a sample of 120 schools; the remaining 60 schools served as comparison schools. Teachers were given a camera with a tamper-proof date and time function, along with instructions to have one of the children photograph the teacher and other students at the beginning and end of the school day. The time and date stamps on the photographs were used to track teacher attendance. Salary was a direct function of attendance.

An evaluation of the program by Esther Duflo and Rema Hanna reported that it immediately reduced teacher absenteeism. 26 The absenteeism rate, measured using unannounced visits in all 120 schools, averaged 42 percent in the comparison schools and 22 percent in the schools under study. When the schools were in session, teachers were as likely to be teaching in both types of schools; the number of children present was roughly the same. The program also improved student achievement. A year after its start, test scores in the schools participating in the in-
centive program were 0.17 standard deviation higher than those in the comparison schools, and children were 40 percent more likely to be admitted into regular schools.

The study by Duflo and Hanna demonstrates how random assignment studies can be used to learn about program effects, though the results may be specific to the context in which they are implemented. The scheme in India was tested in a small group of one-teacher schools; the question is whether the results would be similar in different contexts. For example, would the teacher attendance effect be smaller in regular public schools or in larger schools with many other teachers who can substitute for an absent teacher? Another issue of practical importance for public policy is whether the camera mechanism would share the fate of other already existing formal mechanisms for punishing absentees: weak enforcement.

Scholarship Programs
To attract talented students to teaching, several countries in South America’s Southern Cone have introduced scholarship programs. In Chile, a scholarship program for talented students covers 100 percent of tuition up to 1 million pesos in exchange for a commitment to teach for three years. Priority goes to candidates in natural sciences, mathematics, English, language arts, and basic education.27 In Uruguay, where teacher education is free, scholarships are provided to talented candidates from disadvantaged backgrounds to cover their living expenses during the three years of intensive training at regional teacher training centers.28 In Asia, during the 1990s Taiwan offered free pre-service education to those who had taught for five years. Researchers cite the combination of the scholarship and generous salaries and benefits for teachers relative to other professions in Taiwan to explain why the country’s teacher retention rate remains high beyond the five-year threshold.29 Such programs imply that strong relative wages and subsidized costs can have an important effect on the quality of teacher supply.

School-Based Management
Some developing countries have tried devolving directly to schools the authority to make decisions regarding teacher hiring and other administrative matters that are usually made by local, regional, or central governments. The idea behind such decentralization is to bring these decisions closer to the school, and thus to parents and students, to generate incentives and conditions to improve teaching quality and student outcomes and make teachers and schools more accountable to the community.

Several countries in Central America have introduced such school-based management reforms. In El Salvador, a retrospective evaluation found that the Programa de Educación con Participación de la Comunidad (Education with Community Participation Program, or EDUCO) has affected management practices, teacher behavior, and student outcomes.30 A few important powers, most notably the ability to hire and fire teachers, have been transferred to the school, but many other decisions continue to be made primarily by central authorities. Most of the local decisionmaking power has been given to parents rather than principals. The study also finds important behavioral differences: EDUCO schools have fewer school closings, less teacher absenteeism, more meetings between teachers and parents, and longer teacher work hours than control schools. These changes in teacher behavior, in turn, are related to higher achievement in Spanish in EDUCO schools.
Another retrospective evaluation finds similar effects in Honduras’s Proyecto Hondureño de Educación Comunitaria (Honduran Community Education Project, or PROHECO).31 Like EDUCO, PROHECO is a school-based management reform for rural primary schools. Comparing PROHECO schools to similar schools in rural areas (using propensity score matching methods to construct a credible comparison group), the study finds that PROHECO teachers are less frequently absent because of union participation, although they are more frequently absent because of teacher professional development. Teachers in PROHECO are paid less and have fewer years of experience than comparison teachers. And, as in El Salvador’s EDUCO program, teachers in PROHECO teach more hours in an average week than comparison teachers; they also have smaller classes and assign more homework. In these examples, at least, decentralized schools appear to encourage greater efficiency and teacher effort.

Although the studies found little evidence that teachers in community-managed schools differ from their colleagues in conventional schools in terms of their classroom processes, planning, or motivation, PROHECO students score higher on math, science, and Spanish exams than students in similar non-PROHECO schools. This higher student achievement is, in part, explained by unique qualities and characteristics of PROHECO schools. Specifically, the more hours a week a teacher works, the higher is the mean student achievement in all three subjects. The frequency of homework is associated with higher achievement in Spanish and math. Finally, smaller classes and fewer school closings are related to higher student achievement in science.

In contrast to PROHECO and EDUCO, Nicaragua’s School Autonomy program (Autonomía Escolar) was aimed initially at urban secondary schools, in particular those with higher-than-average resources. Unlike their peers in neighboring El Salvador and Honduras, parent associations and teachers in Nicaragua’s autonomous schools report little decisionmaking power. A decade after the reform began, autonomous and nonautonomous schools continue to differ in much the same ways as before reform. Differences in student socioeconomic background continue to explain most differences in student achievement. The reform appears to have had no systematic effect on student learning. Although on average students in autonomous schools outscore students in traditional schools in mathematics in third grade, by sixth grade they score lower on both Spanish and mathematics tests. There is little evidence that differences between autonomous and traditional schools are responsible for these differences in test scores.32

Some Lessons for the United States

Although developing countries differ in many ways from the United States, the inequality and poverty in some of their schools closely resembles conditions in some hard-to-staff U.S. schools. Because of their widely varying circumstances, these countries have tried many and varied reforms, often on a large scale. Their experiences with reform may provide insights for U.S. policymakers.

Clearly, educational reforms of many kinds can affect teaching quality and student learning. Research evidence supports the intuitive notion that teaching quality and student achievement are sensitive to the level and structure of teacher compensation. For example, as average teacher salaries in Chile
more than doubled over the past decade, higher-quality students entered teacher education programs.33 Similarly, when FUNDEF increased educational resources in Brazil and distributed them more fairly, school enrollment increased and the gap in student test scores narrowed.34

Once a country makes teacher salaries competitive, it can link teacher performance to pay increases to improve teaching quality. Although Chile’s school-based teacher bonus for student performance did not initially affect average test scores, it has now begun to increase them modestly, under some circumstances.35

The specific design of teacher incentives can have important consequences for teaching quality and student outcomes. Even in the case of nationwide performance-based-pay programs, such as those in Mexico and Chile, few teachers are likely to receive awards and thus few have any real incentive to improve student performance.36 Effective incentive schemes must be tightly coupled with the desired teacher behaviors and generous enough to give teachers a reason to make the extra effort.

A key lesson from research both in the United States and in developing countries is that teachers do not always respond to incentives in predictable ways.

A key lesson from research both in the United States and in developing countries is that teachers do not always respond to incentives in predictable ways. Sometimes, programs designed to reward teachers who adopt specific behaviors or achieve higher student achievement fail to generate the desired behavioral response.37 Bolivia’s bonus for teaching in rural areas, for example, failed to produce higher-quality rural teachers.38 And Mexico’s new teacher career system, designed to reward teachers for improved student outcomes, failed to change teacher performance—and thus to change student outcomes.39 These cases highlight the importance of design and implementation issues in teacher incentive reforms.

Finally, reforms that are not specifically designed to affect teachers can nevertheless in-
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